
From: John and Kathy Weisbrod

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Cc: Freihoefer, Adam T - DNR; efeinauer@cleanwisconsin.org; leschulte@jrn.com

Subject: 2011 Central Sands Lakes Study Report: PUBLIC COMMENT

Date: Friday, April 9, 2021 12:51:46 PM

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

Attn: Nicki Clayton - DG

P.O. Box 7921

Madison, WI 53707

To whom it may concern:

I read with interest the Stevens Point Journal article titled,  “High-capacity wells are 

reducing lake levels in Wisconsin's Central Sands region, a new study finds”. This 

article addresses “A new study by the state Department of Natural Resources shows 

that high-capacity wells have been reducing the level of three lakes in the Central 

Sands region, affecting ecosystems and recreation in the area.” The article goes on to 

invite written public comment to the recently released  Central Sands Lakes Study 

Report: DRAFT Findings and Recommendations. What follows are my comments.

My wife, Kathy, and I own 40 acres of land in the Town of Dewey, which is located in 

Portage County (SE SW,Sect. 26, T25N,R8E). About 13 acres of our land is a 

designated wetland that feeds the Moses Creek drainage and eventually the 

Wisconsin River. 

Our land is surrounded by at least 10 high capacity wells within a half-mile of our 

property. Several of these high capacity wells/irrigation pivots have appeared within 

the last few years, and several appear to be drawing water directly from surface water 

located within wetlands. 

Over the years, I've documented significant fluctuations in the surface water levels in 

our pond and wetland, which had completely dried up at times. I have become 

increasingly concerned in recent years as more high-capacity wells have been 

installed in our area. 

I shared my  high-capacity-well water withdrawal concerns with Wisconsin DNR in the 

past. In my communication with DNR representatives, I proposed water withdrawal 

data monitoring and high-capacity well regulation that would take into account the 

cumulative effect groundwater withdrawals have on ecosystems. I also proposed a 

proactive approach to groundwater management that would enable the agricultural 

industry to promote and market produce as sustainably-grown.

In my past communications with the DNR, I pointed out the negative impact that 
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significant fluctuations to groundwater levels have on surrounding wetlands. This is 

evidenced in the increasing proliferation of invasive Reed Canary Grass and negative 

impacts to wetland creatures’ habitats/ecosystems. 

My concerns were not well-received by the DNR and I was blacklisted by the 

Wisconsin DNR--click here to veiw The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel article from 2015 

which documents this fact. I invite you to view my past email communication with the 

DNR; it is public record and germain to this appeal for public comment.

Since being blacklisted by the DNR in 2015, I have not been able to raise recent 

concerns regarding groundwater issues in the state of Wisconsin. I have not received 

any communication from the Wisconsin DNR stating that I was no longer on the 

DNR's blacklist; however, I am hopeful that you will register my comments in this 

appeal for public comment.

In summary, I strongly recommend that Wisconsin DNR consider the cumulative 

effect of high-capacity wells and work cooperatively with ALL stakeholders. I support 

further study and planning that thoughtfully, actively, and transparently manages 

Wisconsin’s water resources. Additionally, wetlands must be considered along with 

private wells and area lakes in considering future groundwater management policy.

A groundwater management idea that should be considered is, where appropriate, to 

slow down surface water flow and enable that water to soak into the ground rather 

than run off. A natural, sustainable, cost-effective way to do this is encouraging 

beaver activity. 

For example, I recently had beavers on my land and was pleased that their dams 

were slowing surface water flow, thus creating more groundwater. As a result this 

beaver activity, my wetland became healthier and my pond water levels remained 

more stable. In my case, the neighbors and the township perceived the beaver 

activity to be destructive, and as a result, the beavers were exterminated and some of 

their dams removed.

More predictable water control structures could be used in place of beavers. Such 

man-made water controls are used extensively in the DNR-managed Mead Wildlife 

Area.

Please let me know if there is anything unclear about my position on this important 

water resource issue facing our state. I encourage you to review my past 

communication with the Wisconsin DNR, which resulted in my being blacklisted. 

Additionally, I encourage the DNR to do away with the use of blacklisting. You have 
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my permission to forward this communication to a DNR representative that has the 

power to remove my name from the DNR’s blacklist, or better still, do away with the 

DNR’s practice of blacklisting. Please update me if either of those actions take place.

Kindly reply to this email to inform me that my comments are entered into the public 

record. 

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

John Weisbrod

3609 Simonis Street

Stevens  Point, WI  54481

715-310-0168



From: Ross Shrago

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Central Sand LAke Study

Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:43:16 AM

I watched the the central Lake study presentation.  Its well done.  I support the WI

DNR recommendations to create a water use district.

I support sustainable agriculture

Ross
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From: Judith Bender

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Cc: Sen.Testin - LEGIS; Sen.Ballweg - LEGIS; Rep.Krug - LEGIS; Rep.Petersen - LEGIS; Rep.Shankland - LEGIS;
Sen.Johnson - LEGIS; Rep.Moore Omokunde - LEGIS

Subject: Central Sands Lake Study findings comments

Date: Saturday, May 1, 2021 4:27:25 PM

My husband and i have a lake cottage on Long Lake which was part of the most recent lake study which was just

concluded. Our cottage has been in my family since 1956 so I am well aware of the fluctuating lake levels. As a

child our family enjoyed swimming, fishing, catching turtles in our lake. During the 60s, the lake levels dropped

significantly, but the lake was still useable, but swimming was accomplished at neighbor’s properties where there

was deeper water. Levels did rise again. In 1997, the lake was at its highest levels that I had ever seen!

Unfortunately, the lake basically was gone by 2005. Unbelievable! And no, we weren’t in a drought. Our “lake”

property pretty much was worthless (declining property values), and depressing, so much so that my adult children

and their families didn’t want to come to the cottage. Common sense and our own eyes testify to the fact that the

numerous high capacity wells were the cause of our lake drying up.

I have the study and it appears to be complete and gives a fair assessment. The study model considers most the

Cental Sands area and its lakes and streams, and I agree with the recommendation of a water district.

It is wrong for persons to profit by drying up our lakes and streams and harming the creatures that live in them.We

pay huge property taxes to live on a lake compared to what agriculture pays. Since our cottage is not our primary

residence, we do not even receive many of the services that we are taxed for. Property taxes in Waushara County on

the 3% of parcels on water bodies pay 30% of taxes! It is not fair that these water bodies are harmed.

Swimming, boating and fishing are part of Wisconsin life. The Public Trust Doctrine is supposed to protect us from

excessive water uses damaging our lakes and streams. HIGH CAPACITY WELL PUMPING MUST BE LIMITED

FOR HEALTHY WATERS!

Agricultural employment is shrinking while tourism and water based recreation are a strong and growing economic

sector that we should not be damaging with excessive pumping.

There have been several efforts trying to get the pumping industry to decrease pumping, but to no avail. They denied

the damage they caused and delayed efforts and in the end they walked away from the process. The claim has been

made that there were low water levels during periods of dry weather, but the truth is WATER LEVELS BECAME

LOW IN MANY WATER BODIES DURING AVERAGE WEATHER DUE TO HIGH CAPACITY WELLS!

SUGGESTIONS: Please present results for estimated drawdowns and stream flow depletions for all lakes and

streams in the model. Develop a model for the parts of the Central Sands not included in the current model like

Little Wolf and Tomorrow Waupaca watersheds. We know high capacity wells are already impacting water bodies

there and more high capacity wells are going in all the time.

A water management district is good but it needs teeth to ratchet back pumping in harmed regions. As history

shows, voluntary approaches didn’t work. Can the DNR recommend how to enforce the public right?

Sincerely,

Judy and Tom Bender
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From: John Endrizzi

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Central Sands Lake Study

Date: Friday, April 30, 2021 7:57:22 AM

Dears Ladies and Gentlemen,

   I am a resident of the the Central Sands area. I have watched with horror as Our Water has come a political

football. The last ten years have been a sad time. You folks have been ham-stringed by a truly anti-science

legislature.  The Evers administration brings a breath of fresh air to the arena. Please use this opportunity to apply

regulations that will clean up the mess that Act 10 has created for our Water. The Central Sand Water Study brings

true science to the political arena. My Representative Scott Krug mentioned in a listening session recently that he

felt that the study did not go far enough.  Please take the ball and make a touchdown.

John K. Endrizzi

1591 Alpine Drive

 Nekoosa Wi. 54457
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From: paulmchandler

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Central Sands Lake Study

Date: Friday, April 16, 2021 5:14:18 PM

When the issue is a natural resource none is more precious than "Clean

Water".

This subject abides both sides, one being agriculture (I need need to

eat too) and secondly non-agarian interests that are entitled to opening

their faucet and drinking the water.

Pertaining to the subject of regulating high capacity wells, should they

be permitted/regulated on an individual or cumulative proximity basis

allow me to make the following analogy:

As a household that has its own well what were to happen if I were to

water the garden, shower and open all the outlets simultaneously?

The water flow from each would be reduced to a trickle.

Consider the same affect on surface waters adjacent to multiple high

capacity wells drawing on the same water source even if they were not

operating at the same time.

In conclusion, the DNR should going forward consider any new

agricultural based well applications on an adjacent "Affect on surface

water" basis and in the interim hold "pending" any such applications.

Paul M. Chandler

5070 Margaret Dr.

Amherst, WI 54406

715-824-2161
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From: Ken & Sue Schodron

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Cc: kenowolfpack@wi.rr.com; "Betty Martin"; Freihoefer, Adam T - DNR

Subject: Central Sands Lake Study

Date: Monday, April 19, 2021 3:41:51 PM

April 19, 2021
 

TO:   DNR Representative Nicki Clayton

RE:   Central Sands Lake Study

          High Capacity Well Withdrawals

          Long Lake, Waushara Cty

 

Dear Representative,

  We’ve seen a lot in the almost 30 years we’ve owned our Long Lake

property.  During the good lake level years, which were few, we fished,

canoed, had a wooden pier (which Ken built), fed the little fish and took

tons of photos. 

  Mostly, we felt disheartened by the unsupervised, unregulated and over-

extended high capacity wells.  Many times we’ve driven in hard rain

passing irrigation systems going full blast on local fields.  We’ve watched

the lake almost disappear for years while our pier lay rotting on the shore. 

The low levels caused an almost complete winter lake freeze killing the

fish.  Our volunteers used to harvested the weeds.  It became fruitless. 

Property values plummeted.  I like potatoes, however, the producers have

had complete freedom to take water away from the lakes.  They’ve taken

too much!  It effects the whole community.

Hoping for a change,  Sue Schodron

N6361 Long Lake Road, Plainfield, WI 54966  (715) 335-6106

4986 Fullpail Lane, West Bend, WI 53095 (262) 629-5124

 

Cc:  Brian Wolf, Betty Martin, Adam Freihoefer 
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From: katina daanen

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Central Sands Lakes Study Public Comment

Date: Thursday, May 6, 2021 7:01:24 AM

I support the recommendations of the Central Sands Lakes Study to create a water use district to deal with the effect

of multiple wells on waterbodies. Working towards integrated management can lead to better decisions that are

more equitable for all residents of the area and the environment.

This study impacts how we view our natural resources for all Wisconsinites.

Katina Daanen

922 N. Broadway

De Pere, WI 54115
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From: amwilke@centurylink.net

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Central Sands Lakes Study Public Comments

Date: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 7:59:11 PM

Dear CSLS Team –

Thank you for all the work and thoughtful discussions that went into the draft report of the Central

Sands Lakes Study. The findings are not surprising to those of us that live in the central sands region

and have personally seen and experienced the drought/drawdowns in our lakes and streams. The

changes in wildlife, aquatic and terrestrial plant life, the loss of ability to recreate normally on some

of the impacted lakes and streams has been very sad and depressing, especially when presenting

this information to our state legislators in Madison during Water Agenda Days, Conservation Day,

Committee Hearings on proposed legislation that seeks to diminish protections of our water

resource, speaking before the Water Quality Task Force and e-mailing countless requests to our

state Assembly and Senate legislators to act to manage the groundwater in a scientifically-based

sustainable manner that recognizes all the water users. Our economic stability has also suffered due

to loss of riparian property values, tourism income, decreased recreational support to local

businesses that depend on tourist and lake property owners utilizing their businesses and services.

Local municipalities have had a decrease in tax revenues due to these factors.  Cyclical trends in

weather, climate changes causing greater highs and lows in water levels have also impacted our local

economies and infrastructure revenues.

The proposal to set up a Wisconsin specific district management system makes perfect sense since

the groundwater and geology issues vary around our state. You noted that you’ve already reviewed

and discussed other states and governmental conservation department district-type systems and

find there are good ideas Wisconsin can use and adapt to fit a particular area of the state. I strongly

urge and support your work to prepare such an overall management system that can be as unique

and diverse to best meet a district’s issues and water users’ needs.

Going forward, this work and planning should include the diverse water users to work positively on

the solutions, not wasting time on past grievances, but HOW can Wisconsin citizens and government

(both legislative and departmental) entities protect our groundwater today and for our future

prosperity and economic success as well as providing safe, adequate clean drinking water where we

live.

 

Wisconsin citizens are counting on you and the DNR as a department to strongly present the best

solutions for our sustainable groundwater resources.

Thank you,

Marty Wilke

N877 Spring Lake Estates Drive

Neshkoro, WI 54960-6412

amwilke@centurylink.net / (920) 566-4605

 

member of:

Spring Lake Management District

Waushara County Watershed Lakes Council
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Central Sands Water Action Coalition

 



From: billsantnerii@gmail.com

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Cc: Sen.Testin - LEGIS; Rep.Krug - LEGIS; Sen.Ballweg - LEGIS; Rep.Petersen - LEGIS; Rep.Shankland - LEGIS

Subject: Central Sands Lakes Study Public Hearing Comments

Date: Friday, May 7, 2021 11:05:22 AM

May 7, 2021

 

Department of Natural Resources
Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5
PO Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707
 

“Water is the most critical resource issue of our lifetime and our children’s lifetime.
The health of our waters is the principal measure of how we live on the land.” -Luna
Leopold.

 

Dear Nicki Clayton,

We have lived on Crystal Lake, Marquette county since May, 2010. Drawing us to this
pristine environment was the aqua-marine water, the 1,000+ acres of private lands
spanning Marquette and Waushara counties that we enjoy as members of the Crystal
Lake Club, the abundant wildlife, and that our lake is an electric motor only lake.  It is
as peaceful a setting as one can imagine. Eagles fish the lake, cranes nest nearby,
while egrets, loons and king fishers all enjoy the bounty of our lake. We keep the
great fishing a secret, to say the least, with bass, pan fish and lake trout for the
taking.

Over this our 12th summer at the lake, we couldn’t help but notice the increased
number of high-capacity wells popping up all around our Club property. In the past
three years wooded plots of hundreds of acres have been clear-cut, tiled for drainage
and high capacity well sites prepared. This all adds up to a future unlike many lakes
have faced or have in their immediate future in our Central Sands region. They have
experienced their lakes dry-up or significantly lowered lake levels. The water quality
and habitat have all but been eradicated. We cannot stand quietly and allow this
inevitable future to come to Crystal Lake. All members of our Club take on the mantle
of being good stewards of our land and water very seriously.

The Wisconsin DNR ground water study has shown that unregulated high-capacity
wells have had a direct negative effect on lake water levels, water quality and habitat.
These studies have shown that there are significant impacts with a pumping level
reduction of lake levels of 0.4 feet on Long Lake while they recorded lowered lake
levels of 2-3 feet because of the nearby high-capacity wells. Plainfield Lake’s impact
begins at 0.6 feet of lowered lake levels and saw the level drop 1.5-2 feet. Pleasant
Lake shows a negative impact at 0.2 feet reduction of lake levels and the water level
has dropped 0.5 feet during the study period.

These three lakes that the study released the data are red flag warnings of a future
where our lake will no longer support swimming, boating, fishing and the flora and
fauna that thrive and prosper because of our members’ shared concern, care and
vision.

Therefore, we write this letter in support of:

The DNR’s proposed mechanism for regional management of high-capacity
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wells through the creation and implementation of a water use district for the
entire Central Sands Region.
The proposed water management district is fine, but it needs teeth to ratchet
back pumping in harmed regions. Voluntary approaches have proven futile. We
ask the DNR to recommend how to enforce the public right.
 

We appreciate your time in listening to our concerns. We hopefully expect you to take
positive action to protect our environs for now and future generations.

“When the well runs dry, we know the worth of water.” -Benjamin Franklin.

Sincerely,

 
Susan & William (Bill) Santner II
W4066 Northwoods Trail, Wautoma, WI 54982-7502
 



From: Randy VanHaren

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Central Sands Lakes Study

Date: Monday, April 12, 2021 12:13:41 PM

Hello,

 

Responding to your recent draft report on the impact of irrigation withdrawals on some central

Wisconsin lakes I will make the following observations.

 

1. While it is undeniable that irrigation withdrawals impact the lakes, it is clear,  that summer

precipitation is the driving force. For every inch of summer rain the does not fall, an inch of

irrigation withdrawal is required. The net effect is a 2” draw down. During eight consecutive

years in the 2000s the central sands received much below average summer precipitation in

the range of 36”.  This would explain the 6 feet

of water draw down leading to Long lake and Plainfield lake drying up. Source:

www.aos.wisc.edu/~sco/seasons/graphics/WI-05-precip-jja.gif

 

2. Local residences familiar with the water cycle in the area claim that Plainfield Lake is on a

rough 30 year cycle. It went dry in 1940 following the “Dust Bowl” years, then again around

1970 following multiple dry summers, and then again around 2013 following the eight year

dry stretch in the 2000s. The first two cycles pre-date the period of heavy ground water

withdrawal sited in the report. Plainfield Lake would not have Fassett’s Locweed were it not

for this cycle. Source: www.aos.wisc.edu/~sco/seasons/graphics/WI-05-precip-jja.gif. Source:

www.fws.gov > plants > fassetts.

 

3. The lakes most impacted sit at the top of the ground water divide. This moraine is heavily

forested and recharge during periods of below normal summer precipitation is difficult even

in the absence of irrigation withdrawals. Hence the thirty year cycle of draw down referred to.

Source: Figure 4, Central Sands Lakes Study Report, page 6.

 

4. The historical water levels in Long lake and Plainfield Lake during the pre-irrigation period

appear to be within a historically normal range and in fact have never been higher than during

the present, regardless of irrigation withdrawal. Source: Figure 7, Central Sands Lakes Study

Report, page 9.

 

5. I question whether, or not, the study can ignore the impact of the larger watershed including

the levels of the Great Lakes whose cycles closely follow those of Plainfield and Long lakes.

Source: Great Lakes Water Levels (1918-20121), NOAA.

 

6. While it is not within the mandate of the study, it should be pointed out, that the withdrawal

of water for irrigation is not a waste. The production of vegetables In the central sands

provides an essential public service. It must be weighed against the need for maintaining

“healthy” lake levels to the extent we have the power to do so. Additionally the industry has

greatly increased its productivity using the same water as in the past and will continue to

make progress in this area.
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 Randy Van Haren

Pest Pros, Division of Allied Cooperative

608-572-0248 (cell)

715-335-4046 (office)

 

 



From: daryl hinz

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Central Sands Recommendations

Date: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 6:28:21 PM

I strongly support the recommendation to create and implement a water-use district to

manage regional water use in the central sands. It is long overdue that connected

resources (i.e. ground & surface waters) are managed in a connected way.

Daryl Hinz

314 S. Main St

Verona, WI 53593
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From: Reser, Ray

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Cc: Rep.Shankland - LEGIS; Sen.Testin - LEGIS

Subject: Central Sands Study

Date: Friday, April 30, 2021 10:12:04 AM

DNR Staff,

Attn: Nicki Clayton.

As a geoscientist, please let me commend the staff on a well-researched study of the

three lakes covered under this effort. As a Portage County Supervisor of a rural

district, I was extremely pleased to see in print, what scientists have argued for

decades; that there is a direct and compelling connection between high-capacity well

pumping and adverse effects to surface water levels and associated ecosystems.

I fully support the creation of a water use district which reflects changes and approaches at a

system-scale. This allows for a better understanding of the complex and combined variables

effecting groundwater quantity and quality. A refreshing and needed change in scope. Tackling the

entire central sands just makes sense, even if it's a bit daunting and cumbersome. The underlying

soil characteristics, surficial, and bedrock geology that define the central sands, along with the

nature of our interconnected aquifers dictate a system-wide approach to management.

People in my district (25), and across Portage County have voiced thier support repeatedly for clean

and abundant, safe drinking water. The Village of Nelsonville is in my district and the significant

degradation of water flowing into the 77 wells in the village has moved the discussion of non-point

sources of contamination firmly into public conversations of acceptable access and responsible

management of groundwater as a public resource. I grew up in my district on a mixed-use farm, and

I'm conversant with what approaches are environmentally acceptable and cost effective. The

changes I see brought on by mono cropping and high capacity well use for irrigation, are not

sustainable, nor in the best interest of our county and our state. Changes in groundwater levels and

contamination are relatively recent and reversable.

Onto a few specifics to address: 

I'm a bit puzzled by the boundaries used by the study representing the Central Sands. What was the

rationale for not including the northern sector (including my entire district 25)? Was this an arbitrary

decision, or was there an absence of data beyond the 'Model Domain'?

I realize this limiting factor did not originate within the DNR but limiting the study to just three lakes

and excluding all other surface waters obviously limits the data and the value of the interpretation.

Can/will this study see an expanded follow-up based on the recommendation for an entire

management district? Even though limited, the study obviously provides some very useful data and

approaches, suggesting a more inclusive study may provide additional insight.

I have some concerns with the veracity of some of the comments made under Appendix F, 'History

of Pre-Irrigation Land Use in the Central Sands', mainly those ascribing landscape scale burning

mailto:rreser@uwsp.edu
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov
mailto:Rep.Shankland@legis.wisconsin.gov
mailto:Sen.Testin@legis.wisconsin.gov


commencing with the Ho-Chunk. This was a widespread and ancient practice utilized by all ancestral

First Nations well before the historic period. The forest makeup of much of the East, South, and

Midwest, including the Central Sands is an artifact of this aboriginal burning, not the effect of a few

post-logging fires, despite thier intensity. If specific tribes are going to be referenced, authors may

need to include both ancestral Menominee and Ho-Chunk whose traditional cultural landscapes

overlap in this area, and who collectively can claim the longest residency in the state.

The Central Sands was also extensively farmed as evidenced by aboriginal raised fields and corn hills

dating back at least 1,000 years. While this does not begin to compare with the effects of

mechanized farming, glossing over prehistoric human manipulation of the landscape by stating that

the region was only used for hunting is incorrect and belies prehistoric human agency in this region.

Respectfully,

Ray P. Reser PhD. RPA
Portage County Supervisor
District 25
reserr@co.portage.wi.us

Curator of Anthropology 
Emeritus Professor of Archaeology 
UWSP-Museum of Natural History 
900 Reserve Street, Stevens Point WI 54481-1962 
715 346 4888 
rreser@uwsp.edu 
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From: Paul Menick

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Central Sands Water Action Coalition Request For Comments to DNR

Date: Monday, April 26, 2021 9:30:17 AM

We live on Crystal lake which is between to Mecan River and Chaffee Creek; which is very close to

the study area.

The unfettered use of high capacity wells is a danger to our water levels and associated ecosystems. 

Our water resources belong to everyone, not just the few politically connected.

As one drives through the area, you can see how significant amounts of pumped water are just being

wasted by inefficient irrigation practices (simple evaporation among them) in getting the water into

the crops.

Instead of recklessly pumping more ground water, agriculture needs to first look at how to make its

water usage more efficient and effective.  I am sure that increasing the number of wells and

pumping is less expensive than employing more rigorous water conservation practices in agriculture;

however, the ongoing, careless waste of our water resources must be addressed.

I am strongly against increasing the number and capacity of wells in the Central Sands.  I encourage

all citizens to vote out of office those politicians that support this dangerous practice of runaway

waste of our water resources.

 

 

Paul Menick

 

mailto:pgmenick@mninter.net
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Dick Piechowski

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Central sands water study

Date: Wednesday, May 5, 2021 9:35:08 AM

Hello,
My name is Dick Piechowski, a farmer in Waupaca county. We own/farm over 1000 acres
growing cash grains and vegetables. We currently operate six high-capacity wells for
irrigation.
I think the study and conclusions would look a little different if the study would be done in
more years than these three dry years. The last two years have seen adequate rains and the lake
levels around here have risen and have not gone down. We have lake homeowners complain
every time the water levels drop that the farmers irrigating is the cause, whether we are
irrigating or not. Now that the lake levels are high, they are begging us to irrigate to lower
these levels. We have had a very dry spring and have been watering quite a bit, without
changing the levels. We have roads still flooded in our area.
Doing this study for just these three years on these three lakes does not represent the entire
watershed.
I and many of the farmers in this watershed have worked with our county water conservation
departments to implement water saving practices on the land and irrigation systems to improve
the efficiency of the water we use. We still return every drop of water back to the ground.
Thank you for your time. I ask that any action includes farmers and others

mailto:holmlandfarms@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Gable, Dale Omtvedt

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: central sands wells

Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 10:49:40 AM

PLEASE stop allowing this pull down of our aquifer.  Water is LIFE.  Do not sell out to ´the takers’..

 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

 

mailto:GABLEDJ@uwec.edu
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: Mariette Nowak

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Comment on DNR authority over state waters & High Capacity Wells

Date: Monday, April 12, 2021 7:54:20 PM

Please enter my comment into the public record for the hearing on these issues.

My husband and I own property in Coloma in the Central Sands region. A new study by the
DNR has shown that high-capacity wells are reducing the level of 3 lakes in the region.  But it
is not only lakes that are affected.  On our land, we  had a lovely pond that has been almost
completely dry in most of the past  years.  This has reduced our property value, since the pond
was a big selling point and was one of the reasons we bought the property initially.   In fact,
we ourselves had been considering retiring on our property but due to the pond's
disappearance, we decided not to do so.  

I strongly support the proposal that  permitting decisions of wells should take into
consideration the effects on the surrounding environment including water levels in lakes,
ponds, and other surface waters.  The DNR should be given broad authority and a general duty
to manage, maintain and protect the waters of the state.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on this issue.

Mariette Nowak
N9053 Swift Lake Dr.
East Troy, WI. 53120
Co-Owner with David Nowak of 38 acres in Coloma, Wisconsin
262-642-2352

mailto:nowakmariette70@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: carolcharles2@att.net

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: High Capacity Wells

Date: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 11:12:55 AM

Attachments: CSWAC-KW-Presentation.pdf
george-kraft-uw-stevens-point.pdf

I have two programs that I am sending to you about the studies that were done previously showing that

these wells do affect the groundwater.   Carol Nichols

mailto:carolcharles2@att.net
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


Some Groundwater Observations in the 

Central Sands of Wisconsin

The Central Sands Water Action Coalition

Plover Informational Meeting

December 13, 2016

Kenneth Wade, P.E, P.G., Kenneth Wade Consulting LLC

608-767-3111

kenneth.wade@tds.net



Central Sands Groundwater Issues

• Impacts of Groundwater Pumping

– Stream Flow Reduced or Dried Up

– Lake Level Decline or Dried Up

• Impacts to Groundwater Quality

– Nitrate

– Pesticides

– Private Wastewater  









Decline in Water Table

Due to Pumping

Lowers the Lake Level









The Science of Pumping in the Central Sands is Well 

Established



Pumping Impacts During

Average Climatic 

Conditions

Kraft, 2012



Pumping Impacts to 

Streams During Average

Climatic Conditions

Kraft, 2010



















Are Pine Forests Drying Up

Streams and Lakes?

No:

Changes in hydrology due to the 

presence or absence of pine forests 

are minor.  The impact of pumping is 

the most significant factor.



What More Is Needed?

• Little Plover Modeling Must Include 
Simulation and Evaluation of Impacts During 
Expected Droughty Times, eg. 2012, 2005-
2006 Using Transient Simulations

• Similar Modeling and Evaluation Must be 
Conducted Over the Entire Central Sands

• Groundwater Pumping Must be Regulated to 
Protect Public Interest Stream Flow and Lake 
Levels 













Nutrient Management Plans

• Allow for “Best Management Practices”

• Required for DNR- Permitted CAFOs

– (concentrated animal feeing operations)

• Promoted as Method of Protecting 

Groundwater





What is Needed?

• Amend NRCS 590 Std. and Nutrient 

Management Plans to Require Evaluation of 

Amount of Nitrate Leaching and Resultant 

Groundwater Nitrate Concentrations

• DNR Must Require Groundwater Monitoring 

of Manure Disposal Areas and Determine 

Compliance with NR140

• Counties and Towns Enact Ordinances 



Questions?



Fig. Modified from Kraft, 2010

The Central Sands Dairy

Site Location within

The Central Sands 

Region of Wisconsin





2005 Aerial Photo 



2008 Aerial Photo - Central Sands Dairy 
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January 2008 Water Table Map

MW 3

MW 2

MW 1

Waste Spreading 

Field RDO 13



January 2009 Water Table Map

MW 3

MW 2

MW 1

Waste Spreading 

Field RDO 13



February 2010 Water Table Map

MW 3

MW 2

MW 1

Waste Spreading 

Field RDO 13



January 2012 Water Table Map

MW 3

MW 2

MW 1

Waste Spreading 

Field RDO 13



May 2014 Water Table Map

MW 3

MW 2

MW 1

Waste Spreading 

Field RDO 13



CSD Site Hydrogeology

• Over 150 ft of sand & gravel aquifer 

• Extremely high infiltration

• Consistent East-Southeast Hydraulic Gradient 

(0.0015 ft/ft)

• Conductivity = 150 ft/d (Kraft & Mechenic, 

1997)

• Porosity = 0.25 (Freeze & Cherry, 1979)

• Ave. Linear Velocity = 0.9 ft/day



MW 3 Sampling Results



MW 3 Sampling Results

• Increase in NO3 from 1.8 to 39 mg/l due to 

pine forest conversion to irrigated agriculture 

in 2009

• Timing of arrival of NO3 to well is consistent 

with a travel distance of 200 feet and the site 

groundwater average linear velocity of 0.9 

ft/day



MW 1 & PZ 1 Sampling Results



MW1 and PZ1 Sampling Results

• Wells are down-gradient of manure waste 

spreading field RDO 13

• RDO 13 was former irrigated crop field 

converted to manure disposal in 2008

• The Jan. 2008 NO3 values of 31 mg/l found in 

both MW1 and PZ1 reflect the irrigated 

cropping practices preceding that time 



MW1 and PZ1 Sampling Results, Cont.

• Sample years 2009 – 2013 reflect the impacts 

of waste manure application.  

• Five years (1825 days) allows for 1640 feet of 

groundwater travel at  velocity of 0.9 ft/day

• Since the up-gradient corner of Field RDO 13 

is 2850 feet from MW1/PZ1 all NO3 

measured in the wells must originate from 

within spreading field RDO 13.



MW1 and PZ1 Sampling Results, Cont.

• Depth of NO3 penetration in aquifer

– Natural recharge = 0.75 feet/yr.

– Irrigated recharge up to 1.5 ft/yr.

– Using estimated recharge of 1.0 foot/year and a 
porosity of 0.25 the annual recharge penetrated 
4.0 ft/year.

– 5 years of waste spreading allows 20 feet of NO3 
penetration at MW1 & PZ1

– PZ1 well screen located 20 to 25 ft below water 
table



Depth of NO3 penetration in aquifer, cont.

• 8.7 years required for groundwater to flow 

from NW to SW corner of field RDO 13

• Depth of aquifer penetration would be 8.7 X 

4 ft/year = 34.8 feet

• This indicates contaminated water recharging 

at the NW corner of RDO13 is likely to pass 

well below the screen of PZ1  



Private Water Well  Impacts from Manure Spreading



Private Well Impacts from RDO 13 Waste Spreading

• “Hoffman” water supply well

• 700 feet south of MW1/PZ1

• 600 feet down-gradient of RDO 13

• Likely to be shallow driven well point 

• 35.9 mg/l NO3 measured in 2012

• Using 0.9 ft/d velocity the water from RDO 13 
would have left RDO 13 in 2010

• Conclusion: The NO3 at the private well was a 
result of waste manure spreading.  



NO3 Leaching from Manure Applications

• Groundwater concentrations of NO3 exceed 

30 mg/l at the spreading field site

• One foot/yr. recharge of 30 mg/l NO3-N 

water over one acre = 85 lb. NO3-

N/Acre/year

• Conclusion: Significant leaching of NO3 is 

occurring in the waste application fields.



Facility Compliance with NR140 Groundwater Stds. 

• NR 140 compliance boundary for waste application:

– 200 feet from point of waste application;

– Property boundary or

– Point of groundwater use

• MW1 & PZ 1 are adjacent the property boundary at 
CTH “G”

• The Hoffman water supply well is a point of water use 
and is greater than 200 feet from a point of waste 
application

• Conclusion: Facility has resulted in exceedance of the 
Enforcement Std. of 10 mg/l – NO3



Use of Alternate Concentration Limits for NR 140 stds.

• Alternate Concentration Limits (ACLs) allowed per NR 

140.28(4)(a)

• Allows for calculation of higher enforcement limits for 

contaminants in recognition of elevated up-gradient or 

“background” groundwater concentrations when 

setting down-gradient facility compliance standards

• Is not appropriate for large waste application sites such 

as Central Sands Dairy where aquifer penetration of 

recharging contaminants over large field flow distances 

uncouples the up- and down-gradient well relationships 



Conclusions

• Nutrient Management Plans and BMPs do not 

insure CAFO waste spreading compliance with NR 

140 groundwater standards.  The WPDES 590 

standard specifically state that they are agronomic 

guides - not environmental standards. 

• Groundwater monitoring is required to insure 

compliance.

• Current CAFO waste spreading rates need to be 

reduced drastically to insure NR 140 compliance



Questions?



Invited Testimony of 

George J Kraft

Professor Emeritus of Water Resources

University of Wisconsin – Stevens Point and Extension

Licensed Professional Hydrologist



Portage
Wood

Waupaca

WausharaAdams

Marquette

Nitrate



Nitrate Exceedence Rate - % of Samples



County Town % Exceedence rate

Adams Leola 37.0

Adams Lincoln 36.2

Adams Strongs Prairie 35.5

Portage Pine Grove 45.9

Portage Buena Vista 41.6

Portage Almond 32.0

Waupaca Dupont 22.4

Waushara Oasis 43.7

Waushara Plainfield 41.1

Waushara Hancock 35.4

Waushara Deerfield 25.6

Waushara Coloma 22.0

% of samples exceeding nitrate standards in 

some central Wisconsin Towns





Nitrate Pollution Facts and Why’s
• Nitrate has been increasing since the 1950s with the increasing use of 

fertilizers

• Nitrate exceedences were rare in Wisconsin 40 years ago, now ~10% 
Wisconsin wells exceed standard

• Why?  Fertilizer N is applied at economic optimum rates, where plant 
uptake is inefficient and much ends up in groundwater

• Why?  Nitrate pollution costs are externalized - little economic 
motivation to apply at protective rates

• Applying fertilizer at half the economic optimum might produce ~90% of 
the optimum economic yield while greatly reducing nitrate pollution 



Pesticide Residues

% of Wisconsin Wells containing:

At least 1 pesticide, usually not exceeding standards: 42%

Metolachlor ESA: 32%

Alachlor ESA: 22%

Atrazine residues: 23%

************

Neonicotinoids: Found in groundwater, well 

water, and streams at environmentally significant 

concentrations.  

WE NEED A GROUNDWATER STANDARD



Groundwater pumping –
High Cap Wells
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Drawdown

Stream flow depletion



Considerations:  

Traditional techno fix-its have not improved water

• Nutrient management plans

• Fertilizer “spoon feeding”
• University recommendations, BMPs, etc

• Low pressure nozzles, irrigation scheduling

• “We spend lots of money on research”
• Voluntary approaches without an imposed goal



Considerations:

Traditional projects and social processes have not 

improved water

• USDA Stevens Point – Whiting – Plover Wellhead Protection 
Project

• Wisconsin Port Edwards Priority Watershed Project

• Tomorrow River Priority Watershed Project

• 13 years of Little Plover Workgroup

• UW-Madison WISA water management project

• Food, Land, and Water Project (by Wisconsin Land and Water)



Some Specific Action Ideas

Get good information

• Use vetted science and evidence-based information 

• Use the science talent you have available to you  
(Deans C. Thomas and K. VandenBosch as Co-Chairs?)



Some Specific Action Ideas (cont’d)
Public Health Protection

• Approve groundwater standards for neonics, PFAS, 
others

• Subsidize private well testing and safe water sources

Central Sands Groundwater Study from 2017 Act 10

• Fund to completion

• Ask DNR to apply study to all impaired waters in study 
area



Some Specific Action Ideas (Cont’d)

High Capacity Wells

• DNR reviews protecting lakes and streams were halted by Speaker 
Vos. 700 new wells have gone in since without review. The 
legislature can fix this immediately.

• Comprehensive groundwater pumping management needed

If You Really Want to See Improvements…
• Set goals and work backward to see what practices will get us 

there

• Nonvoluntary approaches may be required



April 28 2021 

To:  Ms. Nicki Clayton – WDNR, DG/5 

From:  George J. Kraft, Ph.D., PH 

Subject:  Comments regarding the Draft Central Sands Lakes Study 

The Central Sands Lakes Study was a tremendous effort.  Just the coordination among multiple agencies 

and dozens of scientists doing geological, hydrological, limnological, modeling, and is laudable.  The 

work product will make a valuable contribution to water management in the Central Sands as well as all 

Wisconsin.  The recommendation is valuable, though creation of a water district without enforcement 

powers is a recipe for nothing to happen.  My compliments to Department staff. 

The following pages contain a number of concerns and suggestions for improving this work.  These are, 

in brief: 

1.  Define the geographical terminology carefully for readers; there is great ambiguity among terms 

like, “Wisconsin’s Central Sands,” “Wisconsin Central Sands Region,” “Central Sands,” “Central Sands 

Study,” and perhaps a few others.  Use one term for the entirety of the Wisconsin Central Sands (no 

possessive for “Wisconsin”!), one for the part of the WCS in the study, and one for the model area. 

2.  The model area that is not in the WCS  should be left out of maps, statistics, and the discussion as 

much as possible – it adds confusion.  It seems that the report summarizes statistics, for instance land 

cover, for the “Central Sands” but includes parts of the model area that is actually not part of the Central 

Sands.  What happens in Glacial Lake Oshkosh is only important for a model boundary, not managing 

water nor characterizing the WCS.  De-emphasize the “model domain” outside the WCS except for 

modeling. 

3.  Provide the reader with some landmarks on maps so they can figure out where they are.  County 

boundaries, maybe streams, for instance.  Also include a scale. 

4.  Be forthright with readers, don’t minimize through the use of language.  For instance, avoid “… we 
have observed low water levels in lakes and streams during periods of dry weather…” when the fact is 

low water levels were occurring during pretty normal weather. 

5.  Discuss or at least mention of previous work.  Such a discussion would help build the case for this 

study’s findings and for the argument that we well know that pumping affects lakes, streams, and 

wetlands. 

6.  Discuss why the present method came to lower drawdown estimates compared to previous work, 

when both works are more or less estimating the same thing, the hydrologic change bought about by a 

change to an irrigated landscape compared to a nonirrigated one.  Or at least qualify this study’s findings 

with, “our results may be underestimates.” 

7.  Appendix F on land use cover, near as I can tell, is deeply flawed and needs to be completely 

revamped.  (The Appendix provides almost no references and so I was left to fact check quickly based on 

online materials.)  Incorrect Native American tribes are cited, Native American use of the landscape is 

vastly understated, assertions about the region being covered in pine are contradicted by easily 



available online maps, the existence of an 80 year pine logging industry is dubious, as is the virtual 

disappearance of agriculture by the 1930s.   

8.  The No Irrigation land cover scenario may be highly unlikely, and the result of a faulty Appendix F 

land cover history and a biased methodology.  These may affect the drawdown results. 

9. The recommendation for creating some sort of water management district is sound.  But most of 

the bullets of what would happen in the district are unlikely to improve water levels.  Voluntary 

measures in particular have a poor record.  Witness 16 years of talk in the Little Plover with barely drops 

being put back into LPR flows.  The Department has helped feed the voluntary improvement narrative 

there instead of acting as a neutral scorekeeper.  Be up front about the poor track record of “voluntary” 

efforts this in the report – the Little Plover process, the UW WISA process, Food Land and Water, to 

mention a few. 

10.  Include maps of drawdown and streamflow depletions. 

 

  



I.  Suggestions to improve readability and understanding 

A.  Terms related to the study area, the model area, and the broader Wisconsin Central Sands are 

sometimes used ambiguously and interchangeably.  Meanings seem to change between main body 

and appendices.  This confuses and detracts focus from the Central Sands part of the Study Area. 

1.  Some of the ways ambiguity plays out: 

“Wisconsin’s Central Sands” – Seems to apply in the report when discussing the entirety of the 1.75 

million acre Wisconsin Central Sands. 

A good term.  Why the possessive?  I suggest dropping the apostrophe in keeping with most past studies 

and common usage rather than inventing a new term. 

“Wisconsin Central Sands Region” – Seems to be applied synonymously and duplicatively with the 

above.  If the report needs to refer to a “region,” I suggest dropping the cap on “Region” rather than 
making it a proper name. 

“Central Sands” – Seems sometimes applied to the entirety of the Wisconsin Central Sands, the model 

domain, and perhaps the Central Sands part of the model domain?  

Central Sands Study Region – Seems to be used synonymously with the model domain.  

2.  Examples: 

Page 1 references “Wisconsin’s Central Sands Region” (cap first letter which implies a proper and formal 
name) and in Figure 2 references “Wisconsin’s Central Sands” while Figure 3 references the Central 
Sands Region, all seemingly for the same thing.   

Figure 3 references the Central Sands Model Area, while Figure 4 calls it the Central Sands Study Area, 

seemingly for the same thing.   

Page 6 references “In the region study area…”  I’m not sure to what this refers – model region, WCS 

within the model, ???  In my view, we care about statistics that would be for the WCS and not areas 

outside the WCS.  But it is not clear to me what these statistics address. 

3.  I suggest terms are needed for only three things and that these should be discerned carefully and 

consistently:   

(1) “Wisconsin Central Sands” - the entirety of the 1.75 million acre area,  

(2)  “Wisconsin Central Sands Study Area,” or “Study Area,” the central sands portion of this 

study, and  

(3) “Central Sands Model Domain” - the entirety of the model domain including what is not 

Wisconsin Central Sands. 

B.  I suggest de-emphasizing the “model domain” and keep the focus on the Wisconsin Central Sands 

Study Area - that portion of the study that is actually Central Sands and not  just model boundary.  

The portion of the model area outside the central sands (glacial lake Oshkosh) is of little importance to 

the study and the other impacted water resources of the Wisconsin Central Sands, or the Wisconsin 



Central Sands as a whole.  It was needed only to help pin down model boundaries.  Including it in the 

map and statistics, for instance, in Figure 4, is a skew and distraction from the Central Sands. 

C.  Help the reader understand geographical context. Consider on most maps in the report having 

some county lines and perhaps Town-Range lines and perhaps larger streams so readers can relate 

and perhaps fact-check. 

  



II.  Miscellaneous comments on main body of the report 

1.  Page 2 and elsewhere.  “… we have observed low water levels in lakes and streams during periods 

of dry weather…”   

This statement is a half-truth and feeds a false narrative that dry weather and drought are what is 

impacting lakes and streams in Central Wisconsin.  In fact, “we” have been observing low water levels in 

lakes and streams during pretty normal and even above normal precipitation conditions!  By historical 

standards, the last 30 years have not been very dry at all!  Arguably the region containing the three 

study lakes has not had a substantial dry spell since at least 1989.  Long term weather has been getting 

wetter even as water levels have become lower. 

Long Lake as a case study is illustrative.  Long Lake was on its way to drying in 2005 and for the next 

several years was actually dry or near dry.  Yet weather was not at all “dry” by historical standards – see 

the following graphs where the red ovals indicate severe stress periods on Long Lake.  

The red circles on the following graph indicate “The Big Dry” years for Long Lake and many surface 

waters, when precip was not at all dry. 
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2.  Page 3.  “Other states have shown successes in regional water use management through districts.”   

What is “success” in this context? True success would be repair of impacted water bodies in a setting 

like our Central Sands.  Have any states had these kinds of “successes”? 

3.  Page 4.  “The impact of high capacity wells on water resources has been a concern…” 

I suggest explicitly saying “surface” water resources or, even better, “lakes, streams, and wetlands.”  The 
casual reader may be thinking “water resources” simply as depleting groundwater for wells. 

4.  Page 4.  The first paragraph explicitly talks about the economic values of extracted groundwater.  

In the interested of providing balance, I  suggest making a counterpoint in paragraph 2, briefly 

mentioning the economic value of in-place water, i.e., tourism, tax base, etc., that in-place water 

provides. 

5.  Page 5.  Study area.  I’m having a hard time figuring out the numbers for the Central Sands part of 

the model area. 

I get that the entirety of the Wisconsin Central Sands  is 1.75 million acres.  And I see that the study 

covers 75% of the Central Sands, or 1.31 million acres.  So far so good. 

But then on page 6 an apparent switch occurs where statistics are acreages of the “regional study area.”  
I take it that the “regional study area” is the model domain which includes non Central Sands part of the 

study area.  The reader cannot discern what part of the Wisconsin Central Sands in the study area are 

forested or ag, deciduous or evergreen.   

I suggest recasting the statistics as fractions of the actual central sands part of the model domain, as it is 

more meaningful.  

6.  Page 6.  Study Area.  If grassland is subsumed in “Agricultural,” it should be stated explicitly and 

the category changes to “Agriculture and Grassland.” 

7.  The graph on page 9 likely contains bad data for Long Lake in the 1960s.  I’ve passed this bad data 

fact along to DNR keepers of data bases and to CSLS project folks multiple times, but never hear back.  

It appears that the bad data is still being utilized.  See following documentation from Kraft et al. 2010. 
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8.  Page 14.  “For example, corn needs about 1 inch per week during the growing season and potatoes 
need about 2 inches per week.” 

(1) A reference is needed.  (2) When?  During the growing season or a peak part of the growing season?  

(3) “Need,” for what?  Certainly dryland crops are brought to harvest without receiving this much water.  
Deficit irrigation is practiced in some places as well.  Is “need” for maximum profit, maximum 

productivity?  “Need” implies that without it, no crop can be grown. 

9.  Page 15, Figure 12.  I suggest clearly indicating parts of the study area that are NOT central sands. 

10.  Page 15.  “For these scenarios we used a longer 38-year time period …” 

(1)  I suggest explicitly stating that the first 5 or so years of the 38 are used to “spin up” the model and 
thus the actual period of simulation is about 33 (or however many it is) years. 

(2)  I suggest stating that this 38 year record is the wettest 38 year period on record, and hence the 

exercise may be optimistically underestimating impacts on Central Sands water bodies.  (Like the 

Colorado River was over allocated during a historic wet period.)  

11.  Page 16, “No Irrigated Agriculture” scenario.   

This scenario may have been built on faulty land use analyses and method bias in Appedix F.  Perhaps a 

better way to estimate what the unirrigated landscape might look like in the  present day would be to 



use land cover at the dawn of the irrigation era, ca. 1950s.  At a quick look, it seems land cover that is 

now irrigated was largely in dryland agriculture, not forest. 

12.  Page 18.  Lake level reductions – are they underestimated? 

The current reductions in lake levels are estimated at 0.5 feet for Pleasant Lake, 3.0 feet for Long Lake, 

and 1.5 to 2 feet for Plainfield Lake.  These are somewhat less that what was estimated by previous 

work (Kraft et al. 2010; Kraft et al 2012).  That work explicitly estimated Pleasant Lake drawdown at 1.5 

feet.  Explicit drawdown estimates were not calculated for Long and Plainfield Lakes, but nearby, 

drawdown at Huron Lake was estimated at 3.6 ft and at the Hancock monitoring well at 3.2 feet.  (Note: 

The USGS in 2020 corrected a data error at Hancock that reduces drawdown estimates there to 2.8 

feet.)  A reasonable drawdown extrapolation to Plainfield and Long Lakes is about 3 feet.  So 

comparisons of current with previous works match well for Long Lake but produce underestimates for 

Pleasant and Plainfield. 

A legitimate question is why?  Both the current and the Kraft et al. approaches are attempting more or 

less to get at the same things:  the water level declines brought about by differences between an 

irrigated and not-irrigated landscape. 

The Kraft et al. work estimated drawdown using empirical water level data and statistical relationships 

rather than a series of models.  Water level data at test locations (daily at Hancock, sporadically for the 

various Waushara County lakes) were regressed against water level data at Wautoma (daily).  Wautoma 

is considered a control, as it is a place where irrigation has increased slightly.  Wautoma is assumed to 

have the same land cover from the 1950s to present, and so would serve to track changes as land cover 

changed from not irrigated to irrigated at test locations.  In the Hancock monitoring well and at lake 

locations where irrigation has proliferated over the decades, post ~1990 water levels declined compared 

with pre ~1990 regression relationship.   But lakes in areas with little irrigation demonstrated small or no 

declines.   

The current work, in contrast, starts by generating an artificial estimated land cover that might exist 

today if the landscape were not irrigated.  In extreme brevity, spatially and temporally distributed 

evapotranspiration and recharge estimates are made for those land covers, plugged into a groundwater 

flow model for an irrigated and not-irrigated landscape condition, and a drawdown effect calculated by 

difference.  A likely flaw is how the not-irrigated land cover conditions were estimated, i.e., from the 

frequency of present-day nonirrigated land cover in dominantly irrigated areas.  That estimation 

implicitly assumes that that present day nonirrigated parcel land covers exist randomly, and do not exist 

because of biases unlikely to scale or because of bias that nonirrigated ag land was the first to disappear 

when irrigation was adopted.  See III.C. that follows.  

These quibbles in no way are meant to imply the inferiority of the present work and the heroic work 

effort that went into it.  But it does raise questions as to why?  Could the current approach be 

underestimating drawdown?  The answer might be beyond answering at this time, but suggests that 

current approach results should be interpreted cautiously and with a view that they may be 

conservatively low estimates of drawdown. 

13.  Page 22.  Conclusion that Plainfield Lake does not have an impacted Human Use response. 



A Google Earth view of Plainfield Lake seems to indicate that access by paddle craft to Plainfield Lake 

was mostly precluded between 2005 and 2013 when the lake was drawn down by about 1.5 to 2.0 feet 

by groundwater pumping according to this study.  I notice in Figure 6 of the lake impact documentation 

that raising the water level by two feet above the 4 foot depth contour brings the lake edge within 

access of the shoreline.  Thus, goes my simple thinking, is this not evidence that pumping impact is not 

significant for Human Use? 

14.  Page 25.  DNR Recommendations 

The recommendation for a water district covering THE ENTIRE WISCONSIN CENTRAL SANDS is a good 

one!  Management is desperately needed on the other side of the Tomorrow River where modeling was 

not completed. 

But like building a church does not make people sin less, creating a water management district does not 

restore harmed waters.  What goes on in the district is the important thing!  Does the district have 

“teeth” to claw back high capacity well diversions or not?  The Department should state this explicitly.  It 

should further state “reducing water use voluntarily” (page 26) has been an abject failure for the Little 
Plover stakeholder process, now going on for 16 years without restoring more than a few drops of water 

to the Little Plover. 

 

 

 

 

  



III.  Appendix F on Land Cover 

A.  Introduction - My digging into this section indicates it is wildly inaccurate and perhaps contributed 

to a faulty estimated land cover for the No Irrigation scenario.  Perhaps I’m wrong, but… 

… as the introduction contains no citations, I was left fact-checking what I can quickly and mostly online.  

My fact-checking has left me with impressions of inaccuracy. 

Errors in this section could be crucial.  Appendix F may be referenced by future workers for other 

purposes, and so error here might propagate elsewhere.  Erroneous information in this section could 

misinform land covers for “not irrigated” modeling scenarios, leading to error in lake drawdown 

estimates. 

This section really needs to be well referenced. 

1.  Did this section accidentally borrow text from histories of other areas loosely designated 

something like the “central sands” or “central sand hills” or the like, but actually refers to a different 

region than what this study cover?  I’ve seen comparable descriptions of areas termed “the central 

sands” or something similar but described places that continued two or three counties west of the 

Wisconsin River.  I believe some of the early Nocco and Kniffen work originally contained this same error 

until proofed. 

2.  The historical narrative, particularly Figure 1 treats the WCS is one large homogeneous area – this 

is wrong. It reads as if the entirety of the WCS was ditched, had peat fires, was abandoned, had blow 

outs etc.  The WCS is far from homogeneous and it is large - 70 miles long and about 60 wide, 1.7 million 

acres.  The simple narrative provided here does not recognize that perhaps there are 3-4-5-6 distinct 

subregions in the central sands, each with a different story.  Perhaps only a fraction of the central sands 

was wetlands and was ditched.  Maybe only a fraction had peat fires.  Maybe little of it was abandoned. 

3.  Figure 1 has all or parts of four topics devoted to marsh drainage/farming issues, what about the 

uplands?  The verbiage suggests marsh drainage dominated the landscape.  What about the majority of 

the WCS that is uplands?  The discussion tells us little. 

The entire Buena Vista, Leola, Colburn ditched area comes to less than 100,000 acres of the 1.7 million 

acre central sands in my estimation – about 6% of the entire WCS.  Why the focus on a small percentage 

of the WCS, most of it with a depth to water too deep to need ditching?   

4.  Figure 1 states that a half million acres of the WCS was ditched.  If the major drainage area cited 

above is 100,000 acres, where is the remainder?  Is Figure 1 referencing drained lands that are out of 

the WCS but in the model domain? 

5.  Figure 1 has “lumbering” as an early land use.   

Lumbering is an ambiguous term, usually meaning transporting downed timber to mills and making it 

into “lumber.”  But sometimes it is used to mean logging as well, but not as commonly.  The meaning 

here is not clear.  Certainly “lumbering” in the sense of turning timber into building materials was a 

major economic driver in Stevens Point, which received timber via the Wisconsin River from farther 

north.  But that would not have an effect on the land cover in the WCS 



6.  Page 1.  “The region was mainly used by native peoples as a hunting ground … the Winnebago used 

the practice of “firing” the forest …” 

The text oversimplifies how native people used the landscape, errs in what tribe dominated the area, 

and insinuates that the landscape was covered with forest, which may not be true. 

I did a quick check of online resources and consulted with Prof. Emeritus Ray Reser, Professional 

Archeologist, on the characterization of native peoples use of the landscape.  The result is way more 

than the Department needs to know, but I thought Dr. Reser’s comments were informative and worth 

documenting – sorry about the length. 

First, a check of online resources indicates that the WCS was Menominee, not Ho Chunk (likely the 

preferred name for “Winnebago”).  Dr. Reser elaborates, “The Central Sands were Menominee Territory 

until mass displacement of the tribes combined them into roving refugee camps of mixed tribal 

affiliations in the mid 1800s.” 

Regarding “firing,” Dr. Reser states, “‘Cultural Burning’ the act of intentionally setting fire to the 
landscape at regular well-understood intervals in a seasonal round of renewal almost certainly gave rise 

to the grasslands and oak openings across the central part of Wisconsin….   We need to look at 

Wisconsin and the Midwest as a post-glacial, but also as a heavily impacted post fire regime landscape 

managed by humans for thousands if not 10,000 years.”  These are what led to clear landscapes that 

were later farmed, not the logging of primordial pine forest. 

Dr. Reser further suggests that indigenous use of the WCS landscape extended beyond what the 

Department represents as hunting and setting fires, and included agriculture: 

“There was extensive indigenous farming going on in the region dating back to a minimum of 1,100 to 

1,200 years ago with maize, and likely well prior to that for some other cultivars. There are well 

reported, and occasionally extant examples of ‘raised fields’ and ‘corn hills’ across the central sands. 



With both these technologies the landscape was altered by intensive plant management, nutrient 

enhancements, and an extension of the growing season by physically constructing micro terrains to 

protect from late and early frosts. Add to this 10,000 years of fishing, mast and edible plant harvesting 

and horticulture, ricing, maple sugar production (although this may not have a deep time depth), 

coppicing of tree species for weapons and tool handles and production, lithic sourcing and quarrying, 

clay sourcing, tree management and trimming for dugout and bark canoe production, reed propagation 

and gathering for mat and wigwam outer covering manufacture, evidence of wildlife species 

transplanting and reintroduction, fisheries and game management methodologies (leaving rotating 

areas untouched for 5 to ten years) and you begin to get a sense of the extensive use and manipulation 

of the regional environment and landscape.” 

7.  Figure 1 and Page 2:  “In the 1820s and 1830s …  Pine lumbering continued to dominate the 

region’s economy until the end of the nineteenth century.” 

It seems as if the text is attempting to communicate to the reader that the WCS at one time was 

dominated by mature pine forest that was logged or “lumbered” and cleared for dryland farming.   

I am unable to find evidence of extensive pine forest or “pine lumbering” in the WCS that lasted for 7-8 

decades.  To my knowledge, the WCS is not a place that had “widespread pine logging.”  My impression 

is the WCS is not the great northern pinery.  This began north of Stevens Point, and also occurred west 

of the Central Sands in Jackson County.   

How did pine lumbering flourish and alter this landscape when the WCS is mapped dominantly as oak 

savanna and pine barrens in original vegetation maps?  

 

8.  “One fire consumed 300,000 acres of peat.” 



Really?  Where were these 300,000 acres?  Again, the Buena Vista, Leola, and Colburn districts amount 

to less than 100,000 acres and surely all of them were not on fire at the same time.  An error here seems 

apparent. 

9.  Page 3.  “By the 1930s, little of the Central Sands was in farms…”  Wow, it doesn’t look like that to 
me.  A cursory check of airphotos in at least the upland parts of much of the WCS shows much, not little, 

land in farms.  For instance, here’s an image of the Plainfield area in Spring 1938 when bare soil is clearly 

visible.  It looks pretty cultivated to me.  Of where are the authors speaking?  My spot checking of other 

locales of the WCS also revealed lots of farms. 

 

10.  Page 3.  “A land economic inventory in 1938-1939 … identified 69000 acres of land in the Central 
Sands, including much in the Plainfield area as “Poorland previously cropped.  The majority of that 

remains unfarmed today.” 

Here’s the modern around Plainfield.  The land is mostly farmed except for stony, undulating moraine 

areas that appear to historically have had little farm cover.  Where is this majority around Plainfield that 

“remains unfarmed today?” 

  



 

11.  Figure 2 seems to conflict with Figure 4.  Figure 2 shows a large amount of land that was ag in 1930 

but in 2016 was nonag.  Without landmarks on the two maps it is difficult to make comparisons, but it 

seems like much land in Figure 4 mapped as ag is shown as non ag in Figure 2.   

For instance, here’s an area east of Plover.  The gray (left) is supposedly land that transitioned out of ag.  
But at the right, we can see that lots of this is mapped as ag in 2018.   

  

This suggests to me that one or both figures are flawed. 



12.  “As land unsuitable for farming was abandoned …   Much of the abandoned land became part of 

state and federal conservation and wildlife areas, such as the Necedah Wildlife Refuge. 

First, it is dubious that farming virtually disappeared from the landscape as the Appendix purports.  

Second, Necedah lies well out of the WCS, west of the Wisconsin River.  This seems to be the proof that 

this introduction is confusing the WCS with another part of Wiscsonsin. 

13.  Page 4.  “Expansion of irrigated agriculture was also indirectly promoted by an influx of seasonal 
recreational landowners on both waterfront and farmstead properties.” 

If the Butler reference has strong evidence for this, fine.  But it seems far-fetched that development on 

waterfront and farmstead properties would be sufficient driver to force irrigation.  I suggest digging into 

Butler and seeing if this assertion is based on good evidence, or is it just a “rural legend.”  This work 

should not propagate dubious information. 

14.  Page 5.  “A steady-state groundwater flow model (Sellwood 2015) suggested that the creation of 

the ditch network could have reduced water levels by 0.3 to 0.9 m (1-3 ft) at lakes several kilometers 

away.” 

This estimate is faulty and the result of flawed modeling presented as a student talk at the 2015 state 

AWRA meeting.  This assertion about water levels should be stricken as this report should not propagate 

iffy claims.  If the ditching effects are important, the new flow model could be used to do this analysis. 

I attended this presentation, and recall how discussion raised considerable questions about 

methodology and conclusions. 

Boundary conditions problems.  It is likely that estimated lake level reductions and perhaps some other 

drawdowns are mostly artifacts of improper boundary conditions along the east side of the model, not 

the effect of ditching.  The model domain, shown below, is bounded to the east by a no-flow boundary 



that roughly follows a groundwater divide.  Well and good for the pre-ditching model.  However, for the 

post-ditching scenario, the model would be unable to simulate flux across that boundary, causing 

miscalculation of drawdowns in the entire domain, but particularly in those parts of the model near the 

eastern boundary, exactly where the two study lakes are located. 

The model is uncalibrated.  Thus estimated drawdowns, even if boundary conditions were sound, would 

have wide potential error.   

B.  Part 2, defining Land Use for Model Scenario Development 

The “No Irrigated Agriculture scenario” is likely flawed as it probably severely underrepresents 

nonirrigated agriculture due to a biased methodology. 

1.  Figure 4.  The title of this section is “current land use in the central sands,” but it appears that all the 

statistics are for the regional model area.  I would suggest making the statistics fit the central sands part 

of the study area and ignore the modeled area out of the WCS. 

2.  Page 6. The land area presented is for agriculture – if it includes grasslands, it should say thus in the 

legend. 

3.  “Agricultural land makes up 35% of the Central Sands.”  Is this the entire WCS, the part of the WCS 

in the model domain, or the entire model domain? 

It seems as if in this section the “Central Sands” is being defined as the model domain, not the entire 
WCS or that part of the WCS in the model. 

This needs to be clarified.  My suggestion is to only use data that is WCS in the modeled area. 

C.  Development of “No Irrigated Agriculture” Land Use has method biases and may be inaccurate  

The estimation of a “No Irrigated Agriculture” land use cover extrapolates from current proportions of 

nonirrigated land covers (stratified by soil and slope class) and asserts that this proportion would cover 

present-day irrigated land if irrigation did not exist. 

This method contains an implicit assumption that that currently irrigated land came randomly out of 

pre-existing land uses, without biases against nonirrigated ag land that are unlikely to up-scale or the 

result of historic circumstances. 

Unscalable biases, for example, could include present day land covers that support family hunting land 

or industrial forest supplying the paper industry.  It seems unlikely to me that family hunting land would 

upscale substantially and cover large tracts that are now irrigated land, or that the paper industry could 

economically support additional tracts of industrial forest. 

Historical biases exist because, I believe, current irrigated land was largely created out of previously 

nonirrigated agricultural land, and so nonirrigated ag land was greatly diminished in proportion to other 

land covers over the decades.  So of course Table 2 contains relatively little nonirrigated ag land in Table 

2.   

Perhaps this historic bias is due to the Department’s faulty understanding that agriculture virtually 

disappeared from the WCS in the 1930s, though it seems in reality to have been a dominant land use at 

the dawn of the irrigation age in the 1950s.  See the below for the Plainfield area in 1957.   



 

And so the “No Irrigation” scenario discounts and minimizes this formerly prominent dominant land use, 

likely in error.  I suggest that more valid than creating a “No Irrigated Agriculture” land cover that 

features little nonirrigated agriculture, that the “No Irrigated Agriculture” land cover should be 

dominated by nonirrigated agriculture where irrigated fields exist today. 

Perhaps the Department should consider that the “No Irrigated Agriculture” landcover be constructed 

from 1950s era imagery. 

IV.  Recommendations and miscellany 

A.  Water district.  A good idea.  Needs fleshing out and a reality check about voluntary measures. 

B.  Continued monitoring and re-evaluation of data and conclusions and model accuracy should be 

recommended. 

C.  Make a recommendation for integrating parts of the WCS not included in this current effort into the 

regional model. 

D.  Include maps of estimated drawdown and streamflow depletion in the report. 
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Ms. Clayton 

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  

PO Box 7921 

Madison, WI 53707-7921 

 

May 3, 2021, 

 

Wisconsin’s Green Fire (WGF) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Central 

Wisconsin Lakes study. This is one of three documents we are submitting with comments on 

the study.  Our WGF experts, who offer the comments on Appendix B, listed below, have 

decades of experience in water quality and groundwater. The methods used to assess impact to 

the lake ecology were generally well designed and thorough.  DNR is to be commended for the 

quality of the effort. Overall, this is an impressive synthesis of a wide variety of data. The 

holistic and integrative approach is notable. The ecosystem perspective is built on a good 

foundation because the analysis focuses on the regime (magnitude, frequency, duration, 

timing, and rate of change at highs, median, and lows) rather than mean or minimum 

magnitude.   We have some suggestions for improving the evaluation further.  We hope you 

find these suggestions useful. 

 

Banded killifish are present in Pleasant Lake and are rare in Wisconsin. Protecting them should 

be part of management of that lake.  The primary difference between northern pike spawning 

and banded killifish habitats is primarily temporal.  Both seek wetlands in the spring but banded 

killifish seek them later in the spring.  While northern pike need early season access to 

peripheral habitats, banded killifish are multiple brood spawners that go past the middle of the 

summer and so require a longer period of migration.  YOY banded killifish could potentially 

become trapped in wetlands that loose connectivity to the lake as the water levels drop and 

then die from winterkill.  Therefore, northern pike spawning thresholds will not protect banded 

killifish.  Extending the protected spawning season for this lake by one month, including August, 

would provide appropriate additional protection for banded killifish in Pleasant Lake. 

There are inconsistencies in how model uncertainty is handled which lead to contradictory 

conclusions. Results are mainly presented by declaring each ecosystem indicator “impacted” or 

“not impacted”, with a third intermediate option of “caution” that makes the first two terms 

appear equally certain (page R2). Yet “caution” is defined based on the uncertainty of the 

groundwater recharge model specifically, rather than the entire lake level model (page B119). 

Any results with uncertainty stemming from the recharge model (i.e. ecological thresholds are 

violated in at least one recharge model scenario) merits “caution”. In contrast, results with 

uncertainty stemming from the overall model (i.e. the irrigation model violates an ecological 
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threshold, but is within the standard deviation of the no-irrigation model) are considered 

insignificant and reported as “not impacted” (Table B36). This approach ignores the risks of 

underestimating impacts and hedges entirely against overestimating impacts for most sources 

of uncertainty; however, that is not reflected in the apparently symmetric presentation of 

results (“not impacted”, “caution”, “impacted”). 

One important example illustrating the pitfalls of this presentation is stratification in Pleasant 

Lake. According to best estimates (the base run), low lake levels appear to be sufficient to 

stratify (above 976.6 ft) with no irrigation, but drop to or below the threshold with irrigation 

(Table B49). The authors point out that Pleasant Lake is already near the tipping point with no 

irrigation, and that variation in the natural regime and across model runs further indicate that 

this impact on stratification is highly uncertain (page B205-207). That is a fair point, but if lakes 

deeper than some threshold really are more likely to stratify (page B142, Figure B77), the 

possibility that the impact is real seems at least equally likely, because the entire regime of 

Pleasant Lake levels is shifted downward by irrigation (page B203). Yet the report concludes 

that stratification is “not impacted” (page R20) and calls this conclusion “robust” (page B148, 

B207). These statements give the impression that the model provides evidence of a lack of 

impact, rather than a lack of evidence for an impact, which is not reflected in the model results 

presented (Table B49). This is important because stratification strongly affects lake ecology 

(page B179), including oxygen which appears to shape the fish potential of these lakes (page 

87-88). Though Pleasant Lake is not eutrophic, the wide daily variance in the oxygen data 

presented (page B47) show that there is enough production to strongly affect oxygen dynamics 

throughout the lake. (Notably, hypoxia severely impacts fish in the other two lakes, which are 

not eutrophic either.) These risks to chemistry, plants, and fish, while acknowledged as an 

important target of future research (page B213), are downplayed by a decision of “not 

impacted” when “caution” is presented as a relative option. 

The other main improvement that could be made is to address fish in Plainfield Lake, rather 

than writing it off because its ephemeral fish production is not currently managed or exploited 

by humans. Ephemeral fish habitat in these systems can be important to long-term population 

dynamics. Fish production in Plainfield Lake could potentially provide an important ecosystem 

service (e.g. for birds foraging within the wetland/lake environment), or an important addition 

to the portfolio of fish populations (see Schindler et al. 2015, Frontiers in Ecology and 

Evolution). It is notable that banded killifish, the most threatened species considered, are 

particularly hypoxia- and heat-tolerant and could potentially take advantage of low competition 

in Plainfield Lake. Additionally, historical descriptions of fish kills and surveys suggest that fish 

(including game fish) of reasonable abundance and size could be produced during “on” years, 
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and that the proportion of “off” years may be overestimated because the fish supported by the 

lake were just not observed (page B99). A discussion of irrigation impacts to the proportion of 

“on” vs. “off” years of fish production, for example, would round out the ecosystem perspective 

of the conclusions for Plainfield Lake. 

Contributors: 

Paul La Liberte 

Nick Hahlbeck 

Dave Marshall 

John Lyons 

Thanks again for the opportunity to comment. If you have any questions, please contact  

Paul La Liberte at paul.lalib@charter.net. 
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May 5, 2021 

Department of Natural Resources  

C/O Nicki Clayton, Water Use, DG/5  

101 S. Webster St. P.O. Box 7921 

 Madison, WI 53707 

 

 Dear Ms. Clayton: 

 

Wisconsin’s Green Fire is a nonpartisan and independent organization that supports conservation 

by promoting science-based natural resource management.  Our 650 members represent extensive 

experience in natural resource management, environmental law and policy, scientific research, and 

education, and have backgrounds in government, NGOs, universities and colleges, and the private 

sector.   

The unmanaged proliferation of high capacity well pumping with its impacts on lakes, streams, and 

wetlands is a major Green Fire concern.  Some 60 years of science have shown the documented 

pumping impacts on Wisconsin’s waters. 

We commend the Department of Natural Resources for the momentous effort and work product that 

came out of the Central Sands Lakes Study.  Some technical concerns are being sent to the Department 

under separate cover, having been produced by Green Fire Members George Kraft and Paul LaLiberte 

and collaborators just a few specifics 

1.  Wetlands are waters of the state and should not be neglected by this study or in the study’s 

“recommendations.”  Chaffee Springs, for instance, east of Pleasant Lake, has been shown be 

significantly impacted by pumping.  Evaluation of wetlands and pumping impacts should be included in a 

"water district" scope.   

2.  We agree with the recommendation for a regional management scheme.  The recommendation 

should include mandatory and enforceable limits on pumping.  Voluntary measures fail, as evidenced by 

16 years of voluntary effort on the Little Plover that have produced little result. 

3.  The recommendations should include extending the regional model and analysis to cover the entirety 

of the Central Sands.  Key parts of the region were not covered in DNR’s effort, notably parts of the 

Tomorrow and Little Wolf watersheds, where high capacity well impacts have been documented. 
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4.  The report should include mapping of stream depletions and water levels drawdowns. 

 

Thanks again for the excellent report and we look forward to working with you on its recommendations 

in the future.  If you have any questions feel free to contact Paul Heinen at 608-692-0279 or email him 

at pheinen@wisconsingreenfire.org.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

Fred Clark 

Executive Director 

Wisconsin’s Green Fire 

 

 

cc.   Senator Patrick Testin 

 Representative Scott Krug 

 Representative Katrina Shankland 

 Senator Joan Ballweg 

 Representative Kevin Petersen  
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May 4, 2021 

Department of Natural Resources 

Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 

PO Box 7921 

Madison, WI 53707 

Dear Ms. Clayton, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Central Sands Lakes Study.  For background I had 

conducted numerous surveys on Pleasant Lake in 2012-14 and testified that a two-inch drawdown 

would imperil banded killifish (Fundulus diaphanus) cut off access to wetland spawning habitats during 

the course of a summer.    

My other survey work at that time focused on Chaffee Springs.  Before several of us conducted surveys 

Chaffee Springs was documented as just a spring pond or spring run at the head of the Chaffee Creek 

trout stream.  Chaffee Creek is also classified a cool cold transitional stream, the most vulnerable type of 

stream to groundwater withdrawals.  Our surveys demonstrated for the record that Chaffee Springs is a 

calcareous fen, a rare type of wetland which is vulnerable to groundwater withdrawals.  The spring pond 

was very low when we conducted our surveys.  Dense Chara beds died after they were exposed to the 

drying atmosphere. 

Among the Chara beds lives the state special concern least darter (Etheostoma microperca) and 

environmentally sensitive northern redbelly dace (Chrosomus eos) and other stenothermal fish species.  

A loss of Chara threatens the least darter by loss of habitat while warmer temperatures threaten the 

northern redbelly dace and other stenothermal cool water species.  Also, WDNR Natural Resources 

Conservation Heritage Program has information on a very rare aquatic Coleoptera that is found in the 

spring pond. 

Please consider expanding the analysis to include protecting additional species like banded killifish in 

lakes and other imperiled resources like Chaffee Springs and other calcareous fens in the Central Sands.  

Reduced groundwater discharge threatens all of the calcareous lakes and fens via potential reduction in 

calcite precipitation.  Loss of calcite phosphorus coprecipitation associated with high-capacity 

groundwater withdrawals was an important consideration in the Lake Beulah contested case hearings. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Marshall 

8951 Clay Hill Road 

Barneveld, WI 53507 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Least darter collected from Chaffee Springs June 2013 



 

Chaffee Spring pond and calcareous fen June 2013 



May 5, 2021 

 

Department of Natural Resources 

Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 

PO Box 7921 

Madison, WI  53707 

 

 

Don Lutz 

E199 Bestul Rd. 

Scandinavia, WI  54977 

 

 

 

Niki Clayton and DNR Staff, 

 

I am a farmer in what Wisconsin designates as the “Central Sands” area, more specifically, eastern 

Portage and western Waupaca counties.  As farmers, I and my brother’s families are tied to the land; we 

depend on engaging in responsible and sustainable farming practices to assure a future for ourselves 

and our children, should they decide to continue the family farming operation.  Our farm has 

transitioned from a dairy farm in the 1980’s to a cash grain crop operation, primarily growing corn and 

soybeans for grain.  As we’ve expanded our operation, we’ve purchased farmland, irrigated via high-

capacity wells, in addition to drilling a well and irrigating some of the land involved in our original dairy 

farm.  You and I have spoken on the phone a couple times this spring as I had questions about renewing 

one of our well permits as the home farm was being transitioned from our parent’s estate. 

 

Under the guise of environmental correctness, the federal, state, and county governments I feel are 

lacking coordination and sense of common purpose being put forward across the function of 

government.  Let me give some examples from my point of view. 

 

The federal government is imposing edicts of Climate Change, focusing on carbon sequestration, 

building carbon banks, and supporting the marketing of carbon credits.  Farm program payments and 

crop insurance rates are set to be tied to participation in these programs.  Unlike farming areas further 

south, growing full season corn and soybean crops being harvested for grain in central Wisconsin 

basically nullifies opportunities to engage in reliable, after harvest, cover crop programs.  Under the 

federal program of “maximizing carbon sequestration,” considering the central Wisconsin growing 

season, area grain farmers best approach is to produce a vibrant, healthy, mature, full-season crop.  

Among other crop husbandry practices, that objective involves adequate fertilization and irrigation 

when necessary, especially on lighter area soils. 

 

WI’s NR-151 Project seeks to impose limitations on crop fertilization levels.  These fertility limits conflict 

with one of the area’s main requirements to achieving the federal vision of maximizing carbon 

sequestration.  The long-term effect of reducing fertility levels will be to reduce average crop yields, 

which are used to compute USDA farm program and potential crop insurance payments.  The best 

opportunities for area farmers to engage in cover crop programs is when growing certain vegetable 

crops or when livestock farming where corn is being harvested for silage.  But the NR-151 Project makes 

handling livestock manure more difficult, mostly limiting manure application to one time a year, in the 

spring, just prior to planting crops. 



 

The Central Sands Lakes Study potentially lays the groundwork to limit farmer’s access to their farm’s 

groundwater for crop irrigation.  Another Wisconsin policy in direct conflict with federal programs for 

climate change policies by limiting area farmers’ ability to maximize crop carbon sequestration through 

irrigation.  I have continued to argue, in our corn and soybean cropping program, we seldom apply more 

than three to four inches of irrigation water.  Even during the severe 2012 drought, we did not apply 

more than six inches of water through irrigation.  These totals are less than half of the eleven inches of 

the average annual groundwater recharge identified for this area and was only applied over a portion of 

the acres we own and operate.  Fertigation has also allowed us to apply multiple applications of smaller 

amounts of nitrogen fertilizer per application throughout the growing season.  This significantly reduces 

the risk of applying a full season’s amount of nitrogen fertilizer to a crop less than 15 inches tall and 

hope heavy rains at some future dates do not cause excessive leaching of nitrogen into the 

groundwater. 

 

Finally, the county and local farmland preservation programs and zoning laws seek to protect quality 

area farmland from urban and industrial development.  Once protected from development, just as much 

consideration needs to be given to economic sustainability.  It costs just as much to pull an implement or 

apply a pesticide over a corn field yielding 75-bushels per acre as it does over that same field yielding 

220-bushels per acre.  As America’s farmers export an increasing amount of their agriculture 

commodities, Wisconsin farmers are already at a price disadvantage to farm commodities produced 

closer to port loading facilities at the Gulf.  The increasing advantages southern farm producers have 

compared to those in more northern states, the harder it is for us to compete in an open market.  When 

our State, county, and local governments impose additional barriers, the necessary efficiencies just are 

not there. 

 

Sincerely, a Proud Wisconsin “Century Farm” Farmer, 

 

 

 

Don Lutz 



Department of Natural Resources  

Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 

PO Box 7921  

Madison, WI 53707 

Emailed to: DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov 

 

Here are my comments about the Central Sands Lakes Study findings; 

After reviewing the findings along with many other reports and information about the Central Sands 

Lakes Study, I feel the WDNR and all participants has done an outstanding job in identifying the problem 

and finally got the problem right. Although many of us knew the problem exist, the study finally 

confirms it and confirmed that quick and concise action is necessary to solve the problem and save the 

three lakes and all the lakes and streams in the study area. 

I purchased a lake property in Waushara County in 1982. My family and I have seen many changes in the 

landscape of our county. Many wooded areas cleared, more farming, wetlands removed (Filled in), 

properties raised with fill, redirection of ground water, lake levels dropped, some lakes dried up, 

streams and rivers become small at the same time large amount of new high capacity well was being 

installed. 

We chose to purchase a property and live in Waushara County because of it’s many lakes and outdoor 

recreational activities it provides. The quality and quantity of water in the area is very important to 

everyone and should not be allowed to be destroyed by any one individual or group. The report is very 

clear that is happening.   

The study model considers most of the Central Sands area. Due to the large amount of High capacity 

wells in the Central Sands area, I believe that any final actions or “Water District” should include the 

entire Central Sands area. The area of the Central Sands not included in the study has a lot more lakes 

and streams that need to be protected. The model should now be used to include the rest of the Central 

Sands area. 

I like the recommendation of a “Water District” to govern High Capacity wells. Over the years all High 

Capacity well permits has been rubber stamped by the DNR with out any oversite or control of their use 

or capacity. That has to stop before all our lakes and streams dry up.  

All existing and new wells must be re-evaluated and monitored for the amount of water discharged, in 

order to get this problem solved. Right now, there is a large difference in the actual discharge and the 

actual capacity allowed by the permitted well. The DNR has no control over the amount of water used, 

which is very important in a drought period. This is critical in solving the problem.  

A “Water District” is a good idea as long as it has the governing authority to implement the necessary 

controls to protect our waters with out major influence of outside groups. I am concerned that the 

Water District can become a slow moving governmental agency that says a lot and preforms little. This 

problem has taken decades to develop, years to recognize it and in the last decade finally taken 

mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


seriously enough to study. The studying only confirms what we can see with our own eyes, that 

something has to be done to protect our water for future generations.  This is not a farming vs lake 

issue, it’s a water quality issue. The right for everyone to use Wisconsin water.  With today’s technology 

there is no reason why we can not monitor/control the use of water to a level that everyone can benefit 

from. 

I believe that all High Capacity wells (New & Existing) should be permitted based on there usage. If the 

usage changes, a new permit must be obtained. All High Capacity wells must have a monitor on them 

and report that usage amount each year to the WNDR. All High Capacity wells throughout the area 

should be permitted for no more than 5 years. No High Capacity wells should be permitted above 25% of 

the actual usage needed for the intended purpose. A simple low cost usage fee can be applied to the 

yearly High Capacity operation to pay for this. Usage fee should also be used to restore some of the 

damage done to our lakes and streams. 

We also, need to halt all new High Capacity well permits, until the problem is solved. We have to many 

High Capacity wells now, so lets not continue to add to our problem. 

I hope this report will finally get our state legislators to get there head out of the sand and see the 

problems they have created, because of there lack of action to protect the Wisconsin waters. Wisconsin 

water belongs to the people of Wisconsin, so let’s conserve and protect it for everyone. 

Thank you and good luck. 

 

Richard E. DeLisle, BLMD Chairman 

 

 

  

Email copy to: 

Sen.Testin@legis.wisconsin.gov 

Sen.Ballweg@legis.wisconsin.gov 

Rep.Krug@legis.wisconsin.gov 

Rep.Petersen@legis.wisconsin.gov 

Rep.Dallman@legis.wisconsin.gov 
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May 7, 2021 

 

Department of Natural Resources 

Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 

PO Box 7921 

Madison, WI 53707 

 

RE: River Alliance of Wisconsin comments on the DNR's draft Central Sands Lakes Study findings and 

recommendations 

 

Dear Ms Clayton, 

 

Please accept the following comments from the River Alliance of Wisconsin on the DNR's draft Central 

Sands Lakes Study findings and recommendations.   

 

The River Alliance is a statewide advocacy organization empowering people to protect and restore 

water.  We have a significant number of members that work, live, and recreate in the Central Sands. 

 

In the past several decades, low water levels have occurred in some Central Sands surface waters. Water 

levels are driven by weather and land use.  Because of the explosion in the number of high-capacity 

wells in the Central Sands region there has been a great deal of research on whether pumping influences 

surface water levels.  That research has shown conclusively that it does.  In 2017 Wisconsin Act 10 the 

legislature directed the DNR to take the additional step of evaluating and modeling whether the impacts 

of groundwater withdrawals on lake levels for Pleasant, Long and Plainfield Lakes significantly affect the 

lakes.  Our comments on the study are: 

 

We commend the DNR for a thorough, well-documented study of Pleasant, Long, and Plainfield lakes as 

required by 2017 Act 10.  

 

The study confirms previous data that pumping in the Central Sands has an impact on surface waters 

and adds an analytical tool to determine to answer the important question of if the draw down from 

pumping will have a negative on the environment, and use of surface waters. 

 

This is a solid study, and clearly shows that high-capacity wells do have an impact on lakes. 

 

It points out the complexity of the Central Sands in terms of showing that it will often not just be one 

well that is causing an effect but multiple wells.   

 



We support the recommendations in the study, particularly the recommendation to create a water use 

district because it can deal with this fact.  Working at the scale of the Central Sands as a whole is a step 

towards integrated management which lead to better decisions that are more equitable for all residents 

of the Central Sands and better for the environment. 

 

People clearly want action to improve and protect our waters as evidenced by the results from the April 

6th referenda in Wood, Portage and Marquette counties where overwhelming majorities of voters 76% 

of Wood county voters, 77% of Portage county voters, and 73% of Marquette county voters said they 

wanted more action to protect and clean our waters. 

Thank you for considering our comments on the Central Sands Lake Study.  We would be happy to 

answer any questions you have regarding these comments. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Bill Davis 

Senior Legal Analyst 

River Alliance of Wisconsin 
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May 6, 2021 
 
VIA EMAIL ONLY TO: DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov 
Department of Natural Resources 
Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 
PO Box 7921 
Madison, WI 53707 
 
Dear Ms. Clayton: 
 
Thank you for allowing the Wisconsin Potato & Vegetable Growers Association (WPVGA) to file 
comments on the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources’ (Department’s) Central Sands 
Lakes Study (“Study”) findings and recommendations.  
 

Wisconsin Leads in Potato & Vegetable Production. Wisconsin’s irrigated agriculture industry 
is a national leader in processed vegetables and ranks third in potato production. Specialty crop 
production in Wisconsin is valued at over $1 billion annually with an additional $5 billion value 
and 35,000 jobs estimated from economic activity associated with the food processing industry. 
The Central Sands area of Wisconsin is one of the most critical irrigated agricultural areas in the 
United States. Since it is wholly dependent on groundwater, any disruption in the aquifer is of 
critical concern to the farmers and would affect the country’s food security. 
 

WPVGA Supports Farmer Led Water Management. The WPVGA and its member growers 
have shown that with combined efforts and a variety of conservation practices they can effectively 
manage outstanding water resources, such as the Little Plover River.  The Little Plover River 
Watershed Enhancement Project is a multi-party collaboration convened by the Village of Plover 
and the WPVGA to improve the health of the Little Plover River and the quality of life of the 
surrounding community. The WPVGA supports the concept included in the Department’s Study 
findings suggesting that empowering farmers and community stakeholders to work together is the 
best path to develop a cooperative plan to manage groundwater in the Central Sands region.  
 
High Capacity Wells are Permitted by the DNR.  In the Study’s Executive Summary, it is stated 
that “the two main causes of water level changes are weather and pumping from high capacity 
wells” and that “we found that precipitation is the primary factor affecting lake level fluctuations 
and that reductions of lake levels are attributable to the collective, far-reaching effects of high 
capacity well pumping.”  It is further stated that, “the number of high capacity wells have increased 
over the past few decades, which has raised concerns about pumping of groundwater and the 
impacts on water levels.”  It is important to remind all stakeholders that all high capacity wells 

mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov
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used for either irrigation or for water supply in Wisconsin have always received regulatory 
approval from the WDNR prior to installation and operation. 
 
Precipitation is a Critical Factor. A key point in the DNR’s study, “found that precipitation is 
the primary factor affecting lake level fluctuations.” In an average year, the Central Sands gets 
over 32 inches of precipitation, and even the highest-use vegetable crop only uses about 22 inches 
of water.  Accordingly, the vast majority of the time, agricultural irrigation will not have an adverse 
effect on lake levels. In addition, the Study revealed that although these three lakes are in close 
proximity to each other, they are not impacted equally by either precipitation or irrigation. This 
reveals how site-specific any approach should be when it comes to managing irrigation in an 
attempt to address surface water impacts.     
 
Lake Levels are at Historic High Levels. Currently, all of the lakes in the Study are at historically 
high levels.  Long Lake, which shows the most susceptibility to the effects of irrigation, is over 
four feet above the historical average and it would take several years of continually dry conditions 
before the lake level would fall back to even average levels.  
 
In the DNR Recommendations section of the Study, it is stated that, “we provide well-documented 
scientific evidence that the water levels in Long and Plainfield Lakes are significantly reduced 
below seasonal levels due to existing groundwater withdrawals…”.  It is further stated that, “The 
DNR recommends water use management on a regional scale through the creation and 
implementation of a water use district for the entire Central Sands Region…” and that the “DNR 
would also work with the water district to balance conservation goals with economic concerns by 
providing key technical and policy assistance.”   
 
Given the dramatic water level rise since 2017 and the current lake elevations in exceedance of 
median levels, as referenced below, we believe that the first sentence quoted above should read 
“…the water levels in Long and Plainfield Lakes, under drought conditions, can be significantly 

reduced…”.  We recommend that this change be made and be consistently referenced in the Study. 
We also recommend that, in the Recommendation section, it is stated that no mitigation is 
necessary at this time, given the currently available aquifer storage. 
 
Economic Impact Analysis. Wis. Stat. s. 281.34 (7m) (c) (5) states the DNR recommendation 
will include, “An economic impact analysis of the economic effect of the special measures 
recommended under subd. 4 on specific businesses, business sectors, public utility ratepayers, 
local government units, and the state’s economy as a whole.” Similarly, under Section 1.3 entitled 
Study Deliverables of the 2017 Wisconsin Act 10: Central Sands Lake Study Scope of Work, dated 
December 8, 2017, it is stated that, “the first document the department must issue … is an analysis 
of the economic impact of the proposed special measures.”   

 
In the December 17, 2020 letter from the DNR to the Wisconsin Potato and Vegetable Growers 
Association, it is confirmed under Response No. 14 that a social survey, similar to the one offered 
to the lake community, and an economic impact study would be required if the DNR recommends 
special measures to prevent or remedy significant impacts to the lakes.  We believe that the 
recommendation for the creation of a “water district” meets this statutory requirement of special 
measures. Water management alternatives that could influence water availability for irrigated 
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crops were specifically cited for consideration by the proposed water management district, with 
technical assistance provided from the DNR. 

 
However, the economic impact analysis is conspicuously absent from the Study.  Agriculture 
contributes more than $1B to the local economy in Wisconsin.  Further, given the production of 
readily available healthy vegetables by Wisconsin growers using sustainable methods during a 
global pandemic, this omission is especially alarming.  We do not believe that “economic” 
conditions can be considered by the proposed water management district without a baseline 
economic impact study. We ask that the Department provide that analysis. 
 
Field Study. We understand that the Department built a groundwater flow model to address the 
questions posed by the legislative charge.  However, under Wis. Stat. s. 281.34 (7m) (c) 2., the 
DNR was required to submit the following as a part of the Study: 
 

“A description of the concrete scientific information that the department used to 
establish that there is a hydrologic connection between the groundwater in all or 
part of the area and the navigable waters in all or part of the area and a causal 
relationship between groundwater withdrawal in all or part of the area and an 
existing or potential significant reduction of a navigable stream's or navigable lake's 
rate of flow or water level below its average seasonal levels, and the degree to 

which the department verified the connection and causal relationship by the 

use of field work or field study.” 

 

Although the DNR’s Scope of Work indicated that a pumping study would be conducted, no such 
study ever took place.  Without studying the actual effects of agricultural irrigation, we question 
whether there can be verification of the modeling results. 

 
Timeline for Data Collection is Limited. Under the Modeling Scenarios section on Page 15, it is 
stated that, “We used the model to determine if groundwater withdrawals could reduce lake levels 
from the average seasonal water level,” and a 38-year time period (1981-2018) was used to 
establish the full range of high and low lake levels due to weather.  Based on information provided 
in Appendix C, it appears that a water level of 1097.6 feet asl was used as a median water level on 
Long Lake with fluctuations of approximately 5 feet over the study period.   By comparison, a 
dissertation submitted by Ms. Maribeth Kniffin at the University of Wisconsin – Madison in 2018, 
under the direction of Dr. Bradbury and Dr. Genskow and entitled “Investigations of Groundwater-
Surface Water Interactions and Stakeholder Engagement in the Central Sands Region of 
Wisconsin”, identified an average lake level for Long Lake of 1096.9 feet asl over a study period 
from 1938 to 2017.  This study used both real and proxy water elevation data and also confirmed 
a 9.4 foot fluctuation over the study period.  The water level data used for this study and collected 
prior to the 1960’s reflect the fluctuation of surface water elevations due to changing weather 
patterns, and not irrigation.   This study also includes several photographs of a nearly dry lakebed 
in 1964 and again in 2014.  The above-referenced water levels raise the following comments and 
questions: 

 

 The lake level fluctuation depicted on Page 9 of the Study appears to be approximately 
10.7 feet over the period from 1938 to 2020.  The water levels from approximately 1980 
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to about 2005 (25 years) appears to be well above the median seasonal levels. Until 2019, 
the water levels in Long Lake never exceeded 1,100 asl and has recently reached an 
elevation of approximately 1,104 feet asl.   As such, approximately 4 feet of the water level 
fluctuation can be contributed to precipitation in 2019 and 2020, which was beyond the 
WDNR study period.  However, if the water elevations from 2019 and 2020 are ignored 
and the range includes elevations from about 1,093 to 1,100, the median level could be 
approximately 1,097 asl (1,093 + 4), which is nearly equivalent to the elevation determined 
by Ms. Kniffin in 2018.  

 

 The Study indicates that irrigation withdrawals result in reductions in Long Lake up to 3 
feet, and Plainfield Lake up to 2.1 feet, and that a water level reduction of 0.4-feet on Long 
Lake and 0.6-feet on Plainfield Lake would cause a significant impact.  What ecological 
parameter is most sensitive to water level changes on these lakes?  Further, how could the 
ecological characterization of Long Lake change, if at all, by using a median water level 
elevation of 1096.9 feet?  Do the fine-grained sediments located beneath the lake, which 
can delay and attenuate changes in groundwater and lake levels, influence the ecological 
characterization of the lake?     

 

 If a reduction of 0.4 feet below the median lake level can cause a significant impact, it may 
be very difficult to continue groundwater withdrawals without a significant impact and/or 
to manage the water level in this lake, once the water levels recede from approximately 
1,103 feet asl today to the median level of 1,097.6 feet asl.  Would the water level in Long 
Lake that could trigger management by a water district be at or slightly above average 
seasonal water level?  What possible scenarios have been considered, or implanted in other 
jurisdictions, for managing the water use if the water levels continue to decline, even after 
implementing best management practices?   
 

 The presentation materials released by the WDNR in October 2020 included lake level 
elevations, which ranged from approximately 1099.5 feet asl in October 2018 to about 
1103.5 feet asl in October 2019.  These approximate elevations, recorded following the 
conclusion of the WDNR 38-year study period, range from about 1.9 to 5.9 feet above the 
WDNR median level for Long Lake.   
 

 In the Collectively Managing Water Use in the Central Sands section of the Study, it is 
stated that “implementing some of the suggested practices may not eliminate the significant 
impacts from groundwater withdrawals on Long and Plainfield lakes, but they may help 
it.”  It is important for all stakeholders to recognize that the difficulty in managing the water 
resources of these lakes is largely due to their topographic position in the landscape, on top 
of the divide and the “water” hill, where outflows from the lakes can be significant.  Given 
these challenges, is management of the water resources to a stage possible, or is a 
performance standard more appropriate?  

 

 Did the ecological characterization of Long Lake consider the artificial aeration of the 
lake?  If so, how were the different ecological indicators evaluated differently than a similar 
lake that received no artificial aeration? 
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 The Study indicates that the water district would manage water use in the “Central Sands” 
which is defined as areas having at least 50 feet of sand and gravel aquifer.  The Study also 
indicates that there may be other lakes and streams within the 5-mile radius around Long 
and Plainfield Lakes that may be affected by high capacity well pumping and indicated that 
other States require management at a certain level of reduction in stream flow.  Does the 
WDNR have plans to or intend to expand the scope of the Lake Study or embark on a larger 
scale evaluation to determine what other areas may be significantly impacted?  If the Study 
is not expanded or a larger scale study is not performed, what will the water district rely 
upon and how will they determine how to manage the water use in areas outside the three 
lakes that were studied? 
 

 Appendix C includes photographs of low lake conditions on Long Lake. In fairness to all 
stakeholders, would it be possible to include a photograph of the elevated water levels 
observed later in the study period? 

 
Conclusion.  The Study and supporting documentation are well prepared and are representative of 
a carefully planned and executed field investigation and modeling program.  We acknowledge and 
recognize the level of effort and technical contributions from the many agencies that participated 
in and contributed to the study.   The WPVGA will continue to work diligently with all concerned 
parties to develop long-term, sustainable approaches to water use that will benefit everyone. Potato 
and vegetable farming in the Central Sands is a nationally critical food production area and the 
natural resources that sustain it are of great value to the nation and the State of Wisconsin. 
 
Sincerely, 
Tamas Houlihan, Executive Director 
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SUMMARY 

High capacity well pumping mainly for irrigation purposes is impacting the levels of groundwater, lakes, 

and wetlands and the discharges of streams in the Wisconsin Central Sands.  Pumping impacts continue 

to increase as new irrigation wells are installed and as new irrigated lands are developed.  A need exists 

for methodologies capable of assessing the impacts of anticipated irrigation development in the region.  

Here we explore a procedure for assessing these impacts in the Tomorrow-Waupaca River Headwaters 

area of the Wisconsin Central Sands.  The procedure had two components; evaluating the suitability of 

land parcels for irrigation development, and then assessing the drawdown and streamflow impacts of 

converting these lands to irrigation using groundwater flow modeling.  Suitability evaluation placed land 

parcels into four tiers, from “little apparent limitation” for irrigation conversion (Tier 1) through “not 

convertible” to irrigation (Tier 4).  To assess the impacts of converting lands to irrigation, four scenarios 

were created encompassing two levels of irrigation development and two of irrigation consumption.  

Irrigation development scenarios were the current level (9.2% of the demonstration area) and a 

moderate increase level (38% of the demonstration area, amounting to 76% of Tier 1 lands).  Irrigation 

consumption scenarios were 2 and 4 inches of water.  Under moderate increase levels, irrigation 

development causes substantial drawdowns (2-8 ft) in the vicinity of many lakes, nearly dries numerous 

stream headwaters, and diverts 9.2 to 28% of main stream Tomorrow-Waupaca River baseflow.  

INTRODUCTION 

High capacity well pumping mainly for irrigation purposes is impacting the levels of groundwater, lakes, 

and wetlands and the discharges of streams in the Wisconsin Central Sands (Kraft et al. 2012a, Clancy et 

al. 2009, Kniffin et al. In press).  The greatest impacts are in the heavily pumped upland between the 

Wisconsin and Fox/Wolf river basins in south central Portage County and western Waushara County 

(Figure 1), and in the adjacent area of headwater streams.  Water level drawdowns amount to 6 ft or 

more in places, and streamflow diversions have seasonally or permanently dried some headwater 

streams (Kraft et al. 2012b). 

Pumping impacts on water levels and streamflows continue to increase as new irrigation wells are 

installed and as new irrigated lands are developed.  Some physical factors formerly thought to be 

limiting to irrigation, such as land slope, minimal field size, forest cover, and soil stoniness, are more 

frequently being overcome (Figure 2).  New lands being brought into irrigation sometimes have C slopes 

(6-12%) and are as small as a few acres.  Forest cover and a moderate amount of stones have not been 

shown to be an impediment.   



 

 

While a picture of current irrigation pumping has been painted in earlier work, an awareness gap exists 

of how irrigation will expand across the landscape and how this expansion will further affect the region’s 
water resources.  The purpose of this work is to investigate an approach to fill this gap through a 

demonstration in the Tomorrow-Waupaca River Headwaters Area (TWHA) (Figure 1).  

The TWHA 

The TWHA is located mostly east and northeast of the presently most developed irrigated area (Figures 

1 and 3).  The area contains 33 lakes greater than 10 acres (126 total) and about 72 miles of headwaters 

streams, many of which are trout streams and designated outstanding and exceptional resource waters 

(Figure 3).  All are sustained by groundwater.  Active high capacity irrigation wells numbered 113 in 2012 

(WDNR 2013), and these are already impacting water levels and streamflows.  Kraft et al. (2010, 2012a) 

estimated current water level drawdowns for the TWHA are greatest, about 2 ft, in the southwest.  They 

also estimated that 32.5 % of the area has existing drawdowns exceeding one foot, and 14.5% has 

drawdowns of 0.5 to 1.0 ft.   

Description of investigation 

This investigation has two components; mapping potentially irrigable lands and then estimating how 

converting these lands to irrigation could impact water levels and streamflows.  Groundwater flow 

modeling was used as the tool to estimate water level and streamflow impacts.  Four irrigation impact 

scenarios were explored, encompassing two levels of irrigation extent (the amount of area converted to 

irrigation) and two of irrigation consumption.  Irrigation extent scenarios were the present level of 

irrigation, where 9.2% of the demonstration area is irrigated, and a moderate increase level, where 38% 

of the demonstration area would become irrigated.  Irrigation consumption scenarios were 2 inches and 

4 inches of water.  Two inches is an amount that previous modeling (Kraft et al. 2010; Kraft et al. 2012a) 

suggested could explain the current drawdowns in a dynamic system still not at equilibrium, and that 

might underestimate irrigation impacts.  Larger net irrigation consumption, up to 5.6 inches, was 

supported by Kraft et al. (2012a) in the Little Plover vicinity, and by Weeks et al. 1965 and Weeks and 

Stangland (1971).  Hence the 2 to 4 inch recharge reduction provides a reasonable, though possibly low, 

bracketing of a true value. 

METHODS 

Delineating potentially irrigable land  

Potentially irrigable land was delineated in a Geographic Information System (GIS) environment with 

limited field checking.  A GIS layer of irrigated land suitability was constructed starting with a Portage 

County parcel layer clipped to the project area.  Irrigated land suitability was then estimated for each 

parcel or subparcel, classifying each polygon into one of four tiers:  

  

 Tier 1 – little apparent limitation for conversion to irrigated land; land slopes are small (usually 

 0-5%); existing land covers are at least half agricultural, soils not wet. 



 

 

 Tier 2 – some limitations for conversion to irrigated land; land may be more sloping (up to 

 about 10%), half or more forested, soils not wet. 

 Tier 3 – highly limited for conversion to irrigated land; parcels may contain steep slopes (up to 

 20%), forested landcover, wet soils, near proximity to streams or lakes, or are highly 

 fragmented.  

 Tier 4 - Not convertible to irrigated agriculture; limitations include existing land uses (homes, 

 farmsteads, businesses, gravel pits, roads), wetlands, slopes that exceed 20%, public wildlife and 

 fishery areas, and parks.   

Delineation of potentially irrigable land 

Nearly half (49.8%) of the total project area fell into tier 1, 19.1% into tier 2, 6.8% into tier 3, and 24.3% 

in Tier 4 (Figure 4, Table 1).  Present irrigation development comprises an estimated 11707 irrigated 

acres (9.2% of the area, 18% of all tier 1 acreage, and 0.4% of all tier 2 acreage) serviced by 113 

irrigation wells.  The moderate growth level comprises 48174 irrigated acres, including existing irrigated 

acres and wells.  The increase in irrigated acres from the current level was applied exclusively to tier 1 

lands, the easiest to convert to irrigation.   Irrigated lands in the moderate growth level comprise 38% of 

total project area, 76% of tier 1 lands and 0.4% of tier 2 lands. 

Groundwater flow modeling 

Groundwater flow modeling to assess potential future irrigation impacts is described briefly here, and in 

more detail in Attachment 1. 

Potential irrigation impacts were explored using a slightly modified version of a previously developed 

MODFLOW 2005 model for the Wisconsin Central Sands (Figure 5, Kraft et al. 2012b).  The effect of 

irrigation was conceptualized and simulated as a reduction in groundwater recharge relative to a native 

or pre-irrigated land reference condition (Weeks et al. 1965, Weeks and Stangland 1971, Kraft et al. 

2010, Kraft et al. 2012a), though implemented differently than in previous work.  Net recharge 

reduction was simulated as withdrawals from MODFLOW wells, with each well representing the net 

recharge reduction on 103.6 acres of nearby Tier 1 lands, an average for the region.  Thus the moderate 

growth scenario of 48174 irrigated acres, including the existing 11707 acres, was simulated by using 465 

wells, including the 113 existing wells.  Wells representing potentially irrigated lands were randomly 

placed amongst tier 1 lands.   

The modeling for this project calculates aquifer drawdown at lakes, but does not simulate lake stage 

explicitly.  This approach is valid for the steady-state type modeling that we are performing here, and 

comparisons with an explicit lake simulation for a Central Sands lake (S.S. Papadopulos & Associates 

2012) have agreed well. 

  



 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Projected water level drawdowns 

Scenario 1 – 2013 irrigation development level (9.2% of region), 2 inches net irrigation consumption 

This scenario approximates past drawdown estimations (1999-2008 average drawdowns at 17 locations, 

Kraft et al. 2010, 2012a) but likely underestimates the ultimate impacts of current levels of irrigation 

development, as the hydrologic system is not yet at an equilibrium with current development.   

As previously discussed, projected drawdowns in this scenario are greatest in the southwest of the 

TWHA (Figure 6a), about 2 ft, and smallest within 2-3 miles of the Tomorrow River and in the New Hope 

area lakes of Sunset, Onland, Rinehart and others) northeast of the river (Figure 7), due to relatively 

small amounts of irrigation development and the effect of the river constraining drawdowns.  

Drawdowns are one foot or more in 25.8% of the region and 0.5-1.0 ft in 19.4% (Figure 6).
1
  Lakes Emily 

and Adams area drawdowns  are 0.5-1.0 ft.  Modest drawdowns (1-2 ft) are calculated for Lakes 

Thomas, Bear, and the Boelter-Riley Lake area (Figure 7). 

Scenario 2 – 2013 irrigation development level (9.2% of region), 4 inches of net irrigation consumption 

This scenario likely brackets a higher end of impacts that may accrue as the aquifer comes to an 

equilibrium with 2013 levels of irrigation development.  Drawdowns are greatest, almost 4 ft, in the 

southwest of the TWHA, with 7.1% of the region exceeding a 3 ft drawdown, 20.1% ranging 2-3 ft, and 

18.4% ranging 1-2 ft (Figure 6b).  Drawdowns are estimated 0.5-1.0 ft in the New Hope lakes (Sunset, 

Onland, Rinehart and others) area, 1.0-2.0 ft for Lakes Emily and Adams, 2.0 to 3.0 at Thomas and Bear 

Lakes, and 3.0 to 4.0 in the Riley-Boelter Lakes area (Figure 7).  While not in the demonstration area, the 

Wolf and Pickerel Lakes area in the south have drawdowns of 4-5 ft. 

Scenario 3 – Moderate increase in irrigated land (38% of region), 2 inches of net irrigation 

consumption 

This scenario produces a large northward expansion of the heavily pumping-impacted region presently 

centered in northern Waushara County, and the development of a large drawdown region in the New 

Hope lakes area.  Drawdowns are greatest, almost 4 ft, in the west central TWHA, with 11.2% of the area 

having drawdowns exceeding 3 ft, and 27.9% having 2-3 ft, and 24.4% having 1-2 ft.  Drawdowns in the 

New Hope lakes are large for Sunset (> 2 ft) and Onland and Rinehart (about 3 ft).  Lakes Emily, Bear, 

and Adams area drawdowns are 2-3 ft, as is the Boelter-Riley Lake area.  Drawdown at Lake Thomas is 

3.8 ft (Figure 7).   

Scenario 4 - Moderate increase in irrigated land (38% of region), and 4 inches of net irrigation 

consumption. 

                                                           
1
 Note these fractions differ somewhat from that which was reported by Kraft et al. (2012a), due to the somewhat 

different way of handling irrigation stresses.  See Attachment 1.  

 



 

 

Two large drawdown centers form in this scenario in the vicinities of Thomas Lake (8 ft drawdown) and  

Onland – Rinehart Lakes (about 6 ft drawdown).  Over half the region has drawdowns exceeding 3 ft, 

12.8% has drawdowns of 2-3 ft, and 16.8% has a drawdown of 1-2 ft.  Other drawdowns are,  Sunset 

Lake, 4.2 ft; Lakes Emily and Adams,  4-5 ft; Bear, > 6 ft; Riley and Boelter Lakes, 5-6 ft; and Pickerel and 

Wolf Lakes, 6 ft. 

Projected streamflow diversions 

Streamflow diversions at select Tomorrow-Waupaca River locations 

Diversions from the Tomorrow-Waupaca River were evaluated at Merryland, Nelsonville, and County 

Rd. A (Figure 8, Table 2).  Under scenario 1 (current irrigation levels, 2 inches of net irrigation 

consumption), diversions are 2.5 to 6.7% of estimated baseflow.  These double with the scenario 2 

assumption of 4 inches of irrigation consumption.  With moderate growth and 2 inches of net irrigation 

consumption diversions are 9.2 to 14%, and these roughly double with 4 inches of irrigation 

consumption to 18-28% of Tomorrow-Waupaca discharges. 

Streamflow diversions at select headwaters locations 

Streamflow diversions at headwaters locations were evaluated for 19 streams at stream locations 

approximately one mile below where the stream “wets up” in the groundwater flow model (Figure 9, 

Table 3).  This is the most sensitive part of a stream system, and where a small diminishment of stream 

flows makes the difference between a flowing or dry stream.  Modeled baseflows in these headwaters 

locations ranged 0.074 to almost 3 cfs. 

Headwater streamflows under scenario 1 are already diminished by 1.3 to 51%.  Of note are the 

calculated diversions on Stoltenberg Creek (13.5%) which has already experienced dry-ups in its 

headwaters, and Allen Creek (40%, near Hartman Creek State Park) which anecdotally has been mostly 

dry in its headwaters. An assumption of four inches of net irrigation consumption roughly doubles the 

estimated current irrigation impact. 

Under a moderate increase in irrigated land, most headwater streams lose a substantial part of their 

baseflow.  The median baseflow loss is 28.2% under the 2-inch scenario, and 57.4% under the 4-inch 

scenario.  Some headwaters streams dry. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We demonstrated an approach leading to estimates of surface water impacts from future irrigation 

development.  The approach evaluated land parcels for irrigation suitability and then assessed the 

impacts of increased irrigation using an assumption of moderate irrigation development and a 

bracketing of estimated irrigation consumption amounts.  The procedure for irrigation suitability 

evaluation was labor intensive and required human assessment on a parcel by parcel basis.  The 

procedure could be partly streamlined and automated.  Our experience leads us to believe that an 

automated approach might work well for at least distinguishing the best of Tier 1 lands and Tier 3 and 4 

lands, but automation distinguishing some Tier 1 from Tier 2 lands could be difficult. 



 

 

The modelling procedure of attributing pumping from a certain land area to MODFLOW wells seems an 

efficient and valid way of assessing conversion of irrigated land.  Additional field data leading to more 

accurate model representations of stream headwaters would likely improve predictions of streamflow 

impacts.  Finer model discretization might also benefit impact predictions. 

Current irrigation development in the TWRH is already impacting its surface waters.  Under the most 

optimistic scenario (current irrigation development, 2 inches of net irrigation consumption), drawdowns 

are small (< 0.5 ft) around the New Hope Lakes (Sunset, Onland, Rinehart and others); 0.5 to 1.0 ft in the 

Lakes Emily and Adams area; and larger (1-2 ft) for Thomas, Bear, and the Boelter-Riley Lake area.  

Streamflow diversions from the main stem of the Tomorrow-Waupaca River are 2.5-6.7% of estimated 

baseflow, but are 1.3-51% at headwaters streams.  An assumption of the current level of irrigation 

development with 4 inches of net irrigation consumption substantially increases drawdowns and 

streamflow diversions.  Drawdowns are almost 4 ft in the southwest of the TWHA, with 7.1% of the area 

exceeding 3 ft, 20.1% ranging 2-3 ft, and 18.4% ranging 1-2 ft.  Estimated drawdowns are 0.5-1 ft in the 

New Hope lakes (Sunset, Onland, Rinehart and others) area, 1.0-2.0 ft for Lakes Emily and Adams, 2.0 to 

3.0 at Thomas and Bear Lakes, and 3.0 to 4.0 in the Riley-Boelter Lakes area.   

A moderate increase in irrigated land to 38% of the region with 2 inches of net irrigation consumption 

produces a large northward expansion of the heavily pumping-impacted region presently centered in 

northern Waushara County, and the development of a large drawdown region in the New Hope lakes 

area.  Drawdowns become greatest, almost four ft, in the west central TWHA, with 11.2% of the area 

having drawdowns exceeding 3 ft, and 27.9% having 2-3 ft, and 24.4% having 1-2 ft.  Drawdowns in the 

New Hope lakes increase to 2 ft for Sunset and 3 ft for Onland and Rinehart.  Lakes Emily, Bear, and 

Adams area drawdowns are 2-3 ft, as is the Boelter-Riley Lake area.  Drawdown at Lake Thomas is 3.8 ft.    

Diversions from the Tomorrow-Waupaca River increase to 9.2-14%, and most headwater stream 

segments lose a substantial part of their baseflow, with a median of 28.2%. 

A moderate increase in irrigated land (38% of the region) with 4 inches of net irrigation consumption 

produces two large drawdown centers in the vicinities of Thomas Lake (8 ft) and  Onland – Rinehart 

Lakes (about 6 ft).  Drawdown at Sunset Lake is 4.2 ft; Lake Emily and Adams, 4 - 5 ft; Bear, 5-6 ft; Riley 

and Boelter Lakes, 5-6 ft; and Pickerel and Wolf Lakes, 6 ft.  Diversions increase to 18-28% from 

Tomorrow-Waupaca discharges, and the median baseflow loss for headwater streams is 57.4% under 

the 4-inch scenario. 
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Figure 1.  The Wisconsin Central Sands groundwater flow model domain with the TWHA indicated.  Also shown are existing 

irrigation wells (through 2012) and groundwater drawdowns.  Drawdowns shown here were computed on a steady-state, 2 

inches of irrigation consumption basis in Kraft et al. (2012b) using a slightly different methodology than used in this report. 



 

 

 

  

Figure 2.  Expansion of irrigation into nontraditional settings.  Top:  Hilly land in east central Portage County.  Middle: Small field (11.5 

acres) in eastern Portage County.  Bottom:  Pine plantation being logged for conversion to irrigated land in the Emmons Creek 

watershed. 



 

 

 

Figure 3.  The TWHA with key water bodies, irrigation wells, and estimated current drawdowns shown. 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  Potential for irrigated agriculture in the TWHA. 



 

 

 

Figure 4.  Domain and features of the Central Sands groundwater flow model. 



 

 

 Figure 5.  Drawdowns for four irrigation scenarios with two levels of irrigation development and two of irrigation 

consumption. 



 

 

Figure 6.  Drawdowns at select lakes for four irrigation scenario with two levels of irrigation development and two of 

irrigation consumption. 



 

 

Figure 7.  Fraction of Tomorrow River baseflow diverted under four scenarios with two levels of irrigation development and 

two of irrigation consumption. 



 

 

Figure 8.  Fraction baseflow diversion on select tributary headwaters under four irrigation scenario with two levels of 

irrigation development and two of irrigation consumption. 



 

 

  

Table 1.  Some summary characteristics of tiered irrigated land suitability. 

Characteristic Tier 

 1 2 3 4 

Number of parcels 2565 1027 395 6593 

Acres 63376 24299 8693 30965 

% of TWHA 49.8 19.1 6.8 24.3 

  

 ------------ % of Parcels ----------- 

Dominant land cover  

Agriculture 83 4 2 7 

Forest 5 84 87 35 

Developed < 1 < 1 < 1 40 

Water 0 0 < 1 2 

Other 12 11 10 16 

Parcel wetness     

< 25% wet 96.6 79 33.6 44.8 

> 25 to <50% wet 2.3 7.2 20.4 21.4 

> 50% wet 1.1 13.8 46 33.8 

Dominant slope     

< 5% 97.3 87.6 59.2 83.4 

>5 to 10% 2.7 12.3 40.5 14.5 

> 10%  < 1 < 1 < 1 2.1 
 

  



 

 

Table 2.  Tomorrow-Waupaca River baseflow diversions at three locations under four scenarios of two levels of irrigation 

development and two of irrigation consumption. 

Irrigation development level: 

Consumptive irrigation level: 
Current Moderate increase 

2 Inches 4 Inches 2 Inches 4 Inches 

Location 
Baseflow 

(cfs) 
--------% Baseflow Diversion ------ 

Merryland 1.4 6.7% 13.6% 14.0% 27.7% 

Nelsonville 18.6 2.5% 5.1% 9.2% 18.4% 

County Highway A 44.3 3.1% 6.3% 11.4% 22.7% 

 

  



 

 

Table 3.  Irrigation diversions from headwater streams under four scenarios of two levels of irrigation development and two of irrigation consumption. 

  

Irrigation development level: Current Moderate increase 

Consumptive irrigation level: 2 in 4 in 2 in 4 in 

Map 

Location 
Location Name Baseflow (cfs)  ---------- % Baseflow Diversion ------- 

1 Tomorrow River Headwaters 0.96 5.1 10.3 9.5 19.9 

2 Unnamed Trib to Tomorrow River - near Polonia 0.86 9.6 19.3 22.5 44.6 

3 Poncho Creek 1.60 2.0 4.2 10.4 21.0 

4 Unnamed Trib to Tomorrow River - Rolling Hills Rd 0.23 10.1 20.9 44.1 89.8 

5 Stoltenberg Creek 1.06 13.5 25.8 33.0 58.8 

6 Unnamed Trib to Tomorrow River - Nelsonville Pond 0.09 18.3 36.6 84.6 99.1 

7 Unnamed Trib to Tomorrow River - below Nelsonville 0.23 8.2 15.8 28.2 57.4 

8 Bear Creek Headwaters 1.01 16.1 31.3 48.4 91.5 

9 Mack Creek - trib to Spring Lake 1.41 6.1 12.3 14.5 30.9 

10 Upper Spring Creek - trib to Spring Creek 0.07 51.1 99.4 99.5 99.6 

11 Stedman Creek 2.19 3.2 6.4 6.3 12.9 

12 Sannes Creek 1.14 1.3 2.6 11.2 22.5 

13 Allen Creek 0.21 39.9 80.3 66.6 100.0 

14 Buena Vista Creek 1.54 33.5 65.0 51.4 93.6 

15 Little Plover River at Kennedy 2.99 23.4 46.8 34.4 67.5 

16 WDOT Lost Creek Wetland 1.14 23.5 45.3 36.1 68.0 

17 Lost Creek 1.26 13.8 26.7 17.5 34.6 

18 Rainy Creek 1.64 2.7 5.4 14.2 28.9 

19 Nace Creek 0.96 3.8 7.7 27.2 53.3 

       

 

Minimum 0.07 1.3 2.6 6.3 12.9 

 

Maximum 2.99 51.1 99.4 99.5 100.0 

 

Average 1.08 15.0 29.6 34.7 57.6 

  Median 1.06 10.1 20.9 28.2 57.4 



 

 

ATTACHMENT 1 

Groundwater Flow Modeling Detail 

Model description 

Irrigation impact scenarios were explored using a previously developed MODFLOW model of the 

Wisconsin Central Sands area (Kraft et al. 2012a).  This model, identified as the Extended Model, is a 4 

hectare square cell, two layer model encompassing the groundwater flow system in the project area 

(Figure Attachment 1-1).  Far-field model boundaries utilize the main stem and large tributaries of the 

Wisconsin, Plover, Embarrass, Wolf, and Fox Rivers.  Within the project area, groundwater flow is mainly 

toward the Tomorrow-Waupaca River and its tributaries (modeled as internal river and drain 

source/sinks).  Some drains westward toward Wisconsin River tributaries, and some eastward toward 

those of the Little Wolf.  Calibrated recharge rates range 6.1 to 9.9 inches across the project area.  The 

upper model layer represents the surficial sand and gravel aquifer, which conducts most of groundwater 

recharge to the area’s lakes and streams, and is the aquifer usually used as an irrigation water source.  

The saturated thickness of this layer averages 41 m and ranges 5.5 to 65 m within the demonstration 

area.  The lower model layer represents the sandstone aquifer.  It averages 6.1 m thick in the 

demonstration area, ranges 1 to 70 m, and occurs mostly in the south central portion of the project 

area.  Crystalline Precambrian bedrock bounds the model’s bottom boundary.  The model is 
implemented with MODFLOW 2005 with the Upstream Weighting Package (UPW) and the Newton 

Solver (NWT).  The existing model was modified slightly in the project area.  Exploratory modeling 

revealed that several stream reaches modeled as river cells lost unrealistic amounts of water to the 

aquifer under large pumping stresses.  These river cells were therefore converted to drains for all model 

runs (Figure Attachment 1-1). 

The modeling for this project calculates aquifer drawdown at lakes, but does not simulate lake stage 

explicitly.  This is valid for the steady-state type modeling that we are performing here, and comparisons 

of this approach with explicit lake simulations for a Central Sands lake (S.S. Papadopulos & Associates 

2012) have been close. 

Simulating irrigated land hydrologic stresses 

Previous studies have conceptualized and simulated the hydrology of irrigated land (combined pumping, 

increased evapotranspiration, and recharge processes) as a reduction in groundwater recharge relative 

to a native or pre-irrigated land reference condition (Weeks et al. 1965, Weeks and Stangland 1971, 

Kraft et al. 2012a,2012b) for steady-state and long time period computations.  This reduced recharge is 

termed “net groundwater recharge,” defined as the difference between the recharge of the pre-existing 

condition and the irrigated conditions.  This difference is sometimes termed “net recharge reduction” or 
“net irrigation consumption.”  The net recharge reduction is usually less than the depth of groundwater 
pumped and applied to an irrigated field.  The disparity between actual irrigation depth and net 

recharge reduction has been attributed to “enhanced recharge” compared with nonirrigated land covers 

that occur during noncropped periods on irrigated fields, such as spring and fall.  The net recharge 

reduction approach was adopted in recent modeling studies in the Central Sands (e.g., Kraft et al. 2010, 



 

 

Kraft et al. 2012ab) where reduced recharge rates were applied to irrigated model cells.  Ongoing work 

(Bradbury and Fienen in progress, Kucharik et al. in progress) seeks to simulate irrigation impacts more 

explicitly, directly considering pumping and recharge processes on irrigated land as they change through 

the year.  These explicit approaches are not yet ready for broader adoption and incorporation into flow 

models, and for steady-state analysis, explicit approaches will likely not improve drawdown and stream 

depletion estimates. 

Though irrigation stresses in principle were simulated as a net reduction in recharge rates, we did so 

differently than in our earlier work to facilitate more efficient simulations.  Instead of reducing the 

recharge rate in irrigated MODFLOW cells, we simulated the net recharge reduction for an irrigated field 

as a withdrawal from a single MODFLOW well.  This brought about three issues:  (1) what field size 

should be simulated by a single irrigation well, (2) how should several neighboring small parcels be 

aggregated so as to be simulated efficiently by a single irrigation well, and (3) when neighboring parcels 

lie in different tiers, how will their tier be represented?   

For field size, we used 103.6 acres per irrigation well, the apparent average for the region.  Drawdowns 

calculated using the former method and attributing the same net irrigation reduction to a well 

representing 103.6 acres produced similar results at the large scale.  

In order to address parcel fragmentation and provide a reasonable base area to site a new well, tier 1, 2, 

and 3 parcels were aggregated to approximately a quarter-quarter section level and assigned an area-

weighted tier value.  Aggregated tier values less than 1.5 were assigned to tier 1, tier values 1.5 to < 2.5 

were assigned to tier 2, and tier values 2.5 to 3 were assigned to tier 3.  

  



 

 

 

Figure Attachment 1-1.  Groundwater flow model features for the vicinity of the TWHA. 



Friends of the Tomorrow/Waupaca River 

 

 

 
May 7, 2021 

Ms. Nicole Clayton  
Wisconsin DNR 
 
RE:  Comments on WNDR draft Central Sands Lakes Study 
 
The Friends of the Tomorrow Waupaca River is a stewardship group focused on the health of 
waters in the Tomorrow-Waupaca River watershed.  Our dozens of members and collaborators 
organize river cleanups and advocate for maintaining and improving our water bodies. 
 
Our watershed contains 468 miles of streams that include 54 miles of Exceptional Resource 
Waters, 43 miles of Outstanding Resource Waters, 72 miles of Class I trout streams, and 38 
miles of Class II trout streams.   In addition, the watershed contains 2800 acres of lakes.  The 
watershed is substantially affected by high capacity well pumping that have, among other things, 
dried parts of Stoltenburg and Allen Creeks.  You may be aware that four of the nine wells 
contested in Clean Wisconsin v. DNR are in our watershed.   
 
Thanks to the Department for its Central Sands Lakes Study that add yet more to the breadth of 
scientific knowledge on how high capacity well pumping is impacting our lakes and streams and 
wetlands.  We have a few suggestions: 

1. The recommendation for regional management is reasonable and the only way to manage 
pumping from thousands of wells and surface water health.  We have witnessed the 
failure of voluntary actions to protect waters (16 years of little accomplishment for the 
Little Plover River), and believe the report should be forthright that voluntary has not 
worked.  Mandatory and enforceable limits on pumping are needed. 

2. Please recommend that the regional model and analysis should now be extended over the 
entirety of the Central Sands.  Our watershed was mostly left out of the Department’s 
work. 

3. Maps showing stream depletions and water levels drawdowns should be included. 
 

We again thank you for an of work. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Rebecca Stephens  
President  
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Helping people care for wetlands 

 

Department of Natural Resources 

PO Box 7921 

Madison, WI 53707 

DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov 

 

Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 

 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide input on findings and recommendations of the Draft 

Central Sands Lakes Study Report and would like to commend you and your collaborators on this 

extensive effort. Though the scope of inquiry was limited by statute and budget to evaluate and 

model the effects of groundwater withdrawals on just three Waushara County lakes, the model 

developed in support of this inquiry will help inform regulatory, restoration, and management 

decisions across the entire study area.  

 

Among Wisconsin Wetlands Association’s top organizational priorities is to encourage greater 

consideration of hydrologic context in land and water management decisions. That requires 

understanding the historic hydrologic landscape, assessing current hydrologic conditions, and 

evaluating the costs/benefits of various hydrologic restoration and management scenarios. As a 

wetland-focused organization, this necessarily includes an emphasis on upper watershed wetlands, 

floodplain connectivity, and other aspects of the physical condition of stream channels (i.e., width, 

depth, roughness) for their effects on storage, infiltration, and flows. 

 

As a science-based organization dedicated to the protection, restoration, and enjoyment of 

wetlands and associated resources, we are simultaneously concerned about the impacts of 

groundwater withdrawals on wetlands within the study area, and committed to helping identify 

and implement beneficial wetland restoration and management strategies for the region. These 

impacts and opportunities were largely overlooked in the Department’s draft recommendations. 

We offer the following comments and recommendations to ensure that the final report recognizes 

the integral role of wetlands and floodplains in the Central Sands water budget and sets the stage 

for additional evaluation and action. 

 

1. Likely impacts to wetlands should be acknowledged and identified as a concern to be 

evaluated and addressed. Examples of where the report recognizes potential impacts to 

streams and other lakes, but not wetlands, can be found in paragraph 2 of page 25 and at the 

bottom of page 26. The latter section should recognize the need to refine models to better 

understand/predict areas of potential wetland drawdown and how that affects other surface 



waters. Further consultation may also be needed to characterize the economic, environmental, 

and human use concerns related to wetland drawdown.  

 

2. Practices that can help reverse or reduce localized impacts of hydrology altered prior to 

widespread irrigation should be recognized as integral to future regional water management 

efforts. Though pre-irrigation impacts were outside the scope of this study, they should not be 

discounted in the evaluation of opportunities to address today’s water management 

challenges. Widespread wetland drainage, stream channelization, floodplain disconnection, 

and other actions disrupting hydrology affect storage, infiltration, water temperatures, lake 

levels, and stream flows across the region. Opportunities to address these degraded conditions 

are abundant on public and privately-owned lands, but communities need assistance to 

identify and implement the highest impact opportunities. Recent work in the Little Plover River 

watershed demonstrates use of a detailed groundwater model to inform watershed 

restoration and management decisions, and how these types of practices can be employed 

alongside well retirement and other water use reductions to improve stream habitat 

conditions and flow. Additional pilot projects are needed to replicate and evaluate this 

integrated watershed management approach in other Central Sands watersheds. 

 

3. Complex hydrologic systems require management at the watershed or sub-watershed scale. 

We are intrigued by and support exploration of the development of a regional water district, 

but only to the extent that it establishes the policies and structural supports needed for 

hydrology-focused watershed management. The authors recognize that the Study Area is 

hydrologically complex and they documented compelling differences between even the three 

relatively clustered lakes. Clear assessments of the conditions unique to each watershed or 

waterbody must be used to: characterize resource concerns, identify management goals, and 

drive movement toward targeted solutions. We are eager to learn more about the structure, 

implementation details, and achievements of water use districts established in other states 

and how they can be adapted and improved upon for use in Wisconsin. We encourage you to 

also look for examples in the salmonid-rich, irrigated portions of the Columbia River Basin 

where water use issues have been front and center for decades. 

 

4. More technical support and funding is needed to achieve landscape-level solutions. The 

surface-groundwater model produced for the Central Wisconsin Lakes Study represents a huge 

leap forward. But drilling down to evaluate and implement priority practices to protect and 

restore specific bodies of water takes additional coordination, modeling, scenario 

development, engineering, design and construction, monitoring, and more. Supports are 

needed to ensure adequate community and technical expert engagement in this work.  

 

5. Community and stakeholder involvement is key to developing sustainable solutions. While 

agriculture dominates groundwater use in most of the study area, there are pockets where 

municipal, industrial, and other uses are also significant. In those cases, those stakeholders 

should be identified and invited into the water management planning process for their area(s). 

We see broad desire among all stakeholders to develop solutions to the water quantity and 

quality issues in the Central Sands. Many of the water users in this area have lived in these 

communities for generations and care deeply about the water resources in their communities. 



Solutions that take advantage of local interest in and knowledge of local water conditions help 

build local ownership and are therefore more sustainable than solutions that may be perceived 

as imposed upon communities. 

 

6. The report should acknowledge the need for more discussion on resource goals and 

associated ecosystem thresholds. Whether looking at this from a regulatory or restoration 

lens, and we support consideration of both, we should be clear on the desired future 

conditions and looking holistically at how to reach them. This can expand the suite of actions 

available to prevent further groundwater depletion, and help reverse prior impacts. It also 

acknowledges system complexity and can result in better resource outcomes. We offer the 

following anecdotal examples to illustrate the risks associated with oversimplifying our 

approach: 

 

a. Degraded channel conditions (i.e., shallow and wide, disconnected from the adjacent 

floodplain, etc.) will not provide suitable habitat for fish, regardless of flow. Both need to 

be healthy. 

 

b. The water storage and infiltration benefits of irrigation reductions are reduced in heavily 

ditched landscapes as the ditches remove groundwater year-round and set the uppermost 

elevation that groundwater can reach. Irrigation conservation conducted as one 

component of a suite of watershed restoration actions will be more effective. 

 

As mentioned above, recent work in the Little Plover River watershed has progressed well in the 

last 4 years and demonstrates the benefits of community-led partnerships that seek watershed-

scale solutions. The work there is grounded firmly in a robust groundwater/surface water model 

produced by WGNHS. Much of what the Department is working towards through this the Central 

Wisconsin Lakes study has been preliminarily tested in the Little Plover River watershed. Wisconsin 

Wetlands Association is a partner to that effort. We are also actively exploring opportunities to 

export the Little Plover River watershed approach to new Central Wisconsin communities.  

 

We are eager to work with you as you further refine your recommendations and welcome the 

opportunity to meet with you to discuss elements of the Little Plover River watershed work that 

can be adapted for broader implementation.  

 

Regards, 

 

Tracy Hames Erin O’Brien 

Executive Director Policy Programs Director 

 

 



wicouncil.tu.org 

The Wisconsin Council of Trout Unlimited (“WITU”) is a 501(c) 3 non-profit organization which consists of 
approximately 5,800 volunteer members in 21 chapters in Wisconsin working to ensure that future 

generations have access to cold, clean, fishable water.  In a typical year, WITU and its Chapters report 
over 50,000 volunteer hours, working on conservation projects, education and outreach events, and 

operating Service Partnership programs to support veterans and first responders. 

 
VIA EMAIL TO: DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov 
 
May 7, 2021  
 
Department of Natural Resources 
Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 
PO Box 7921 
Madison, WI 53707 
 
RE: Comments on DNR’s Central Sands Lake Study 
 
Dear Ms. Clayton: 
  
Trout Unlimited is the premier coldwater conservation organization in the US and in Wisconsin.  

We operate on local, state, and national levels to educate and advocate for healthy coldwater 

resources as well as on the ground watershed restoration.  The Wisconsin Council of Trout 

Unlimited represents the 21 local Chapters, comprising over 5,800 members and supporters. 

 

Our members value the recreational opportunities provided by Wisconsin’s woods and waters. 

In a typical year, our members will volunteer over 50,000 hours of their time working on local 

stream restoration projects, angler education and outreach, and coldwater advocacy. We’re 

passionate about fishing in general and trout in particular. 

 

If decision makers are detached from the beauty of coldwater systems, they should be 

impressed by the economic benefits, as in this study of trout angling in the Driftless Area, which 

encompasses a large portion of southwest Wisconsin: 

https://wicouncil.tu.org/sites/default/files/Economic%20Impact%20Summary%20of%20Trout%2

0Angling%20in%20the%20Driftless%20Area%20resized.pdf 

The report found the total annual economic impact of trout angling in the Driftless Area to be 1.6 

billion dollars. 

 

We have become increasingly alarmed over the years with the proliferation of mostly 

unregulated, unmanaged high capacity well pumping depletions affecting trout streams, in the 

Wisconsin Central Sands and elsewhere, usually for irrigation.  The long-predicted drying of the 

Little Plover River in 2005 was a reality shock, and an alert that high capacity well pumping 

needed to be managed much more closely. 

 

We wish to praise the Department for its Central Sands Lakes Study and the groundwater 

management tools that have been created in its process.  We’ve been briefed on some 

technical concerns about the study that we hope you will take seriously, but overall it seems that 

the study is a good piece of work that can be used to help protect our water resources. 

 



wicouncil.tu.org 

The Wisconsin Council of Trout Unlimited (“WITU”) is a 501(c) 3 non-profit organization which consists of 
approximately 5,800 volunteer members in 21 chapters in Wisconsin working to ensure that future 

generations have access to cold, clean, fishable water.  In a typical year, WITU and its Chapters report 
over 50,000 volunteer hours, working on conservation projects, education and outreach events, and 

operating Service Partnership programs to support veterans and first responders. 

 

 

 

We have just a few specific comments. 

 

1.  While it is noted in the findings that precipitation is an important driver of the study lakes 

levels and groundwater levels, the report would benefit from more clearly defining the context of 

the data collection. The report mentions collecting over two years of data but it’s not clear 

whether this occurred during wetter than average, dryer than average, or average precipitation 

years.     

 

2.  The recommendation should include metrics on just how much pumping could occur without 

having significant impacts to each of the three water bodies in question. These metrics should 

take siting of wells and their proximity to surface waters into consideration.  

 

3.  The recommendation for regional management is sound and the only logical strategy for co-

managing pumping from thousands of wells and the health of hundreds of stream miles as well 

as the lakes in the Region. The regional model and analysis should extend over the entirety of 

the Central Sands.  Key parts of the region were not covered in DNR’s effort, notably parts of 

the Tomorrow / Waupaca River and Little Wolf River watersheds, where high capacity well 

impacts have been documented. We understand that these watersheds were outside of the 

specific scope of work required by the State Legislature, but feel their inclusion in future studies 

are needed to present a more accurate depiction of surface and groundwater interactions within 

the Region.  

 

4.  We request that the Department publish maps showing stream depletions and water level 

drawdowns in the region to provide more context. We are aware of previous depletion mapping, 

such as that of a UW-Stevens Point group in 2015. 

 

We wish to thank all of those who have contributed to the research, data collection, and analysis 

of this important topic.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mike Kuhr 

Wisconsin Trout Unlimited 

State Council Chair 

mikek.trout@yahoo.com  

(414) 588-4281 
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May 7, 2021 

Re: Comments on Draft Centrals Sands Lake Study 

 

Clean Wisconsin appreciates the amount of work that went into the Central Sands Lakes 
Study (“the Study”). The summary report and the attached appendices reflect the 
Department of Natural Resources’ (DNR) years of work, and the significant expertise 
brought to bear on the technically complex research question presented to DNR by the 
legislature. The Study presents further evidence of the impact high capacity wells are 
having on Wisconsin’s waters, and we urge DNR to prepare and present 
recommendations commensurate with the scale of the challenge we face. DNR’s proposal 
to pursue a regional approach via creation of a water use district has promise. However, 
getting the details of such a proposal right will be essential for a water use district to have 
any chance of successfully managing groundwater withdrawals in the Central Sands, 
where success is defined as nothing less than protecting and preserving surface waters as 
required by the Public Trust Doctrine.  

 

The Central Sands Lakes Study is Scientifically Sound, Reasonable, and Responsive 
to the Statute’s Requirements. 

We appreciate the scientific rigor with which DNR approached the Study. The Study 
used established modeling approaches to address this complex problem, and, importantly, 
took appropriate measures to account for uncertainty in model inputs, which is critical 
when relying on models to develop conclusions. We also appreciate the collaborative 
approach DNR took in completing this study, working with experts from other states and 
in federal agencies, to ensure that the Department utilized the best available science and 
methodologies.  

We similarly appreciate the effort and thought put into DNR’s assessment of what 
constitutes a “significant reduction” to water levels in the studied surface waters. 2017 
Act 10 directed the DNR to evaluate whether groundwater withdrawals “are causing or 
are likely to cause a “significant reduction of the navigable stream’s or navigable lake’s 
rate of flow or water level below its average seasonal levels.” Since the Act did not 
define the term “significant,” DNR was required to use its expertise and reasonable 
judgment to determine what constitutes a significant reduction.  
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DNR’s approach to defining significant reductions is well-explained, scientifically sound, 
and consistent with attempts to address this question elsewhere.1 The DNR evaluated an 
appropriate range of water quality, ecosystem, and human use factors that could be 
affected by water level reductions. Determining whether a water level change is 
“significant” for many of the parameters the Study evaluated required DNR to exercise 
professional judgment. Given DNR’s expertise in this area, and in the absence of other 
substantive evidence suggesting different reduction thresholds would be more 
appropriate, we find DNR’s approach to defining “significance” reasonable. It is also 
consistent with the Study’s purpose, which is to identify to what extent groundwater 
withdrawals are impacting these waters’ ability to serve important functions and uses, 
including those protected by the Public Trust Doctrine.2  

That said, some of the documented impacts are so severe that the significance threshold 
set by DNR is functionally irrelevant in those cases; the impacts are so large that they are 
significant” under any reasonable definition. For example, the DNR set a “significant” 
fish habitat reduction threshold as a 10% reduction in total water volume. However, on 
Long Lake, irrigation withdrawals reduce lake volume at median water levels by 75%. 
Similarly, DNR determined that a reduction of just 10% in how often Long Lake has 
enough water to even be considered a lake is significant. Yet, irrigation withdrawals were 
found to reduce how often Long Lake has enough water to be considered in a lake state 
from 80% of the time to only 31% of the time, a 49% reduction. Further, DNR 
determined that a reduction of just 12% in how often water is deep enough in Long Lake 
for paddle sports is significant. However, irrigation withdrawals were found to reduce the 
amount of time that Long Lake has water deep enough for paddle sports from 62% of the 
time to 18% of the time, a 44% reduction. Any minor quibbles with the specific 
significance thresholds set by DNR would therefore not disturb the plain conclusion that 
high capacity wells are seriously harming these waters. 

The legislature tasked DNR with this work because it is the state agency with the relevant 
expertise and experience. We are satisfied that DNR applied that expertise and 
experience in producing the Study. There are, however, a couple of points which could 
bear additional thought or study. 

 

 
1 See e.g., Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. 2016. Report to the Minnesota State Legislature: 
Definitions and Thresholds for Negative Impacts to Surface Waters. Available at: 
https://files.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/gwmp/thresholds/gw-thresholds-project_report.pdf. 
2 Lake Beulah Mgmt. Dist. v. State Dep't of Nat. Res., 2011 WI 54, ¶32, 335 Wis. 2d 47, 799 N.W.2d 73 
(holding that the Public Trust Doctrine “requires the state not only to promote navigation but also to 
protect and preserve its waters for fishing, hunting, recreation, and scenic beauty.”) (internal quotations 
and citations omitted). 
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DNR Should Analyze Stream Flows and Discuss Impacts to Wetland Resources. 

We would like to see the final report include analysis of the impact on stream flows 
within the project area. This is within the study scope authorized by Act 10, and the draft 
report refers to some preliminary stream analyses. Further developing these will provide 
a more comprehensive picture of the impact of irrigation withdrawals on water resources 
in the Central Sands. Furthermore, there are some existing thresholds for significant 
impacts to rivers and streams already identified in the scientific literature3 that could be 
used as initial benchmarks to help streamline such an analysis. 

Similarly, a discussion of what the implications for impacts on wetlands could be based 
on this Study’s findings would be informative and could provide a more comprehensive 
picture of the impact that irrigation withdrawals are having on water resources.  As the 
Study’s introduction notes, it has been established that groundwater sustains wetlands in 
the Central Sands and wetlands are prevalent in the region, as shown in Appendix F, 
Figure 4, indicating that 13% of the Central Sands model domain is wetlands. Given the 
documented impacts on lakes and streams, it seems clear that there are wetland impacts 
from groundwater withdrawals, and these impacts should be discussed. 

 

The Study’s Findings are Consistent with Existing Science on this Issue and there is 
No Reason to Delay Further in Taking Steps to Address the Impacts of High 
Capacity Wells in the Central Sands. 

This study provides rigorous, science-based evidence that high capacity well pumping is 
impacting waters in the Central Sands. While we value and welcome the production of 
high-quality studies and additional scientific research, additional fact-finding is not 
needed to act. Indeed, the Study corroborates what scientists have concluded for years.4 
Clean Wisconsin has been in court to ensure DNR exercises its constitutional authority 
and duty to respond to impacts to constitutionally protected surface waters in the Central 

 
3 Richter et al. 2011. A presumptive standard for environmental flow protection. River Research and 
Applications 28:1312-1321; Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 2016, FN1. 
4 Weeks et al. 1965. Hydrology of the Little Plover River basin Portage County, Wisconsin, and the 
effects of water resource development. US Geological Survey Water-Supply Paper 1811; Weeks and 
Stangland. 1971. Effects of irrigation on streamflow in the Central Sand Plain of Wisconsin. US 
Geological Survey Open-File Report. Reston, VA, USA; Clancy et al. 2009. Knowledge development for 
groundwater withdrawal management around the Little Plover River, Portage County Wisconsin. Report 
to the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in completion of project: NMG00000253; Kraft et al. 
2010. Groundwater pumping effects on groundwater levels, lake levels, and streamflows in the Wisconsin 
central sands. Report to the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in completion of project: 
NMI00000247; Kraft et al. 2012. Irrigation effects in the northern lake state: Wisconsin Central Sands 
revisited. Groundwater 50: 308-318; Bradbury et al. 2017. Groundwater flow model for the Little Plover 
River basin in Wisconsin’s Central Sands. Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey Bulletin 
111; Fienen et al. 2018. Depletion mapping and constrained optimization to support managing 
groundwater extraction. Groundwater 56: 18-31. 
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Sands since before this Study was even commissioned.5 The result of this Study is not 
and cannot be that further study is needed to determine whether there is a problem. We 
have sufficient facts to act and have had them for some time. The Study offers additional 
information, but the conclusion is neither novel, nor surprising.  

In particular, the Study’s finding that the impacts come from the concentration of many 
wells in a relatively small area, i.e., cumulative impacts, is consistent with the existing 
science. Clean Wisconsin and others have long argued that we must follow this science 
and that high capacity well permitting decisions need to take this reality into account and 
consider the cumulative impacts that these wells are having on the landscape.6 The Study 
offers further support for this position, and we need to move past asking whether a 
response based on analysis of cumulative impacts is the correct approach and instead start 
implementing that response. 

In sum, we cannot support policy recommendations that sanction additional delay by 
directing the energy on this issue toward further studying a question to which we already 
know the answer. Importantly, however, we understand and support efforts to continue 
evaluating the groundwater situation in the Central Sands to the extent it generates facts 
needed to determine the best concrete and immediate actions to address this ongoing 
problem, e.g., refining the groundwater flow models to cover streams, or for developing 
methods for efficiently applying the existing analyses to other areas of the Central Sands. 

  

DNR’s recommendation to Create a Water Use District Has Promise, but any 
District would need to be Properly Designed, Staffed, and Funded to Have a Chance 
to Succeed. 

We are pleased at DNR is thinking creatively and ambitiously about how to address this 
problem and building a recommendation from the science. We do not disagree that a 
regional approach may indeed be necessary to protect navigable waters in the Central 
Sands in the years to come. 

It is critical, however, that any proposed water use district be designed to succeed, with 
success meaning nothing less than protection of Wisconsin’s surface waters from 
significant impacts due to groundwater withdrawal, as required by the Public Trust 
Doctrine and the Wisconsin Constitution. Recognizing that DNR’s proposal to create a 
water use district is largely conceptual at this point, our comments are necessarily 
general, as well. 

 
5 Clean Wisconsin v. DNR, 2018AP000059 (pending before Wisconsin Supreme Court, argued April 12, 
2021).  
6 Id.  
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To have any prospect of success a water use district must, at a minimum: 

 Have clear, extensive monitoring and enforcement authority, i.e., the ability to 
compel reductions in groundwater withdrawals7; 

 Have geographic boundaries reflecting the area in which the science tells us 
groundwater management is needed, not man-made boundaries set by political 
considerations. DNR’s recommendation that a district cover the entire Central 
Sands therefore appears sound; 

 Focus on enforceable, mandatory withdrawal reductions and limitations that are 
calculated to eliminate significant impacts to surface waters. Voluntary actions, 
incentive programs, efficiency measures, and unenforceable “goals” will not alone 
address the problem; 

 Operate under an expeditious time horizon for sustainable water use in the Central 
Sands—withdrawal reductions and limitations must be imposed and enforced as 
soon as is practicable, not decades down the road; 

 Be adequately staffed and resourced to fulfill its mission;  
 Be sufficiently insulated from political influence to operate independently, through 

mechanisms such as control by a board with staggered, fixed-term seats, seats 
reserved for underrepresented groups, and strong conflict-of-interest rules8; 

 Be accountable to stakeholders and the public, through both strong public 
participation mechanism, e.g., notice and comment periods, and the potential for 
judicial review of certain important decisions. 

Market-based solutions, e.g., water trading, deserve further consideration, and could be 
part of an implementation scheme for a water use district. However, as is always the case 
with market-based approaches, the market must be set up in a way that will (a) actually 
create a market that’s accessible to water users; (b) avoid inequitable distribution effects; 
and (c) actually protect surface waters from over pumping. This is not an easy task, and 
as with the water use district itself, the design of a such a market would need to be 
closely scrutinized.   

 

 
7  Kiparsky et al. 2017. The Importance of Institutional Design for Distributed Local-Level Governance of 
Groundwater: The Case of California’s Sustainable Groundwater Management Act. Water 9, no. 10: 755, 
7. (“To function effectively, groundwater agencies need authority to tell groundwater users what they can 
and cannot do and to back those directives, if necessary, with enforcement. Without sufficient authority, 
the groundwater management system is likely to devolve into voluntarism, with the groundwater agencies 
doing little more than providing information and acting as cheerleaders for sustainable management.”); du 
Bray et al. 2018. Adaptive groundwater governance and the challenges of policy implementation in 
Idaho’s eastern Snake Plain aquifer region. Water Alternatives 11(3): 533-551, 547 (the “vacuum of 
authority” is a problem with Idaho’s groundwater management scheme). 
8 Kiparsky et al, 7-8. 
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Any Proposal Must Reflect that the Public Trust Doctrine Requires the State to 
Protect Navigable Waters from Impacts Caused by Groundwater Withdrawals. 

It is also critical that DNR continue to exercise its authority to protect public trust 
resources. This means that high capacity well permitting review must continue, and no 
limits may be placed on DNR’s role in ensuring that protected waters are not impacted by 
proposed new wells. We do not support any proposal that would purport to abrogate the 
State’s constitutional duties, which indeed cannot be abrogated.9  

DNR appears to contemplate that the purpose of a water use district would be to “balance 
conservation and economic objectives.” It is worth emphasizing that the Public Trust 
Doctrine does not sanction the elimination or impairment of public enjoyment of 
navigable waters for the purpose of creating private wealth; rather, this is precisely what 
the public trust doctrine is intended to prevent. Thus, to the extent that either ever-
expanding irrigation activities or the continued survival of Wisconsin’s waters must 
yield, the constitution is clear that it is to be the former. 

Indeed, the Study found that existing irrigation wells are causing significant impacts, an 
implicit acknowledgement that, consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine, DNR has a 
duty to address existing withdrawals, in addition to proposed new withdrawals. It is 
possible that the most efficient and equitable way of doing so is through a regional 
approach that directs current water users to reduce their respective groundwater 
consumption as necessary to avoid these existing impacts, while continuing to closely 
scrutinize any new proposed withdrawals within that same region. To be clear, however, 
these impacts must be avoided, one way or the other. Thus, while we hope a regional 
approach can yield progress on this issue, we will not hesitate to continue pressing DNR, 
and the State generally, to live up to its Constitutional mandate and protect Wisconsin’s 
rivers, lakes, and streams for all Wisconsin residents, and for future generations.  

 

Respectfully submitted this 7th day of May 2021. 

 

/s/ Evan Feinauer 
Evan Feinauer 
Clean Wisconsin 
Staff Attorney 

 

 
9 Priewe v. Wis. State Land & Improv. Co., 103 Wis. 537, 549-50, 79 N.W. 780, 781 (1899). 



 

May 7, 2021 
 
Via Email to: DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov 
Department of Natural Resources 
Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 
P.O. Box 7921 
Madison, WI 53707 
 
Dear Ms. Clayton: 
 
The Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation (Farm Bureau) represents 47,000 members from across 
the State of Wisconsin including many who are engaged in farming in the Central Sands region. 
As such, we appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Natural 
Resources (Department’s) Central Sands Lakes Study related to water levels in Long Lake, 
Plainfield Lake and Pleasant Lake in Waushara County. 
 
Importantly, we are pleased that the Department recognizes that lake levels in these lakes are 
currently at record high levels. As such, we recommend that the Department continue to 
carefully and deliberately engage stakeholders and the communities surrounding these lakes, 
including the farmers in the area, in any discussions related to these findings. We do not believe 
that these findings suggest that any immediate recommendations for regulatory action is 
warranted. 
 
In addition, these historic water levels are reflective of the critical connection between 
precipitation and water levels in these lakes. We are pleased that the Department recognizes this 
point in the Study findings when it wrote, “We found that precipitation is the primary factor 
affecting lake level fluctuations and that reductions of lake levels are attributable to the 
collective, far-reaching effects of high capacity well pumping.”  
 
In our experience, farmer-led projects aimed at improving environmental outcomes are the 
projects that actually produce results. For example, Farm Bureau has been a determined 
supporter of the Producer-led Watershed Protection Grant Program through the Department of 
Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection because this grant program has empowered farmers 
and their neighbors to develop unique, workable solutions to produce measurable results. 
We are pleased that the Department also appears to support this approach. The Department 
writes, “…identification and implementation of best practices needs to originate from 
stakeholders.” As such, any plan or recommendation to address water use in a particular region 
or around a particular waterbody must be developed from the field up. It must be flexible, 
economically reasonable, science-based, and locally led.  
 
Farm Bureau questions the absence of an economic impact analysis from the department that per 
the December 8, 2017 dated 2017 Wisconsin Act 10: Central Sands Lake Study Scope of Work, 
should have been the first document issued by the department given the department’s proposal of 
a special measure. Recommendations from the department in the 2021 report indicate creation of 

mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


 

a “water district” and it is our understanding that this would meet the statutory requirements of 
such special measures. It is essential that economic impacts of regulatory requirements such as a 
water district be thoroughly evaluated. Potato & vegetable production as well as dairy farms in the 
Central Sands region could be adversely impacted by this special measure and an economic impact 
analysis should be provided to establish an understanding of the regulatory effects on farmers who 
are currently utilizing sustainable practices to raise healthy foods in Central Wisconsin.  
 
Ultimately, we request that an economic impact analysis is performed by the department given 
the special measure recommendation. In addition, any recommendations based on this study 
must support the development of a local, comprehensive approach between farmers and other 
stakeholders to work cooperatively to establish science-based, economically reasonable and 
appropriate action to protect water resources. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Karen Gefvert  
Executive Director of Governmental Relations 
Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation 
kgefvert@wfbf.com  

mailto:kgefvert@wfbf.com
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May 7, 2021 

 

Department of Natural Resources 

Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 

PO Box 7921 

Madison, WI 53707 

RE: Central Sands Lakes Study 

 

Dear Ms. Clayton, 

 

First, let me express my appreciation to the interagency team that coordinated to collect and analyze 

data and develop models for the Central Sands Lakes Study. This is an impressive body of work, and it’s 

evident that they did not take their charge lightly. I do have some suggestions for their consideration. 

 

1. The “Mechenich Model” cited in Appendix C is properly cited as: Mechenich, D. J. 2012. 

Extending the Wisconsin Central Sands Groundwater Flow Model. Appendix B in Kraft, G. J., D. J. 

Mechenich and J. Haucke. 2012. Information Support for Groundwater Management in the 

Wisconsin Central Sands, 2009-2011. A Report to the Wisconsin Department of Natural 

Resources in Completion of Project NMA00000253. Center for Watershed Science and 

Education, College of Natural Resources, University of Wisconsin – Stevens Point / Extension. 

Available at https://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-

ap/watershed/Documents/kraft_centralsands_2012.pdf. This is important not only to give 

proper credit to the model developers but also to allow future researchers to examine the 

model design, calibration and results. 

 

2. Appendix C indicates that the “Mechenich Model” was used in the current work to describe 

groundwater flow direction in the Plainfield Tunnel Channel Lakes, set the southern model 

boundary, and calibrate mean hydraulic conductivity. However, a different approach was used 

to calculate drawdown. In this work, estimates of drawdown were roughly similar for Long Lake 

but lower for Pleasant and Plainfield Lakes. A layperson’s explanation of the reasons for the 

differences would help the residents of Central Wisconsin who have come to understand the 

earlier work as accurate. The proper citation for the document containing the higher drawdown 

estimates is: Kraft, G. J. and D. J. Mechenich. 2010.  Groundwater Pumping Effects on 

Groundwater Levels, Lake Levels, and Streamflows in the Wisconsin Central Sands. A Report to 

the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in Completion of Project NMI00000247. Center 

for Watershed Science and Education, College of Natural Resources, University of Wisconsin – 

Stevens Point / Extension. Available at https://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-

ap/watershed/Documents/gwpumpcentralsands2010.pdf. Please also see a similar reference in 

the main report and correct if necessary. I cannot find the report as cited there. 

 

3. A layperson’s explanation of the numeric values for each component used in the water budget 

for the inset models, as well as how the inset models accounted for drawdown conditions 

outside their boundaries, would also be useful in the main body of the report. For citizens, this 

https://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/watershed/Documents/kraft_centralsands_2012.pdf
https://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/watershed/Documents/kraft_centralsands_2012.pdf
https://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/watershed/Documents/gwpumpcentralsands2010.pdf
https://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/watershed/Documents/gwpumpcentralsands2010.pdf


would answer the question “What is the magnitude, distribution and fate of the water pumped 

from irrigation wells in these watersheds?” 

 

4. An accurate land use history of the Central Sands is essential to developing an accurate “No 

Irrigated Agriculture” scenario for the model. In a separate comment, Dr. George Kraft has 

submitted questions and data showing that some information in Appendix F is inaccurate. I 

concur that every effort should be made to obtain accurate land use information for the pre-

irrigation period. 

 

5. Examples of the components and requirements of existing successful groundwater management 

districts should be provided to increase citizens’ confidence that such a water management 

district will produce real and lasting improvement in the condition of not only these three lakes 

but the many other lakes, streams, and wetlands of the Central Sands. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Christine Mechenich 

Groundwater Education Specialist (retired) 

UW-Stevens Point/UW-Extension  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Delivered via email 

May 7, 2021 

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources  
Attn.: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 
Wisconsin DNR 
101 S. Webster St., P.O. Box 7921 
Madison, WI 53707-7921 
DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov 

RE: Comments on the draft Central Sands Lake Study  

Ms. Clayton:  

Below are the comments of the undersigned organizations. Please let us know if you have any 
questions or concerns.  

Sincerely,  

/s/ 
Andrea Gelatt 
Adam Voskuil 
Robert Lundberg 

Midwest Environmental Advocates  
612 W Main St, Suite 302  
Madison, WI 53703  
agelatt@midwestadvocates.org 
608-251-5047 x. 5  
 
Criste Greening 
Citizens Water Coalition of Wisconsin 
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 
cristeads@gmail.com 
715-570-8760 
 
 
 

  
Bruce Dimick 
Saratoga Concerned 
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 
dimick@tznet.com 
715-325-1990  
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COMMENTS ON THE CENTRAL SANDS LAKE STUDY 

We submit these comments to the DNR on the Central Sands Lake Study draft findings and 

recommendations (Study). We agree with other commenters that this Study presents a useful 

addition to the scientific literature documenting the impacts of extensive groundwater pumping 

from high-capacity wells on the waters of Wisconsin and appreciate the DNR staff’s work in 

producing the Study.  

 

1. We appreciate the Study’s recognition that groundwater impacts from high-

capacity wells are a regional issue. 

 

We appreciate DNR’s scientifically grounded conclusion that high-capacity well impacts on 

surface waters are the cumulative result of the thousands of high-capacity wells in the Central 

Sands Region. We also appreciate the recognition that any solution must involve management of 

the water withdrawals of existing wells as well as the anticipated impacts of future wells. As 

discussed further in our fourth comment, however, even though the scope of the problem is in 

some aspects regional, under its public trust responsibilities, DNR has a continuing obligation to 

review applications for proposed high capacity wells on an individual basis to address the impacts 

of those wells on nearby public trust resources. 

 

2. The Study should recognize impacts to streams and wetlands as well as lakes. 

 
In the Study, DNR noted in passing the ongoing impacts to streams from high-capacity wells. 

For example, DNR recognized that the North Branch of Ten-mile Creek may be substantially 

depleted by groundwater withdrawals, including August flows depleted by over 20 percent. Study 

at 23. The DNR should list and describe the other stream and wetland impacts it observed while 

conducting this Study, even if it declines to determine the significance of those impacts. 

As DNR recognizes, small impacts to lakes have an important ecological impact. However, 

similarly modest decreases in stream levels can result in dramatic impacts like streams drying or 

lowering to the point they are unable to support fish and other aquatic life. Particularly for cold-

water species, decrease in stream flow can have a significant impact on a species’ ability to survive, 

by raising water temperature and lowering oxygen levels in the stream. 
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3. The Study should acknowledge past scientific work and reconcile its conclusions with 

those of past studies. 

 

We echo the written comments dated April 28, 2021, of Raymond Hansen on behalf of the 

Central Sands Water Action Coalition that DNR must acknowledge the significant, prior scientific 

work going back decades that found greater drawdowns than this Study. The Study should also 

evaluate the discrepancy between the Study’s determination of the likely drawdown from high-

capacity wells and those drawdowns found by past scientific work. The Study did not acknowledge 

or attempt to reconcile that the Study’s conclusions differed from past scientific work evaluating 

well impacts in the Central Sands. It must do so. 

 
4. Regardless of whether the Legislature adopts DNR’s recommendations, DNR must 

continue to evaluate impacts of high-capacity wells on public trust waters, including 

on the lakes identified in the Study. 

 

The public trust doctrine, enshrined in the Wisconsin Constitution, necessitates that 

“[n]avigable waters are public waters, and … should be free to all for commerce, for travel, for 

recreation, and also for hunting and fishing[.]” Diana Shooting Club v. Husting, 156 Wis. 261, 

271, 145 N.W. 816 (1914). Multiple subsequent cases demonstrate that the public trust doctrine 

includes protection of aquatic habitat. See R.W. Docks & Slips, v. State, 2001 WI 73, 244 Wis.2d 

497, 502-04, 628 N.W.2d 781 (affirming denial of dredge permit based on the public trust doctrine 

so as to preserve aquatic habitat beneficial for the proliferation of fish, macroinvertebrates, and 

zooplankton); Hilton ex rel. Pages Homeowners’ Association v. Dept. of Nat. Res., 2006 WI 84, 

¶¶26-28, 293 Wis. 2d 1, 717 N.W.2d 166 (finding aquatic life was harmed by pier); Sterlingworth 

Condo. Ass'n, Inc. v. Dept. of Nat. Res., 205 Wis. 2d 710, 727-30, 556 N.W.2d 791, 798 (Ct. App. 

1996) (affirming DNR decision to limit pier size based on impacts to fish spawning grounds and 

aquatic plants). Adequate stream flows and wetland and lake levels are of course necessary to 

maintain the viability of aquatic habitat. Additionally, “[w]hile it is primarily the State’s duty to 

protect and preserve public trust resources … ‘the legislature has delegated substantial authority 

over water management matters to the DNR. The duties of the DNR are comprehensive, and its 

role in protecting state waters is clearly dominant.’” Lake Beulah Mgmt. Dist. v. Dept. of Nat. Res., 

2011 WI 54, ¶33, 335 Wis. 2d 47, 799 N.W.2d 73 (quoting Wis.’s Envtl. Decade v. Dept. of Nat. 

Res., 85 Wis. 2d 518, 527, 271 N.W.2d 69 (1978)). Thus, it is incumbent on DNR to continue to 
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evaluate impacts to public trust resources, and to act to protect all uses of those resources. DNR 

must therefore continue to use its existing authority to evaluate impacts of proposed, new high-

capacity wells before approving those wells, particularly given the environmental baseline created 

by the existing wells. 

 
5. The DNR’s proposal for a water use district has merit but must include enforceable 

standards.  

 

In the Study, DNR recommends that some entity create a water use district to address water 

use management on a regional scale in the Central Sands Region. While this proposal has some 

merit, the proposed water use district will not fulfill its role to “manage water use and related 

impacts to water resources in the Central Sands Region,” Study at 25, unless it is empowered to 

limit pumping when needed to address impacts to public trust resources. In its proposal, DNR does 

not explain whether the district or DNR will be tasked with that management and enforcement 

role. Instead, DNR explains that, in the context of the proposed water use district, it sees its role 

as “[s]etting ecological thresholds and significance targets,” “collecting monitoring data,” and 

“implementing measures.” DNR provides no specifics about what these measures might be. It 

should do so. 

DNR does propose that the water use districts could impose “withdrawal limits,” and “water 

use reductions based on zones or distance from impacted resources,” but it provides no clarity on 

how these limits or reductions would be mandated or enforced, what reasonable standards might 

be proposed (like numeric instream flow targets or special evaluation for wells within a specified 

distance to a surface water body). DNR should clarify its proposal so that the public understands 

what is being proposed and can meaningfully comment on it.1 For example, as proposed by 

Wisconsin’s Green Fire’s letter of May 5, 2021, DNR should clarify that impacts to wetlands will 

be within the purview of the water district. 

DNR suggests that the “water use district” concept is drawn, in part, from a review of other 

states’ groundwater management regimes. But, those other states have meaningful, enforceable 

standards that govern water use—features that do not clearly appear as part of the water use district 

proposal. For example, in Michigan, one of the programs evaluated by the DNR, Michigan already 

 

1 In addition, DNR should clarify the distinction between its proposed “water use district” and 
the “groundwater management areas” codified in Wis. Stat. § 281.34(9). 
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employs a stream-reach based approach to evaluate surface and groundwater withdrawals and 

evaluates every new withdrawal together with existing withdrawals to determine if the depletion 

creates an adverse resource impact. An adverse resource impact is defined as, for example, 

lowering a stream’s level enough to impact habitat for fish species typical to that type of waterway, 

using the Michigan Water Withdrawal Assessment Tool that is available online to all permittees.2 

Michigan also evaluates every proposed withdrawal over 2 million gallons a day to determine if it 

will cause an adverse resource impact.  

Though unique in its structure, Nebraska, likewise, has developed a regulatory system to 

account for groundwater use that is accompanied by enforceable standards and practices. Nebraska 

is subdivided into regional governing districts called Natural Resource Districts (NRDs) that set 

environmental priorities and enact rules and regulations to protect groundwater quality and 

quantity. NRDs are sub-divided by watershed which allows for tailored approaches that account 

for climate, groundwater recharge, and topography. Each NRD maintains a groundwater 

management plan that outlines groundwater goals, priorities, and programs in the district. From 

those plans, NRD’s regulate water quality and quantity including “allocating groundwater, 

augmenting surface water, requiring flow meters, instituting well drilling moratoriums, requiring 

water use reports, and restricting the expansion of irrigated area.”3 While there are not uniform 

groundwater regulations throughout the state, each NRD is empowered to pass regulations based 

on groundwater management plans to protect natural resources for present and future generations. 

Without similar meaningful standards to evaluate management, DNR’s proposal will not 

improve groundwater management in the Central Sands or reduce undue impacts on public trust 

resources like lakes, wetlands, streams, and their aquatic habitat. 

 

 

2 https://www.egle.state.mi.us/wwat/(S(5tssdzwsb2clwchqopojztv5))/default.aspx 
3 Nebraska Assoc. Of Resource Districts, Nebraska Groundwater Quantity Regulation Map 
(available at https://www.nrdnet.org/sites/default/files/gwam_combined_map_compressed.pdf) 
(last visited May 5, 2021). 



 

 

 

May 7, 2021 

 

Department of Natural Resources  

Attn: Nicki Clayton – DG/5 

P.O. Box 7921 

Madison, WI 53707 

Sent via email to: DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov 

RE: Comments on Draft Central Sands Lakes Study Findings and Recommendations 

Dear Ms. Clayton, 

The undersigned organizations – Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce, Wisconsin Dairy 

Alliance, and the Venture Dairy Cooperative – appreciate the opportunity to comment on the 

draft Central Sands Lakes Study prepared by the DNR. Our organizations represent thousands of 

employers and families throughout Wisconsin who grow, make, process, and produce the 

products that Wisconsin families consume every day. We have a number of serious concerns 

with this study. Simply put, the study and its recommendations went far beyond the required, 

statutory directive, and failed to include the statutorily-required economic impact analysis. 

In particular, it must be emphasized that the study found that precipitation has the largest 

influence on lake levels, not high capacity wells. Unfortunately, the DNR largely ignored this 

finding and instead advanced a staff-driven power grab for additional regulatory authority that 

is clearly not warranted from an environmental resource standpoint. 

Moreover, the study fails to draw a connection between high capacity well withdrawals and the 

current, historically high lake levels. Thus, any recommendation in the study to regulate high 

capacity wells is not justified. 

In addition, our organizations have the following concerns with the draft study: 

1. Scope: The study examined questions beyond the statutory directive, such as redefining 

the term “significant reduction” in reference to lake levels. 
2. Conclusions: As noted above, the study dismisses data that clearly shows that the lake 

levels are at or near record highs. It instead interprets results uniquely provided by an 

internally-created “groundwater flow model.” 

3. Recommendations: The study recommends a regional, broad “water use district” 
spanning the entire Central Sands Region, which is far beyond what is authorized by 

statute. 

mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov
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4. Missing Information: The study inexplicably fails to include an economic impact analysis, 

nor a field study to justify the groundwater flow model. 

Intro 

Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce (WMC) is the largest general business association in 

Wisconsin, representing approximately 3,800 member companies of all sizes, and from every 

sector of the economy. Since 1911, our mission has been to make Wisconsin the most 

competitive state in the nation to do business. WMC members depend on fair, predictable 

regulations for high capacity wells for agriculture, manufacturing, construction, processing, 

power generation, and much more. 

Wisconsin Dairy Alliance (WDA) represents modern regulated dairy farms in Wisconsin and 

works diligently to preserve Wisconsin’s heritage as the Dairy State. Venture Dairy Cooperative 

(VDC) works to combat unnecessary regulations, reduce government bureaucracy and advance 

smart policy to support the future of dairy farmers. 

The dairy industry in Wisconsin relies on high capacity wells to provide water for many of its 1.2 

million dairy cows, as well as the processing of milk into other dairy foods. Not only is water 

vital for life, it is also an essential nutrient for cows to produce milk, as milk is 87% water. The 

average dairy cow drinks approximately 35 gallons of water per day. Farmers continue to lower 

the environmental footprint on their farms each year as farming practices, overall herd 

management and genetics improve. The most recent sustainability data shows that every gallon 

of milk produced in 2017 used 30.5% less water than 10 years prior. The ability to continue to 

efficiently and sustainably produce more food using fewer resources than ever before depends 

on the continual improvements in agriculture through farmer innovations, not regulations. 

 

Dairy accounts for nearly half of the $104.8 B agriculture industry, contributing more to 

Wisconsin’s economy than citrus to Florida or potatoes to Idaho. This $45.6 billion represents 

7.1% of Wisconsin’s total industrial revenues and provides 157,100 jobs. Agriculture continues 

to increase its contribution to the economy in Wisconsin and the majority of the increase is due 

to strong growth in food processing. Milk from Wisconsin dairy farms provides for the 3.36 

billion pounds of cheese made each year, making us the #1 producer of cheese in the nation. 

Dairy generates $1.26 billion in state and local taxes, and every dollar generated by Wisconsin’s 
dairy industry generates another $1.73 in additional revenue for the state. 

  

Dairy is Wisconsin's signature industry and is central to our state's identity. Farmers today face 

a complicated web of legal, regulatory and political pressures, alongside market volatility, 

causing the number of dairy farms in Wisconsin to decrease each year. Unfortunately, they 

increasingly find themselves on the defensive, forced to justify their activities and very 

existence as they continually rise to the challenge of sustainably growing and raising food for an 

increasing population. We need to position our policies and regulation to support our dairy 

farmers moving into the future rather than hindering growth and innovation.  
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Concerns 

1. Scope of the Study is beyond what is authorized by Statute. 

The scope of the study is clearly prescribed by s. 281.34(7m)(b). This statute states [in part] the 

following: 

(b) The department shall evaluate and model the hydrology of Pleasant Lake in Waushara 

County, Plainfield Lake and Long Lake in the designated study area, and any other navigable 

stream or navigable lake located in the designated study area for which the department seeks to 

determine whether existing and potential groundwater withdrawals are causing or are likely to 

cause a significant reduction of the navigable stream's or navigable lake's rate of flow or 

water level below its average seasonal levels [emphasis added]. 

However, according to the study’s “Executive Summary” (pgs. 2-3), the DNR instead chose to 

focus the study on the following two questions: 

1. Do groundwater withdrawals affect lake levels at Pleasant, Long and Plainfield Lakes? 

2. Is this change significant to the lakes’ ecosystems? 

These questions are fundamentally different from the statutory directive. The first question 

asks whether or not there was an effect on lake levels. The statutory directive to the 

Department was to determine if there was a “significant reduction.” The question was not 

whether to examine whether groundwater withdrawals have any effect on lake levels. This is a 

much broader standard that is not found in the relevant statute. 

The second question asks about the impact to the “lakes’ ecosystems.” There is nothing in the 
statute that asks the Department to opine about ecosystems. The statute also directs the DNR 

to examine the “rate of flow or water level below its average seasonal levels.” Unfortunately, 

both study questions posed by the DNR ignore this portion of the statutory directive. 

If the Department had followed the statute, it would have needed to conclude that all three 

lakes are currently well above their “average seasonal levels” based on the DNR’s own data. 
Presumably, this would have also drastically altered its recommendations. 

Finally, it should be emphasized that the Department has no authority to expand the scope of 

the study beyond what was authorized in the statute. Under ch. 227 restrictions on agency 

authority, an agency must rely on “explicit” authority derived by statute. The DNR cannot 

unilaterally adjust the scope of the study; it must follow the statutory directive.  

2. The Data Shows Record High Lake Levels 

If the DNR had properly scoped the study, a core question would be whether or not the water 

levels of the three lakes – Pleasant, Long, and Plainfield – were below its “average seasonal 

levels.” In fact, the data clearly demonstrates the opposite is true.  
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As tacitly acknowledged in the study, “the lake levels were near or above their highest recorded 

observations (page 9).” In fact, the lake levels of Long Lake and Plainfield Lake were at all-time 

highs, and exceeded previously observed highs by several feet. (Pleasant Lake is also well above 

its historic average): 

Figure 1: 

 

Source:  “Figure 7” in draft Central Sands Lakes Study 

At the same time that these three lakes are at record highs, the DNR acknowledges that the 

number of high capacity wells has increased in recent years. In fact, during an August 2020 

presentation on the Central Sands Study, DNR staff showed a series of slides to help 

demonstrate a “major expansion” of high capacity wells, “particularly in the Central Sands 
region:” 

Figure 2: 
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Source: Slides in DNR “Overview of the Central Sands Lakes Study” (August 2020) 

These higher recorded lake levels have clearly had noteworthy impacts on the three lakes. The 

graphic below is from that same August 2020 presentation by the DNR: 

Figure 3: 

 

Source: Slides in DNR “Overview of the Central Sands Lakes Study” (August 2020) 

To reiterate, the data collected by the DNR shows that at the same time that the number of 

high capacity wells in the Central Sands Region is at or near an all-time high, the lake levels for 

Pleasant, Long, and Plainfield lakes are also at or near an all-time high. 

We recognize that the DNR believes its modeling data points to a different conclusion. 

However, we again urge the DNR to refer to the statutory directive for the study. One of the 

requirements for the Department under s. 281.34(7m)(b) is to examine the impact of “existing 

groundwater withdrawals” to water levels of “average season levels.” Thus, the current lake 

levels, and their comparison to historic averages, must be emphasized in the study. 

Furthermore, it is not our intention to claim that more high capacity wells leads to higher lake 

levels. Instead, we simply agree with the Department’s finding that “precipitation is the primary 
factor affecting lake level fluctuations,” as noted on page 3 of the analysis. However, this 

conclusion should not be set-aside in order to meet the DNR’s own biases. This is a 
fundamental conclusion of the study and needs to be treated as such. 

These current, historically high lake levels make it extremely difficult to justify sweeping 

government intervention. It will take several years of persistent, dry conditions for the lake 

levels to return to average levels, let alone below average levels. The Central Sands region 

typically gets over 32 inches of precipitation, and even the highest-use vegetable crop only uses 

about 22 inches of water.  
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Finally, industries that rely on high capacity wells are already finding efficiencies absent 

additional government mandates. For example, a recent Oxford study1 found that producing 

one unit of milk cost 30.5% less water in 2017 versus 2007.  

In summary, the draft study needs to be adjusted to clearly demonstrate the current, 

historically high lake levels, which have been triggered by historically high levels of 

precipitation. 

3. Recommendation is Beyond the Scope of the Statute 

Recommendations for the Central Sands Study are prescribed in s. 281.34(7m)(c). This statute 

states [in part] the following: 

(c) If upon conclusion of the evaluation and modeling of the area under par. (b) the department 

determines that special measures relating to existing and potential groundwater withdrawal are 

necessary in all or part of that area to prevent or remedy a significant reduction of a navigable 

stream's or navigable lake's rate of flow or water level below its average seasonal levels, the 

department shall issue a decision on whether it recommends that the legislature adopt, by 

statute, special measures relating to groundwater withdrawal in all or part of that area. 

The “designated study area” is defined under 281.34(7m)(a)1., and includes only an area 
encompassing three specific watersheds in Adams, Portage, Waushara and Wood Counties. 

However, the DNR’s primary recommendation is for “the creation and implementation of a 
water use district for the entire Central Sands Region” (see pg. 25). This recommendation is 

inconsistent with the statutory requirement for the following reasons: 

 Too large of an area: The statute explicitly directs the DNR to examine measures only in 

“all or part” of the “designated study area.” The Central Sands Region, as defined by the 
DNR, includes 1.75 million acres spanning eight counties, and is substantially larger than 

the study area. 

 No recommendation to Legislature: The statute directs the department to issue a 

decision on whether it recommends that the Legislature, “by statute,” adopt these 
“special measures.” However, it fails to identify what, if any, statutory change it is 

seeking to implement this “water use district.”  

In addition, the DNR identifies a series of “Next Implementation Steps” in the draft study. These 

steps include refining the groundwater flow model and streamlining methods for future lake 

evaluations. However, the DNR fails to clearly identify any of the statutory changes it is seeking 

to authorize these actions. Indeed, based on the description it is unclear if the DNR believes any 

statutory change is necessary at all, or if it simply intends to unilaterally implement its own 

recommendations. 

                                                           
1 Capper and Cady; The effects of improved performance in the U.S. dairy cattle industry on environmental impacts 

between 2007 and 201. 17 October 2019. https://academic.oup.com/jas/article/98/1/skz291/5581976.  

https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/281.34(7m)(b)
https://academic.oup.com/jas/article/98/1/skz291/5581976
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However, the DNR does not have the statutory authority to unilaterally undertake its “next 
implementation steps.” Section 281.34(7m)(c) directed the agency to make recommendations 

to the Legislature. It was not directed to implement anything, and therefore, has the authority 

to implement nothing as a result of the findings of this study. 

Finally, this draft study does not exempt the agency from any ch. 227 rulemaking requirements. 

If the DNR wishes to pursue a policy change to implement its proposed water use district, apply 

the “groundwater flow model,” or change how the Department reviews and approves high 

capacity wells, this must be done via the rulemaking process. 

In short, the DNR’s draft study recommendation for a water use district for the Central Sands 

Region is unlawful. The Department needs to follow the statute and state what, if any, “special 
measures” it recommends for the Legislature to consider as a statutory change for the 

designated study area. If the agency has no such recommendations, it needs to simply state this 

and conclude the study. 

4. The Economic Impact Analysis and Field Study are Absent from the Study 

Not only does the study include an unlawful recommendation, but key components of the 

study are not included. First, s. 281.34(7m)(c)5. states the following: 

5. An economic impact analysis of the economic effect of the special measures recommended 

under subd. 4. on specific businesses, business sectors, public utility ratepayers, local 

governmental units, and the state's economy as a whole. 

However, the Department’s recommendations fail to include even a perfunctory economic 
impact analysis, or even explain why one was not included. Thus, not only did the Department 

make an unlawful recommendation, but it failed to conduct the statutorily-required cost 

estimate to help justify it. As a result, the Legislature, the regulated community, and the public 

simply have no idea how much the DNR’s recommendations will cost. 

Second, s. 281.34(7m)(c)2. states the following: 

2. A description of the concrete scientific information that the department used to establish that 

there is a hydrologic connection between the groundwater in all or part of the area and the 

navigable waters in all or part of the area and a causal relationship between groundwater 

withdrawal in all or part of the area and an existing or potential significant reduction of a 

navigable stream's or navigable lake's rate of flow or water level below its average seasonal 

levels, and the degree to which the department verified the connection and causal relationship 

by the use of field work or field study [emphasis added]. 

In addition, within the DNR’s “Scope of Work,” it explicitly stated it would “Design and 

implement a field study to investigate the degree of connectivity between Central Sands lakes 

and groundwater withdrawals.” 

https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/281.34(7m)(c)4.
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Unfortunately, no field study was ever conducted. This is all the more troubling because the 

Department relied on its internally-designed “groundwater flow model” to make its sweeping 
recommendations, and ignored the empirical data showing that lake levels were at or near 

record highs. 

Conclusion 

In its report, the DNR points out that much of the study was conducted during the Covid-19 

pandemic, and the agency needed to find “inventive ways to work with our partners” during a 

challenging time (see pg. 27). Our organizations acknowledge that the pandemic posed unique 

challenges to the agency, and also that the DNR is facing a statutory deadline to submit the 

report to the Legislature by June of this year. However, this cannot make it permissible to 

submit a report that goes outside the statutory directive, fails to include statutorily-required 

deliverables, and relies on unproven methodology that the Department was unable or unwilling 

to verify. 

The undersigned organizations - Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce, Wisconsin Dairy 

Alliance, and the Venture Dairy Cooperative – urge the Department to make the following 

changes to the draft study: 

1. Scope: Adjust the report to examine questions consistent with the statutory directive 

found in s. 281.34(7m)(b). 

2. Conclusions: Clearly and prominently state in the Executive Summary that the three 

studied lake levels are primarily influenced by precipitation, and that all three lake levels 

are at or near record highs, as demonstrated by the DNR’s own data. Adjust conclusions 

to match what is required in the revised scope. 

3. Recommendations: Eliminate the recommendation for a “water use district” for the 
entire Central Sands Region, as this is not authorized under s. 281.34(7m)(c). Instead, 

explicitly state the recommended statutory changes, if any, for the Legislature to 

consider, and limit the recommendation to what is permissible under the law. 

4. Missing Information: Complete an economic impact analysis for any recommendations, 

as required by s. 281.34(7m)(c)5. Design and implement a field study to review the 

efficacy of the Department’s internal “groundwater flow model.” 

High capacity wells are critical for the function and growth of agriculture, dairy, food 

manufacturing, other manufacturing, and many other industries in Wisconsin. Any changes to 

the regulatory structure governing high capacity wells need to be guided by sound, peer-

reviewed science and follow all applicable statutory requirements. 
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Thank you for your consideration of our comments. We would welcome the opportunity to 

collaborate with the Department to help this study meet relevant statutory requirements. 

Sincerely, 

 

Craig Summerfield, Director of Environmental & Energy Policy  

Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce  

 

Cindy Leitner, President  

Wisconsin Dairy Alliance  

 

Kim Bremmer, Executive Director  

Venture Dairy Cooperative 
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TO: Nicki Clayton 

Water Use Section 

Division of External Services 

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 

 

FROM:  Jason Culotta 

  President 

  Midwest Food Products Association 

 

DATE:  May 7, 2021 

 

RE: Comments on the Draft Central Sands Lakes Study Report 

 

Submitted via:  DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov 

 

 

On behalf of Midwest Food Products Association (MWFPA), thank you for the opportunity to 

submit comments on the Draft report titled: Central Sands Lakes Study Report: DRAFT Findings 

and Conclusions (“the Study”).  MWFPA is a trade association representing the food processing 

industry in the states of Wisconsin, Minnesota and Illinois.  Many of our members grow and 

process vegetables in the Central Wisconsin area known as the Central Sands. 

Food production is a critical part of Wisconsin’s economy.  Many of our members rely on 

Wisconsin’s productive agricultural soils and abundant fresh water supplies to grow and 

process all variety of fruits and vegetables.  These farmers, growers, producer/processors and 

processors (the majority of which are multi-generational, family-owned Wisconsin businesses) 

are all interconnected and reliant on each other for success.  Additionally, they are reliant on 

the ability to irrigate their crops to deliver important moisture at critical times during the 

growing season. 

It is important to note two statutory requirements that must guide the Study report.  First, § 

281.34(7m), Wis. Stats. requires the Department to determine whether existing or proposed 

groundwater withdrawals in the “designated study area” (See, § 281.34(7m)(a), Wis. Stats.) 

“…are causing or likely to cause a significant reduction of” flow rates or water levels below 

average seasonal levels.   

 

mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov
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Second, if the Department makes such a determination, it then must determine whether it 

recommends that the legislature adopt special protective measures via statute.  The very first 

page of the Study’s Executive Summary reveals how the Study has strayed from this 

straightforward statutory directive. 

The statute’s charge is narrow and quoted above.  Yet, the Study introduces the concept of a 

“significant change to the lakes’ ecosystem.”  These words are not in the statute that 

authorized the Study.  The Study is to be focused on whether there is a “significant reduction” 

of flow rates or lake levels below seasonal averages.  The Study ranges far afield from this 

limited direction.  The Study concludes: 

“Our model results indicate that current groundwater withdrawals from irrigated agricultural reduce 

lake levels in Pleasant, Long and Plainfield Lakes. Current-irrigated agriculture has caused a significant 

reduction in lake levels resulting in impacts to human uses (boating), fish, plants and chemistry on Long 

Lake and plants on Plainfield Lake (Figure 1).”   

The first sentence does not include the important modifier “significant”.  Rather, it simply reads 

that there is a “reduc[tion]”.  That conclusion is irrelevant to the statutory charge of the Study.  

The next sentence concludes that the reduction on Long Lake is “significant” based on certain 

use or ecosystem impacts.  Plainfield Lake is included in this conclusion as well even though the 

impact of the reduction is only to one category, which calls into question whether such 

reduction is “significant”. 

By focusing on use or other impacts the Study strays from its statutory charge, which was to 

determine whether such reductions are significant in relation simply to historic flow rates or 

seasonal average lake levels.  The Study report should be rewritten to stick to the legislature’s 

statutory charge. 

Importantly, the Study found that the primary impact on water level fluctuation was 

precipitation, not the presence of high capacity wells. The Study notes that irrigated agriculture 

is only present in 15% of the study area, revealing the predominance of precipitation as the 

primary factor impacting lake levels. The Study also concludes that long-term differences 

between irrigated agricultural effective recharge and non-agricultural recharge are 

comparatively small. See, Study @ pg. 24.  

 

 All of the lakes in the Study are currently at historically high water levels1.  See, e.g., Study at 

Fig. 7.   In fact, even Long Lake is more than four feet above the 50-year historical average.  It 

would take several years of continually dry conditions before the lake levels are brought back 

down to average levels, let alone below average levels.  In an average year, the Central Sands 

receives over 32 inches of precipitation, and even the highest-use vegetable crop only uses 

about 22 inches of water. 

 

 

 
1 MWFPA is aware of several site-specific monitoring network results that reveal a steadily increasing water table 

within the Central Sands region in the last several years.   
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The Study states: “During the study period precipitation rates were high and the lake levels 

were near or above their highest recorded observations.”  How is it possible for the Study to 

then conclude that “existing and potential groundwater withdrawals are causing or are likely to 

cause a significant reduction of the navigable stream's or navigable lake's rate of flow or water 

level below its average seasonal levels”? § 281.34(7m)(b). 

 

As noted above, the statute requires the Department to provide a determination of whether it 

recommends the adoption of statutory “special measures” relating to existing or proposed 

groundwater withdrawals in the study area and provide, among other things, an economic 

impact analysis concerning the proposed special measures.  Failing to provide what the statute 

directs, the Study instead recommends a vast departure from traditional Wisconsin law of 

reasonable use to a Western-states approach of water district control2.  The recommendation 

strays from the statutory charge. 

The statute explicitly set forth what the Study must provide should there be a recommendation 

for the adoption via statute of special measures to prevent or remedy significant reductions.  

See, § 281.34(7m)(c), Wis. Stats.  Since the Study provides no such recommendations, it should 

end with a conclusion that it does not recommend any “special measures” as directed by the 

statute. 

Thank you for considering our comments and observations. 

 

 
2 MWFPA does support the Study’s recommendation that stakeholders develop best practices through 

collaboration. 



From: Brian Wolf

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Cc: Sen.Wirch - LEGIS; Rep.Ohnstad - LEGIS; Sen.Testin - LEGIS; Rep.Krug - LEGIS; Sen.Ballweg - LEGIS;
Rep.Petersen - LEGIS

Subject: Comments on DNR Study of Long, Plainfield and Pleasant Lakes

Date: Saturday, April 24, 2021 8:31:19 AM

In 2005 we decided to search for a lake property within reasonable distance of our home in Kenosha

so we would not have to spend most of the weekend driving.  After looking at several options, we

were pleased with a home and property on Long Lake in Waushara County.  However, there was

something about the lake that was concerning, prompting me to contact the Department of Natural

Resources to inquire if the lake was a dying lake.  The response was that there was no such thing as a

“dying” lake.  With that, we opted to purchase the property on Long Lake, only to have the lake “die”

a few years later.  I am sure you have seen photos of Long Lake at its worst. 

 

Since then, we have learned much about our lake.  We learned it is a seepage lake influenced by the

amount of water in the aquifer and dependent on snow/rainfall recharge to maintain water levels. 

We also learned that the area was saturated with high-capacity wells used for irrigation which draw

down the aquifer, making it difficult for Long Lake to maintain water levels in times of average or

below average precipitation.

 

I took an interest in this issue at that time.  I was involved in meetings with legislators and the

agriculture community with little result.  Even though, the central sands watershed had been studied

extensively, showing irrigation had a damaging effect on the aquifer, the growers kept asserting

more studies needed to be done.  In fact, they contended that Long Lake was a “clay bowl” which

was not connected to the aquifer and we could put our own well in and fill it up.  That was proven to

be an erroneous assumption.   We were also told by growers that we were going to put family farms

out of business – these may be family operated farms; however, they are by no means “mom and

pop” operations like they want us to believe.  They are corporations.  We were also told that

irrigation was necessary because the growers had the responsibility of feeding the country and the

world.  Yet, they are doing so at the expense of our lake and others in the central sands region. 

Wood lots around our area are being razed and converted for agriculture, which probably will

require more high capacity wells.  When will this stop? 

 

To have a lake property without any water was quite depressing.  We continued to come to our

property; however, there was little activity around the lake.  The properties were reassessed, and

our value dropped dramatically.  I didn’t think I would ever see water in Long Lake again in my

lifetime; however, with record precipitation over the last couple years we have water!  We now

enjoy watching our grandchildren swim and play in the lake and even catch fish off our dock.  In

general, there is much more activity around the lake which is good for the businesses in the

surrounding community.

 

This DNR study is very well done.  As prior studies, it confirms what we have unfortunately

experienced with Long Lake since we have owned our property – conclusively demonstrating that

agricultural irrigation has a significant adverse impact on Long Lake.  While ongoing research in the

central sands area is always a benefit, I believe your study should preclude any additional research

addressing this specific issue so we don’t get bogged down and delay doing anything about this

mailto:kenowolfpack@wi.rr.com
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problem any longer.

 

I support your recommendations of establishing a water budget in the central sands region that will

allow the growers to continue to irrigate (within reason), but will also ensure that Long Lake will

never be negatively impacted by irrigation in the future.  We have enjoyed our lake more in the last

year or so than in all the years we have been there.  Given my experience in discussion with the

growers, voluntary compliance with the above will not work.  You will need to establish some sort of

consequences to establish compliance with the parameters you set up in your water budget.  Please

remember – No private entity should be allowed to profit at the expense of others or the

environment!

 

Brian and Susan Wolf



From: cjp

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: comments on study

Date: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 4:59:17 PM

I'm glad the study verifies what was the original concern about high capacity wells. I'm sure
no one is surprised by the results.  I think their use should be limited.and certainly not
expanded.

Christine Powell

mailto:cjpbiking@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: RB Kordus

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Comments re: Central Sands

Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 4:28:34 PM

I am commenting on the dangers of the high capacity wells in Central Sands, and also, the
pollution of private wells in the same area.

At what point does the DNR have the courage to stop this continued blatant mis-use of our
water.  At some point, the wells will run dry, and the wells surviving will be contaminated by
run-off/manure.

This is disgusting.  There should be a limit on any factory farm, and it should not be over 1000
head of cattle.

We are not Texas!  Why wasn't this brought under control years ago?  gov. walker felt money
was more important than the average homeowners' health?  

I cringe at what our State looks like now.  What happened to proud, pristine Wisconsin? 

Would appreciate  an explanation.  Thank you.

Beb Kordus

mailto:rbkord72.2@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Kraft, George

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: CSLS study comments

Date: Thursday, April 29, 2021 10:11:34 AM

Attachments: Kraft comments on CSLS report.pdf

Dear Nicci:

 

Attached you will find my public comments on the CSLS study.

 

The effort robust and worthy and will help advance water management.  I make suggestions about

increasing readability and being a little more direct about certain things.  My main concern is that

the fact checking that I’ve done  indicates Appendix F is wildly off.  Further, it uses a biased

methodology to configure a No Irrigation scenario that might feed into results.  Finally, I suggest

briefly citing previous work, and pose a question as to why the CSLS found lower drawdowns.

 

Best regards to Department staff and all who put in a heroic work effort on this product.  Please feel

free to call if there are questions.

 

Sincerely,

 

George

 

 

mailto:gkraft@uwsp.edu
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From: skipdive1950@gmail.com

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: DNR public Zoom meeting on 4/28/2021

Date: Thursday, April 29, 2021 10:13:00 AM

Attachments: 2021-04-28_104249.pdf

I attended the meeting last night and spoke on the record. Due to the 3 minute time limitation I was

not able to speak on everything I planned. Therefore, I am sending along a copy of the full written

message that I prepared.

Raymond Hansen

N3299 Shannahan Lane

Wautoma, Wis. 54982

mailto:skipdive1950@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Jaster, Benjamin A - DNR

To: Clayton, Nicole L - DNR

Subject: FW: Central Sands Lake Study

Date: Thursday, April 29, 2021 9:16:31 AM

Attachments: image001.png

Hi Nicki,

 

Here’s another comment I received from someone.

 

We are committed to service excellence.

Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.

Ben Jaster

Pronouns: he/him/his

Phone: (608) 416-0319

BenjaminA.Jaster@wisconsin.gov

 

From: Dave Baird <dbaird@robertsirrigation.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2021 7:21 PM

To: Jaster, Benjamin A - DNR <benjamina.jaster@wisconsin.gov>

Subject: Central Sands Lake Study

 

Good Evening,

 

What is the cumulative effect of the trees, what amount do they use? If farmers have to monitor

their water use, then the houses in the area that will also impact these lakes should be held to the

same standard, all wells / sand points potable & non potable should have a flowmeter installed on

them, requiring an annual reporting of usage. What about all of the drainage ditches that have

millions of gallons of water leaving them daily? What about the cycles that mother nature will have.

What happens when we are in a drought again? The lakes will drop due to no rain as they did prior

to hi-cap wells as historic records would state. Unfortunately most of these hi-cap wells do not have

any direct effect, during a pump test the water around the well will not drop as it is pulling from a

different aquifer. Static is currently higher now than when the first hi-cap wells were installed back in

the late 50's early 60's. The issue of the lake water level comes simply from inadequate rainwater,

which is out of our control. Long term effect of any mandating a water district will simply be

catastrophic to our agricultural region. Tenmile creek flow is based on rainfall also, if we are in a

drought the surface water will drop. 

 

--

Thanks, 
 

mailto:benjamina.jaster@wisconsin.gov
mailto:Nicole.Clayton@wisconsin.gov
http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey
mailto:BenjaminA.Jaster@wisconsin.gov
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Dave Baird
Service Coordinator
Roberts Irrigation
Office 715-344-4747
Cell 715-630-5991
Fax 715-344-4505
Po Box 490 1500 Post Rd
Plover Wi 54467
 

An Employee Owned Company
 

Open Communication
Accountability
Being Helpful To Others



From: Cindy Carter

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Fw: H C Wells

Date: Thursday, April 29, 2021 9:25:37 PM

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: Cindy Carter <cindycat1@sbcglobal.net>

To: DNRDGCCentralSands@wisconsin.gov <dnrdgccentralsands@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2021, 05:40:55 PM CDT

Subject: H C Wells

Water is becoming an vital issue in WIS   even though we have an abundance  of it.   So much of it is

polluted with nitrates, PFAS and micro plastic.    High capacity wells only serve ONE  group and this is

ag.   ENOUGH OF THIS GREED,  we are all in this together.   Put a stop to H C wells, and put forth

sensible and reasonable regulations regarding these one sided wells.   WE HAVE TAKEN ENOUGH  WE

HAVE DESTROYED ENOUGH.

Cindy Carter,   1102 N Superior St   Appleton,   54911

mailto:cindycat1@sbcglobal.net
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Jerome Pasdo

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Fwd: Comments

Date: Thursday, April 22, 2021 9:44:38 AM

Sorry I used wrong email initially

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Jerome Pasdo <japasdo@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Apr 22, 2021 at 9:35 AM
Subject: Comments
To: <WDNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov>

HI Nicki,  I sincerely hope this study comes with recommendations to regulate the
wells individually at a minimum.  I have actual experience on the effect of the withdrawal. 
Our family owned 80 acres of land that nearly surrounded Boelter Lake which "was" just north
of the subject lakes, I believe.  The lake still shows up on the latest Gazetteer.  We owned it in
the 50's to early 60's and harvested timber and fished the lake.  We caught panfish and enjoyed
rowing the lake.  I think it was only 8-10' deep at its deepest.  We thoroughly brushed out the
dead and fallen timber from a portion of the land fronting the lake and used it to heat our
home. 

My father sold it to a land development company that sold lots on which cabins were then
built and trailers located.  About 5 years ago I traveled to visit the site of many happy
moments and labors of love.  Tears came to my eyes, literally, as I saw weeds 10-12' high
growing from the now fertile soil of the old lake bed.  Cabins were abandoned and trashed and
trailers parked and deserted.  THE LAKE WAS GONE!

If you have additional documentation of this lake area, which still shows on maps, you can
have good evidence of the effect of the drawdowns from the wells to irrigate the fields.  Lakes
can have natural sedimentation, but this was a drastic change in a relatively short time. 
Thanks for all the WDNR efforts in these issues.

Jerry Pasdo
419 Euclid Ave
Madison, Wi  53711

mailto:japasdo@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov
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From: BRUCE BAKER

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Good Work

Date: Thursday, April 29, 2021 4:19:10 PM

Hi Nicki

Long overdue to deal with this issue. The “flood of high cap wells” in the worst possible area of the state was a

problem we flagged long ago. Good work with the report! This is a prime example of “mining” water beyond

sustainability.

Bruce Baker

mailto:brucejbaker@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Scott Polzin

To: Jaster, Benjamin A - DNR

Subject: Ground water study

Date: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 8:35:40 PM

How were you able to determine that agriculture water pumping significantly reduced lake levels when during the 3

year study the lake levels increased to historic levels . Irrigation continued to occur. The water levels went down

over the winter with the lack of precipitation since last fall. No irrigation well ran over the winter. Aren’t all of the

drainage ditches that were put in in the 1930’s and 40’s a contributing factor for the lowering of lake levels that

happen to be at the highest elevation of the water shed. They weren’t mentioned in your study. Just a few of the

questions that came to mind while reading the draft. The graph of historic lake levels shows very low levels in the

late 50’s early 60’s before irrigation wells were common ?? How much rain fall is needed in the study area to

recharge the amount of water used by irrigation wells in a year? According to my math the amount of rain fall

required in the 1,600,000 acre study area to recharge the water used to irrigate 14” of water onto all 240,000 acres of

irrigated land is about 2.25”. 91,237,440,000 gallons divided by 1,500,000 acres = 60,824 gallons divided by 27,154

= 2.24” of water. Doesn’t seem like a whole lot of rain fall needed to keep up with the irrigation pumping. There

must be some other significant condition effecting the lake levels. Thank you for your attention. Scott Polzin

Sent from my iPad

mailto:scott@valleynci.com
mailto:benjamina.jaster@wisconsin.gov


From: g.ross/c.mcdowell

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: High Capacity Wells in the Central Sands

Date: Saturday, April 24, 2021 8:25:48 AM

Dear Nicki and Committee,

My family owns property on Crystal Lake in central Wisconsin. My Grandmother purchased this property

in 1960, and I first visited when I was 3 weeks old! It has been the primary focus of our summers with our

cousins and now our children and grandchildren. 

While I am from Wisconsin, I now live in Colorado. Colorado has had water rights law on the books since

1892. But it seems that Wisconsin is just starting to realize the importance of maintaining legal rights to

water and water quality. I find this a bit shocking since Climate change is changing everything, and I

would argue that we need laws in Wisconsin that will help maintain water rights and quality as things

change over the next 50 to 100 years.

The DNR Groundwater Lake study shows quite definitively that groundwater in the Central Sands area of

Wisconsin is impacted by high capacity wells. It is just common sense that if you pump huge quantities of

water from underground, that at some point this is going to affect the lakes and streams. Agriculture

needs water, however recreation is a huge source of jobs and income in the state and needs to be

balanced with the need for agriculture water access. 

More research needs to be done on the environmental and recreational effects of the high capacity wells.

In addition water rights laws with teeth will need to be written and enforced.

We pay very high property taxes and have a right to expect those taxes to help keep our lakes and

streams safe from the environmental and other effects from high capacity wells.

Thank you for your time,

Gail Ross

Crystal Lake Property Owner

303-817-0379

mailto:grosscmcd@yahoo.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: smurray3@wi.rr.com

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: high capacity wells

Date: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 4:35:35 PM

I am have lake property on Pine Lake in Springwater WI  Waushara county.
I am very upset about the continued installation of high capacity wells in our area. Lake
property taxes are really high--for people who do not live there year round or send kids to the
area schools, we pay a lot and get very little in service.  So maintining the water level in our
lakes is critical for us to stay in central wisconsin.
Stop the continued install of high capacity wells for irrigation.  If it takes that for crops, then
they are growing in the wrong part of state.  All wells in an area must be regulated to see how
the affect ground water and lake levels--it cannot be only on one person "farm land" but how it
affects all surrounding areas.

 I am tired of the farmers over lake people.  when they clear new land that they know needs
those high capacity irrigation systems, why do they get them over people who already own
lake property?

mailto:smurray3@wi.rr.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Mimi Wuest

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: High capacity wells

Date: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 4:56:47 PM

Dear friends,

Please put strict limits on high capacity wells.  Our climate is changing, and here in Wisconsin
it appears to be getting hotter and drier.  We need to protect our surface and groundwater very
carefully.  As groundwater is drawn down, more contaminants can reach it.  

Please act for the long term protection of this essential natural resource.  Thank you.

Gene and Mimi Wuest
Reedsburg, WI 53959

mailto:mimiswuest@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: RORY POLZIN

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: JOB WELL DONE!!

Date: Friday, April 23, 2021 11:54:27 AM

We have been property owners on Long Lake since 1978 almost 43 years.  My husbands
grandparents owned the land before us since the late 1940's.We have  seen this area go from
forestland and some small farms to farmland coorporate farms and HUGE fields and the
forestland disappearing.  We have seen blinding thick dust clouds come over the lake and
highway 39. We saw Long Lake EMPTY!  Where did the fish go?  How did that affect the
wonderful wildlife?  It was heartbreaking!  FINALLY something (might) be done about this. 
THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU!!

Sent from AT&T Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: jsr

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Lake Study and High Capacity Wells

Date: Saturday, April 24, 2021 6:58:51 PM

We have a cottage on a lake in Marquette. We put significant property taxes with it due to
being on the lake.  If the lake is unusable our value would literally drop in half.  It would be
incredibly detrimental to the counties finances.  

It is also unfair to the numerous county residents who use the lake for swimming, fishing and
paddling.  Having low cost access to unlimited water encourages some farmers to not pay
attention to their watering.  I have seen them water right after rain and often times in the
middle of the day.  

The public lakes and rivers belong to everyone so a few special interests should not be able to
take these resources away for their own financial benefit.  We need to study the problem and
limit extraction to
sustainable levels.

Thank you,

John Riley 
W4076 Northwoods Trail
Wautoma, WI  54982

mailto:jsr321@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Charles Puder

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Lake study

Date: Tuesday, May 4, 2021 9:24:12 AM

I have been a lake property owner on Long Lake since 1997 and during this time I’ve experienced the extremes in

lake water levels. First of all let me thank you for doing the lake study and the thoroughness of the study. It was long

overdue. I’ve owned long enough to have experienced water levels that would accommodate all water related

activities. I’ve also experienced times when there really wasn’t a lake to speak of. During these times, I would not

travel to my cabin nearly as much as I would be missing out on all the before mentioned water related activities,

local parades, events etc.  Multiply my experience with that of all other affected owners and you can see the effect

on local economies who profit from this. In my case, my property value fell so far that we had our lake property

reassessed to reflect the fact that we didn’t really have lake property. I support the creation of a water budget for the

region. I understand that irrigation needs to happen and believe there is room for all to exist, just not at the expense

of drying up lakes that no one can enjoy. Once again, thank you for the lake study and a chance to be heard.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:c.puder@yahoo.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Gene Streid

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Cc: Gene Streid

Subject: Long Lake -SOS

Date: Wednesday, April 21, 2021 1:31:06 PM

HI,

To discover that our lake, Long Lake in Plainfield, Wisconsin, has been the lake most

impacted or has the most high capacity wells draining it is very discouraging to me

and our friendly neighbors.

 

When I was growing up as a kid in the 1970's, my mother and my 2 other siblings

used to spend the entire summer at the cottage. My father would come up on the

weekends, as he had to work. We used to fish, waterski, hike, row the boat, pontoon

on this lake. At the end of the day, build a campfire and roast marshmallows!! Those

were the best summers ever!! 

I witnessed the gradual erosion of the lake, as the lake water receded out of what

seemed, "the blue". By the mid 2000's my daughters were not able to enjoy the

summers that I experienced as a kid, as there was no more water in the lake. They

would always ask the question, "what is that little puddle was in the middle of the our

lake"? I tried to explain to them that the farmers were watering their crops, sweet

corn. peas, beans, potatoes, etc.... and draining the water from the lake. They did not

quite understand but they do now as they have grown older and witnessed the current

expansion of the shoreline.  

What a draining cycle/process to experience! Does it have to be this way? I

understand that agriculture is important, but at the expense of lake front property

owners? Why can't there be a reduction in the number of high capacity wells linked to

Long Lake and the other lakes in this study be regulated. I am not a big fan of

regulation but 3100 wells linked to this lake is absurd, even to a conservative!!! There

are trade offs in life and I believe that both sides could come up with a compromise to

aide both parties involved. I am not sure that Long Lake could survive another cycle. 

It is currently too one-sided and Long Lake would still be at risk of draining yet again.

Let's put a stop to this and let Long Lake live in its current state, full of God's precious

resource of water!!!! Water is meant to be a natural resource not used just to the

farmers advantage!

Please help us advocate a reduction of high capacity wells in this area of Wisconsin.

As can be seen, pictures, it is a beautiful place for families to live and spend summers

on the LAKE , with water!!!

Thanks,

Gene Streid

630-774-9902

mailto:gstreid@yahoo.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov
mailto:gstreid@yahoo.com








From: Jon Orech

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Long Lake

Date: Thursday, April 15, 2021 9:06:33 AM

  My name is Jon Orech and I have owned a home on Long Lake since 1997 (N6277 8th
Drive). I would like to share my story with you.

We purchased the property there for many reasons: quiet location, beautiful forest setting,
proximity to our Illinois home, and above all, the lake. We boated, swam from our lovely
beach, kayaked, floated, and above all those, we fished. I once spoke to a DNR officer around
2000, and he had told me that Long Lake had the highest concentration of 20" + bass of any
lake in Waushara County; I believed it too, since I had dozens of pictures of trophy bass that I
caught, and carefully released back into Long Lake. My kids learned to fish in Long Lake.
Cast after cast produced bluegill, pumpkinseed, crappie, small bass, perch, and the
occasional pike. I felt I had truly hit the jackpot.

Then the water started receding.

for a while, it was manageable...until it wasn't. Our bay dried up, trees began sprouting where
once there was water, river birch died en masse, and I sadly removed my dry dock from what
was my lake shore.

For several years, our trips to Plainfield became less frequent. Sure, we could go to other lakes
for fishing, or boating, but it wasn't the same. What's the point of having a lake house with no
lake?  I did some renovations and sprucing up--preparing to sell-- but was dismayed at the
assessment of several real estate agents at the prospect of selling the home at such a reduced
price. "Who wants a lake house without a lake?"

As we know, the last three years have been some of the wettest on record, and the lake is back
with a vengeance. The 20" bass are not there any more, but through the stockings done, the
lake is definitely rebounding. Life is good on Long Lake...for now.

I am retired now, have sold my home in IL, and have bought a home in TN. My play is to
spend warm months in Plainfield, cool months in TN. However, if we are destined to have the
same cycle again, with water levels so low, and water consumption going unchecked, my best
bet would be to retire permanently in TN; however, I don't want to do that. I want to enjoy
Long Lake as I have for decades, teach my grandkids to fish on it, and once again, catch 20-
inch bass.

Thank you,

Jon Orech

mailto:jon.orech@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Pam Appleyard

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Plainfield ground water

Date: Friday, April 9, 2021 11:57:25 AM

You should come to Plainfield ask the residents living on East Rd and other areas in town
here. Our basements had flooded due to ground water damage. The ground water was 12 ft
above ground water normal levels. Many of the homeowners here have spent over $10000 to
have their basements repaired and still have water in their basements. 

Sincerely 

Pamela Appleyard 

mailto:pjapple69@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Mary Houghton

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Cc: Sen.Ballweg - LEGIS

Subject: PLEASE RECOMMEND CENTRAL SANDS WATER DISTRICT

Date: Sunday, May 2, 2021 3:58:56 PM

I am writing to thank you for the excellent report on the impact of high capacity wells on 3

lakes in the Central Sands region and to urge you to implement its recommendation that the

state set up a Water District which has the power to monitor water levels throughout the

entire Central Sands region and to review and either approve or disprove applications for

additional deep wells in order to maintain healthy water levels and quality.

 

I have been spending summers at a lake in the Central Sands for more than 70 years as has my

family which now includes the 7 families that are the descendants from my parents who

purchased the initial property in 1948.  It is Crystal Lake in Marquette County, a lake which has

been blessed with good water quality over that entire period.  There are 20 children that have

grown up with life-affirming memories of swimming, sailing, and fishing.

 

Crystal Lake is in good shape and the township takes advantage of property values of lake

homes to levy very hefty taxes on property owners.  We pay willingly even if we pay

proportionately much more than local farmland owners.  However, if lake levels decline and

the lake becomes unhealthy, this will stop and the township, county and state will ultimately

lose valuable annual tax revenues.  In addition and more importantly,  the state will suffer

from deterioration of this and all the lakes in the Central Sands.  

 

This seems like a threat that will continue to grow given recent trends in agriculture which

have led to consolidation of farmland and development on these larger parcels of industrial-

sized operations.  A water quality district is one constructive approach to managing the rights

of all of the stakeholders in the Central Sands Region.

 

Sincerely,

 

Mary Houghton

W3949 Northwoods Trail

Wautoma Wisconsin 

 

And

1355 E. 54th Street

Chicago, Illinois 60615

Mary Houghton
c/o National Community Investment Fund

mailto:mary.houghton@mj73.net
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov
mailto:Sen.Ballweg@legis.wisconsin.gov


135 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 3025
Chicago, IL  60603
312-543-6110 (cell)
mary.houghton@mj73.net
mary.houghton4 (skype)

mailto:mary.houghton@mj73.net


From: johndroske@gmail.com

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Public comment Central Sands Lakes Study

Date: Wednesday, May 5, 2021 3:25:50 PM

To: DNR Public Comment on Central Sands Lakes Study

We are writing to encourage furthering of the Central Sands Lakes Study. As residents of Portage County for nearly

forty years, we have witnessed firsthand the impact of groundwater pumping on lake and stream levels. While we

are now at generally high levels due to record rainfalls in recent years, we have seen our lake and stream levels drop

to damaging levels in low rainfall/high pumping times. We have seen the Little Plover River dry up and Wolf Lake,

a favorite swimming spot of our family, go from a beautiful county park, to a largely abandoned park with a shallow

lake that was maybe 1/4 of its previous size.

The lakes and streams of Central Wisconsin are a treasure. We are currently visiting Peninsula State Park and just

read a sign in the park that described the foresight about 100 years ago in establishing the State Park system. The

placard cited the wisdom of those who saw that, without protection, our state’s natural beauty was in peril and at risk

of not being accessible to all.

Please follow in this Wisconsin tradition and continue and extend the Central Sands Lakes Study, for the benefit of

all and to avoid further damage to our precious lake and stream resources in Central Wisconsin.

Sincerely,

John and Mary Droske

8840 Spring Lake Road

Amherst. WI.  54406

mailto:johndroske@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: John Attley Church

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Cc: Rep.Krug - LEGIS; Sen.Ballweg@legis.wi.gov; John Attley Church

Subject: The DNR Groundwater Study

Date: Thursday, April 29, 2021 6:48:20 AM

Good Day

I first wanted to start out by thanking the DNR for doing this study. 

I presently live on a Crystal Lake in the central sands area and have been coming here since

1949. We bought our property in 1983 and moved here full time 2007 to retire.

The bottom line is that the ground water belongs to all Wisconsin residents and needs to have

any independent body be the gate keeper of how our water is used to the benefits of all and

not just commercial/agricultural interests with unchecked wants.

One only has to look at states that have depleted their ground water supplies and the negative

impact it has on their states. If we deplete our ground water supplies what will this state, look

like in 50 years. The way of life we have today with the beauty our lakes and streams will be

put in harm's way.

Please look after the good for many and just not the few.

I thank you for your time and consideration.

John Church 

W4048 Northwoods Trail

Wautoma, WI 54982

mailto:jchurch000@outlook.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov
mailto:Rep.Krug@legis.wisconsin.gov
mailto:Sen.Ballweg@legis.wi.gov
mailto:jchurch000@outlook.com


From: William Houghton

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: the quality of water on Crystal Lake

Date: Monday, May 3, 2021 1:28:45 PM

Sirs:  Thank you for the attention you have given to Crystal Lake.  I

and my family have been long term residents and feel its depth, clarity,

and ready supply are important to our family and many others.  We hope

your study will continue and give a rational basis for reasonable

limitations on the amount of the aquifer deep wells are allowed to drain

off.  Climate change and the deterioration of the air is one threat; the

loss of clean water is another.  Please let us and the Crystal Lake Club

committee know if there is any way we can help you.  We would be

delighted to invite you and a large number of your representative to the

Crystal Lake Fall Festival----please leave word with me or the Club

Board of your representative to whom we can mail the invitation.

                                         Sincerely,  William Houghton, M.D.

                                                            2437 N.

Terrace Ave

Milwaukee, Wisconsin  53211

414-332-2838

mailto:puck1997@att.net
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: scott gorski

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: Water table

Date: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 2:17:30 PM

  Under current use we have had no problems with our water supply. Allowing an increase in
water usage from deep wells for large farming operations raises the concern of wells for
residential use. Aside from the water usage, many large crop fields show no signs of winter
cover growth to prevent wind erosion causing not only surface soil loss but with no cover
growth, moisture from winter snow and spring rains is easily lost to evaporation, I believe this
condition along with the elimination of what was referred to as fencerows which also acted as
windbreaks to accommodate the use of watering pivots creates the need for increased watering
of fields. I would think cover growth of fields in non crop months of the year would lessen the
need for increased watering by retaining off season moisture while also providing soil
supplements when plowed under in the spring. The soil in this area has a high sand content.
It's evident in the winter when snow on the downwind side of these fields is turned brown by
the wind erosion and no snow fencing to act as a windbreak. Did we learn nothing from the
dust bowl years? The large (factory) farms are here and I don't see them leaving any time
soon, but we should not give free reign to their operation. Many of these fields seem to be
operated as if, once the soil is no longer able to support crops it will be sold or abandoned. The
large amounts of liquid manure that's trucked in and put down every spring to make the soil
more fertile attest to the lack of natural nutrients in the soil. Rather than increasing water
usage I would think better soil conservation practises would be the first step in creating more
productive and sustainable farming. Thank you for providing this forum. 

  Scott Gorski
Friendship, Wisconsin

mailto:s.gorski0@gmail.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


From: Lin & John Schroeder

To: DNR DG Central Sands

Subject: WI DNR Central Sands Lake Study

Date: Thursday, May 6, 2021 6:06:43 PM

Dear Ms. Clayton,

We would like to take this opportunity to provide our comments on the DNR Central

Sands Lake Study. We fully support the study’s recommendation for a Central Sands

Water Use District that would govern high capacity well pumping but the water district

needs to be granted the authority to control / reduce pumping in regions being

harmed by high capacity well pumping.   This authority is necessary as the voluntary

approaches that have been deployed in the past have proven to be unsuccessful.

Our primary residence is in Fond du Lac and in 2018, we purchased a lot and built a

new home on Huron Lake in the Plainfield area.   We built the home to enjoy quality

time with our big family, six kids and twelve grandkids, who all enjoy the outdoors and

a healthy lifestyle.  Our lake home is a dream come true for us as we approach a

retirement – a place where we build great family memories – swimming, fishing and

quality time together at the lake.  A common and important tradition for many

Wisconsin families.

We made a substantial investment in lake property and pay real estate taxes, which

we are happy to do, based on an assessed value that is high because it is lakefront

property on a great lake– Lake Huron.  As mentioned, we live in Fond du Lac so we

do not receive many of the benefits and services that we pay for in our Waushara

County real estate taxes.  Property taxes in Waushara County on the 3% of parcels

on water bodies pays 30% of taxes.  Given this fact, it isn’t fair that these water

bodies get harmed from high capacity well pumping when it is the water that specially

drives those higher real estate tax values.  

We also don’t think it is fair that unlimited high capacity well pumping can adversely

impair the investment that we, and many other taxpayers, have made in beautiful

Wisconsin lake front property. With that being said, we respect and appreciate the

farmers that are benefitting from the water but again, we feel there is a need for a

better control when lake levels are being reduced substantially.

Swimming, boating, and fishing are an important part of Wisconsin life and one of the

great traditions of our state. The public trust doctrine is supposed to protect us, and

our great tradition from excessive water use which damages our lakes and streams.

 High capacity well pumping must be limited to maintain healthy waters.  Agricultural

employment in the state  has been shrinking for decades while tourism and water

based recreation are strong and growing economic sectors that we should not be

damaging with excessive pumping.

We think the study was high quality and well done. 

The study appears to be thorough, fair, and fact based.

We like that the study model considers most of the Central Sands and its lakes

mailto:jschroeder5027@yahoo.com
mailto:DNRDGCentralSands@wisconsin.gov


and streams.

Even though study limited to three lakes, the study is good for lakes, streams,

and wetlands in the immediate vicinity and the whole of the central sands

We request the DNR to expand the study results for estimated drawdowns and

streamflow depletions for all of the lakes and streams in the model.

We fully support the recommendation for a Central Sands Water Use District

that would govern high capacity well pumping, but again, the District needs to

be granted the proper authority levels to control high capacity pumping levels.

A couple final thoughts to consider:

The number of high capacity wells in WI Central Sands has increased from 97

in 1960 to 2,386 in 2016!  Controls need to be put in place to control this

substantial increase in pumping capacity and protect the bodies of water in the

Central Sands. 

Under the current structure, high capacity well owners have ability to buy and

sell high capacity well approvals, as part of a land transfer, and (arguably)

ownership of the public’s groundwater.  How is this fair to citizens with lake front

property which carry significantly higher real estate values?

The water levels of many lakes have recovered recently due to the wettest

multi-year period in at least 90 years.  What will happen to the water levels

when we return to more normal weather patterns if no pumping controls are put

in place?

In summary, the lakes, rivers and streams are a very important element of the culture

and heritage of our great state and the Central Sands region.  We need to help

protect this heritage by implementing a Central Sands Water Use District with the

proper authority levels to properly control high capacity well pumping.

We appreciate you taking the time to listen to our thoughts and suggestions and look

forward to many more years of enjoyment on Huron Lake.

Regards

 

John & Linda Schroeder
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